


 































































































































From: Buster Mackey [mailto:ornative41@embarqmail.com]  
Sent: Monday, May 24, 2010 5:39 PM 
To: Ronald.E.Anglin@state.or.us; Curt.melcher@state.or.us; Roy.elicker@state.or.us; 
odfw.commission@state.or.us 
Subject: Hunter Orange 
 
  I think hunters should have the right to choose what they wear while hunting 
 

 
From: heater [mailto:doug@bornstein.com]  
Sent: Sunday, May 23, 2010 1:16 PM 
To: odfw.commission@state.or.us 
Subject: Hunter Orange 
 
As a licensed hunter and resident, I ask that the commission takes consideration of option 
1, no action on Hunter orange. 
  
Douglas Heater 
33285 wood duck lane 
Warrenton, Or. 97146 
 

 
From: Chuck Smith [mailto:chucksmith@exchangenet.net]  
Sent: Monday, May 24, 2010 4:53 PM 
To: Ronald.E.Anglin@state.or.us; Curt.melcher@state.or.us; Roy.elicker@state.or.us; 
odfw.commission@state.or.us 
Subject: Hunter Orange 
 
I understand that ODFW is considering some form of mandating that hunters wear blaze 
orange while hunting.  As a longtime hunter, I make sure that I wear a significant 
coverage of blaze orange whenever I enter an area and time during which I might be 
mistaken for game.  I do this because I believe my safety is MY RESP0NSIBILITY AND 
NOT THAT OF MY GOVERNMENT.  For this reason, as well as several others: 
  
1.  Whatever set of rules might be adopted, they will surely mandate in situations where 
blaze orange is inappropriate. 
  
2.  Wouldn't people other than hunters remain "unprotected" from the risks you are trying 
to ameliorate? 
  
3.  Adding more hoops for hunters to jump through will surely drive many hunters to 
pursue other forms of recreation. 
  
Count me among those ADAMANTLY OPPOSED TO THIS PROPOSAL. 
  
Respectfully,  Charles E. Smith 



  
 

 
From: Brent Lewis [mailto:hblewis@eoni.com]  
Sent: Monday, May 24, 2010 7:38 AM 
To: Ronald.E.Anglin@state.or.us; Curt.melcher@state.or.us; Roy.elicker@state.or.us; 
odfw.commission@state.or.us 
Subject: Hunter Orange 
 
I am writing this letter to express my opposition to mandatory Blaze Orange for most 
firearm hunters in Oregon for the following reasons: 
            1)   Freedom is being free from controls of others.   This would be one more 
government control infringing on my judgment and freedom with the intent to take care 
of me.  I can take care of myself!    
            2)   If I choose to wear a bright color so I stand out to others, that is my choice.  
Please don’t regulate another control upon my life.   Leave me alone. 
            2)   Unfortunately there always will be poor choices made by humans.   The basic 
rule of hunting is to always make sure of your target through proper target identification.  
There is no excuse for mistaking a human for a game animal, a beef animal for a bear, 
deer, or elk, or deer for an elk, or a doe for a buck for that matter.   Proper education must 
be emphasized to keep safety in the hunting sports.   Mandatory blaze orange may 
provide an avenue of taking risks with targets that are not wearing blaze orange.   “Well, 
it wasn’t wearing blaze orange so I shot it.”    We are better off educating people to be 
accountable with their target. 
            3)   If you feel it is so important to protect me from accidentally being shot, please 
keep in mind there are people with firearms in the great outdoors year round.   If wearing 
blaze orange is the savior to accident prevention, then why not require mountain bikers, 
back packers, fishermen, mushroomers, woodcutters, campers, pickners, horsemen, and 
ranchers to wear blaze orange whenever they are in the outdoors.   The repercussions 
from this would be a resounding “NO BLAZE ORANGE”.   Can you imagine infringing 
on their right of judgment?  So please don’t infringe on mine! 
            4)   Mandatory blaze orange will be an enforcement problem because many 
people will not comply.   I am not interested in advertising I am a hunter because of the 
animal rights movement and harassment of hunters.    
            5)  I do not want people to see where I am hunting, fearing they will follow my 
“footsteps” in future years robbing me of my peaceful hunting spots.   I see a maximum 
of two other hunters per day when I am hunting, and this is in wide open country.   What 
sense does it make to require me to wear mandatory blaze orange in these situations?  
This makes no sense to me! 
            6)  If a person is fearful of being mistaken for a target, they have the choice of 
hunting another area, keeping themselves visible at all times, make substantial non-game 
noise, wear mandatory blaze orange head to toe, or change hobbies.   This is all about 
choice, and I do not want my government making any choice for me.  I am educated, 
ethical and sincere, and do not need “big brother’s “ mandatory blaze orange.    
 
            Sincerely, 



             
                        H. Brent Lewis 
                        La Grande, Oregon    
 

 
From: Tony Burtt [mailto:tonyburtt@hotmail.com]  
Sent: Monday, May 24, 2010 10:29 AM 
To: odfw.commission@state.or.us 
Subject: Hunter Orange 
 
Dear Commissioners: 
  
At your meeting on June, you will be asked to adopt one of five options regarding the use 
of Blaze Orange for hunting. You will hear about significant public comment on this 
issue, and probably the majority of hunters who voice their opinions (not necessarily the 
majority of hunters) will ask you to adopt option 1 and take no action. 
  
Before you take action you will have seen many statistics speaking to the effectiveness of 
Blaze Orange, but I ask you to consider a few other issues: 
�        It was not motorcyclists who lobbied for a helmet law – it was the rest of the 

public; 
�        It was not drivers who lobbied for seat belt laws – it was the medical and 

emergency services; 
�        It was not even hunters who lobbied in 1961 for Oregon’s very successful hunter 

education laws – it was the public who were tired of hunting seasons with over 75 
shooting casualties per year. 

Safety regulations are very seldom proposed or supported by the recreation or the 
industry that they will regulate. They are usually proposed and adopted by far-sighted 
members of the public who see the human toll that is resulting from the unregulated 
activity. Nevertheless, the activity soon accepts the regulation as normal.  
  
The second issue I want you to consider is that for every hunting fatality, there are 
several other incidents where people survived with catastrophic injuries. These injuries 
result from one person aiming and discharging a high-powered rifle at another person 
(who looked like a deer!). They can be devastating injuries that affect both the victim and 
the shooter for their lifetime. 
Anyone who has hunted can tell you the incredible damage that a hunting firearm does to 
its target. 
  
Finally, I would like you to think about the time, the efforts and the resources that we, as 
a nation, put into trying to save even one life when tragedy strikes. Think about the 
efforts put in to safe one injured mountaineer, one lost coal miner or one person in the 
rubble of a collapsed building. Is it too much to ask the hunting community to change 
their dress habits to save one catastrophic injury or one life each year? 
  
I ask you to adopt Option 4. 



  
Sincerely  
  
Tony Burtt (Hunter Education Instructor since 1987) 
Milwaukie  
 
 

 
From: Rick & Sue [mailto:ricknsueu@verizon.net]  
Sent: Sunday, May 23, 2010 11:18 PM 
To: Ronald.E.Anglin@state.or.us; Curt.melcher@state.or.us; Roy.elicker@state.or.us; 
odfw.commission@state.or.us 
Subject: Hunter Orange 
 
Dear Commissioners, 
I am against the mandatory Blaze Orange in the woods, It would provide false sense of 
security and further reduce the skills of hunters. Non hunters in the woods would  not 
necessarily be aware of the orange requirement or if it applied to them, could be at 
greater risk from the casual hunter who shot it because it wasn’t orange… My father was 
a strict teacher and it was a basic expectation that you identify your quarry properly 
before you even brought your rifle to bear.  None of the shooting at moving brush, 
 sounds or through brush piles I hear about. 
It would be much more effective to raise the awareness of the casual/ ALL hunters by 
requiring education and demonstrated firearm proficiency. Our game animals deserve 
respect and an ethical approach to hunting that not everyone was raised with. Those of us 
who grew up hunting with the right kind of guidance and training from our fathers 
understand this and its importance. 
Hunting is a privilege and a heritage for many of us, please elevate the requirements on 
education and proficiency. Being smart enough not to shoot a big Orange isn’t helping 
anyone or improving the way animals are harvested. 
 
Richard Ulrick 
 
 

 
From: Bob & Rob [mailto:buckskin@pacifier.com]  
Sent: Saturday, May 22, 2010 8:02 AM 
To: Ronald.E.Anglin@state.or.us 
Cc: Curt.melcher@state.or.us; Roy.elicker@state.or.us; odfw.commission@state.or.us 
Subject: Hunter Orange 
 
We are wholeheartedly against regulation mandating wearing of blaze orange for 
hunters.  This should be a matter of CHOICE.  The government needs to quit 
"babysitting" the people and insulting our intelligence by telling us what to wear, and 
when to wear it.  If a hunter chooses to wear blaze orange for their "safety," great, but 
hunters should not HAVE to.  Next, it will be what proper boots should be worn to 



protect your feet, or how warm of a jacket should be worn to protect from hypothermia!  
Come on, give us a break!   
 
Bob and RobinetteWilliams 
89934 Raymond Rd 
Astoria, OR  97103 
 

 
From: Jon Weber [mailto:jcweber@q.com]  
Sent: Monday, May 24, 2010 6:58 AM 
To: Curt.melcher@state.or.us 
Subject: Hunter Orange 
 
Dear Mr. Melcher, 
  
I am writing to urge you and the Department not to proceed with making it mandatory to 
wear Hunter Orange when hunting.  I believe it should be a matter of my choice whether 
or not to wear it. 
  
It disturbs me that nearly every entity of our state and federal government seems to have 
this overwhelming drive to regulate and mandate ever more of what we do. This action 
may or may not prevent accidents.  So when will we be required to wear kevlar vests, 
strobe lights on our hats or sound "approved sound devices" at mandated intervals?  
  
Enough is enough and mandatory wearing of Hunter Orange is too much. 
  
Sincerely, 
Jon Weber 
Prineville 
 

 
From: Cindy Haynes [mailto:cwhaynes2@msn.com]  
Sent: Sunday, May 23, 2010 9:57 PM 
To: ODFW Commission 
Subject:  
 
Gentlemen, 
  
I've read where you are considering requirement of all hunters to wear orange clothing.  
Please do not force the majority of safe hunters to comply with more and more rules that 
are made for a few bad hunters.  Most laws are written for the few that cause problems, 
but because our society doesn't want to single one group out and make them conform, 
they make blanket sweeping changes that administrators feel will make all things better.  
You are mistaken.  Wearing orange clothing will not change bad hunters bad habits.  Bad 
hunters are not true sportsmen.  Hunting is a skill that is either taught from father to son 
or learned from friends.  We don't need more laws and regulations. 



  
Please consider the majority of good hunters in your decision.  Try something new to 
address the few bad hunters. 
  
And I've emailed the ODFW director and deputy director about the State of Oregon 
increasing licensing fees without consideration of the high unemployment situation and 
fewer hunter turnout.  I'm not happy with the increase in hunting license fees.  Roy 
Elicker is not listening to the hunters who  pay his salary and provide for 
ODFW funding.  Government thinks there is unlimited financial resources available and 
ODFW is not any different in their operation. 
  
Please start acting in a fiscally responsible manner.  Elections are coming in November 
and hunters are voters.  Please listen to the the people who provide the support and 
resources so you can operate and manage the department of fish and wildlife in Oregon. 
  
Walt Haynes 
4748 SE Arden 
Milwaukie, OR 97222 
 

 
From: Deb and Tom Croswell [mailto:debtom@hughes.net]  
Sent: Sunday, May 23, 2010 7:24 AM 
To: Ronald.E.Anglin@state.or.us; Curt.melcher@state.or.us; Roy.elicker@state.or.us; 
odfw.commission@state.or.us 
Subject: Hunter Orange 
 
To whom it may concern, 
  
Please do not impose hunter orange requirements on us.  It should be our personal choice 
as to what we wear when we hunt.  I don't support this policy for rifle or archery hunting 
but especially not for archery hunting.  Being a successful archer requires stealth and 
while Deer are considered color blind they see orange as white which is their natural 
warning color.  Try to remember that this country was founded on personal freedom.  
Please don't try to take one more freedom from us. 
  
Thanks 
  
Tom Croswell 
Adams, Oregon 
 
 
----- Original Message -----  
From: Joe Care  
To:   
Sent: Sunday, May 23, 2010 12:04 AM 
Subject: blaze orange 



 
Mr. Melcher 
  
My name is Joe  Care. 
 I have lived in Sweet Home Oregon for 76 years. 
I killed my first deer when I was 11 yrs old. 
I have hunted every year since that first hunt and have enjoyed my choice of clothing for 
66 years. 
I have used red, blaze orange, cammo and whatever type of clothing that fit the situation.  
I hope to still have the choice of what I feel is safe and proper for the type of hunting and 
time of year that I chose to hunt. 
  
I ask you to please do not help make it a law that it would be mandatory to use blaze 
orange. 
We as hunters  are losing more and more of our freedom to 
 choose. 
This would be another one of those freedoms. 
  
I thank you for your consideration on this matter. 
  
Joe Care 
 28500 Santiam Hwy. 
Sweet Home OR. 97386 
Ph. 541-367-5903 
 

 
From: Howard [mailto:beckerh@crestviewcable.com]  
Sent: Friday, May 21, 2010 8:29 PM 
To: Ronald.E.Anglin@state.or.us; Curt.melcher@state.or.us; Roy.elicker@state.or.us; 
odfw.commission@state.or.us 
Subject: Hunter Orange 
 
Please no more government regulation.   
 
“Mandatory” hunters orange is not needed. 
 
Howard Becker 
909 SE Willowdale Dr 
Prineville, OR 97754-2544 
 
 

 
From: tordon [mailto:tordon@pacifier.com]  
Sent: Friday, May 21, 2010 1:36 PM 
To: Ronald.E.Anglin@state.or.us; Curt.melcher@state.or.us; Roy.elicker@state.or.us; 



odfw.commission@state.or.us 
Subject: Hunter Orange 
 
Having been a resident of Oregon all my life as well as a hunter/fisherman as long as I've 
been allowed, I am very much apposed to any manditory requiremnt that hunters be 
required to wear blaze orange while lawfully hunting. I am supportive of educating 
people on hunters safety and the use of blaze orange while hunting and do not oppose a 
manditory youth requiremnet but I strongly feel the use of blaze orange is a personel 
choice! There is already to much unenforced regulation from government.  Hunting 
accidents are extremely tragic and many deaths may have been prevented with the use of 
blaze orange but please use our resources to educate and enforce the existing laws of this 
state. Please catch the guy that contiually poaches around my neighborhood endangering 
the entire community. Please do not make an outlaw out of me! 
 

 
From: Joseph Lichtscheidl [mailto:jcjal@mcsi.net]  
Sent: Wednesday, May 19, 2010 4:33 PM 
To: odfw.commission@state.or.us 
Subject: Hunter Orange Mandate 
 
Being  an OHA member and attending the meeting in Roseburg on 5/18 , considering 
Oregon safety record, I would request that you use option 1 , and let the hunters decide  if 
they want to wear hunter orange or not. With the vast areas that we  hunt sometime we 
hardly ever see another hunter. Personally I wear an orange hat and sometimes a vest 
depending on where  I am hunting.            
                        Thank You  
                         Joe Lichtscheidl 
 
 

 
From: Stan Clayton [mailto:claytonsoregon@peak.org]  
Sent: Tuesday, May 18, 2010 8:11 PM 
To: Ronald.E.Anglin@state.or.us; Curt.melcher@state.or.us; Roy.elicker@state.or.us; 
odfw.commission@state.or.us 
Subject: Hunter Orange 
 
Hello- Just want to add my two cents on the hunter orange safety clothing. 
             I feel it should be by choice of the hunter in the field at the time of the hunt. 
             I usually make myself more visible when packing out my tagged animal. 
             If one is made to wear it all must wear it who are in the field during hunting 
season from Jan.I to Dec.31.  
             No matter what season or activity. Birding, turkey hunting, biking,duck 
hunting,hiking, big game hunts, etc. 
            To and from a stand or setting up decoys. 
             Hunter education is the answer not more regulations. 
             Personal responsibility, less government, more freedom! 



             Thank you. 
             Stan Clayton  Philomath, Or. OHA life member, Or. Master Hunter,RMEF 
member, ODFW volunteer  just to name a few. 
 

 
 

 
From: Tom Thomas [mailto:tomt@oregonwireless.net]  
Sent: Tuesday, May 18, 2010 4:16 PM 
To: odfw.commission@state.or.us 
Subject: mandatory wearing of orange clothing 
 
I have hunted thru-out the West all my life, the last 34 years in the state of Oregon.  
Fortunately, I had a lot of mentors as a young boy and was able to attend a hunter ed 
training program required by the Washington State Game Dept. at an early age.  I choose 
to be ever alert, wear camo and not be seen.  I have worn "orange" while hunting in other 
states where required and feel it is ridiculous, unsafe(especially when some has picked 
you out thru their high powered scope) and of no value except to those (politicians and 
industry) who are selling it for monetary gain.  I am also educated as a biologist (MS) 
having served as a fish and wildlife biologist for the US Forest Service for 20+ years, 
hence as a consultant in my own business and I am very aware of people management 
and its pitfalls.  I believe I am as well qualified as the next person (to pontificate) on the 
subject of hunting and how it should be done.  More regulation is not the way forward.  
Telling  the hunter "what to wear/how to dress" while hunting is a ludicrous attempt to 
teach or regulate safety.   Mandatory wearing of orange clothing while hunting is micro-
management of people at its worst and has little to do with staying safe while 
hunting.  Educate the hunter to stay safe and let him chose what is most suitable to wear 
while hunting.   Or, will winter grade clothing for late season hunting become the next 
mandatory "how-to"?   Lots of money to be made telling us what to wear.  I am a firm 
believer that a large part of our commission's job is to weed through the levels of pure 
"crap" and then cut out all that is compiled as unnecessary people management by little-
to-know bureaucrats and would be do gooders that have little respect for people who 
enjoy the "art of hunting".  How did this issue arise to the forefront and even require our 
intelligent thought to begin with.  And, with little explanation and by whoever is its 
purveyor?  The hunter is an intelligent, adaptive predator capable of taking care of 
themselves an others while afield when given a little bit of the right training.   Scrap the 
crap and the people who brought it on and put our dollars into educating the hunter. 
  
sincerely, 
  
tom thomas 
69904 summerville rd 
Summerville, Or  97876 
ph# 5415346402 
 
 



 
From: Deane E Dean [mailto:riverwolf@dishmail.net]  
Sent: Tuesday, May 18, 2010 10:44 AM 
To: Ronald.E.Anglin@state.or.us; Curt.melcher@state.or.us; Roy.elicker@state.or.us; 
odfw.commission@state.or.us 
Subject: Hunter Orange 
 
I can see no reason to change the law. Oregon hunters have a good safety record , more 
laws are not needed  especially one that is not really required . The only benefit would be 
to retailers selling blaze orange clothing to angry hunters. We have enough FEEL GOOD 
LAWS. 
                                                                                   Thank You, 
                                                                                   Deane E Dean 
                                                                                   Troy, OR 
 
 

 
From: JG Henricksen [mailto:jghenricksen@centurytel.net]  
Sent: Monday, May 17, 2010 3:34 PM 
To: Ronald.E.Anglin@state.or.us; Curt.melcher@state.or.us; Roy.elicker@state.or.us; 
odfw.commission@state.or.us 
Subject: Hunter Orange 
 
gentlemen, 
  
I support voluntary use of blaze orange for hunting. Don,t take away our right to choose. 
  
Thank you 
  
Jim Henricksen 
 

 
From: Dave Sutton [mailto:DSutton@lrtco.com]  
Sent: Tuesday, May 18, 2010 7:24 AM 
To: Ronald.E.Anglin@state.or.u; Curt.melcher@state.or.us 
Subject: Hunter Orange 
 
Just a quick comment on the proposed mandatory hunter orange issue, enough is enough! 
No more rules. 
At a time when the state needs more money you folks increase fees and make it even 
harder to enjoy this sport.  Can you imagine forgetting your blaze orange suit and not 
being able to hunt due to more regulation? 
 I understand the states desire to make things safe, but are you going to mandate all 
participants in  outdoor activities wear orange? Did you know more people are killed in 
cars driving to and from the hunting spot? Here you go, why not make all cars blaze 
orange? 



 
Care to respond? 
 
 
 
Dave Sutton 
Lone Rock Timber 
PO Box 1127 
Roseburg OR 97470 
  
541-673-0141 EXT. 363 
CELL: 541-430-0063 
FAX: 541-440-1573 
 
 

 
From: Anthony Delcollo [mailto:anthonydelcollo@yahoo.com]  
Sent: Monday, May 17, 2010 6:54 PM 
To: Ronald.E.Anglin@state.or.us; Curt.melcher@state.or.us; Roy.elicker@state.or.us; 
odfw.commission@state.or.us 
Subject: Hunter Orange 
 
Hunter Orange should be an option to wear.  Archery should be in camo, not orange.  
Rifle should needs some hunter orange. 
  
Thank You  Anthony Delcollo 
 
 

 
From: Smith's [mailto:terpat@charter.net]  
Sent: Sunday, May 16, 2010 11:52 AM 
To: Ronald.E.Anglin@state.or.us; Curt.melcher@state.or.us; Roy.elicker@state.or.us; 
odfw.commission@state.or.us 
Subject: Hunter Orange 
 
I strongly disagree with Hunter Orange, we need to focus 
more on All Hunters education not a required color. 
  
Terry W. Smith 
  
Toledo, Oregon 
 
From Brent Lewis [hblewis@eoni.com] 
 
I am writing this letter to express my opposition to mandatory Blaze Orange for most 
firearm hunters in Oregon for the following reasons: 



            1)   Freedom is being free from controls of others.   This would be one more 
government control infringing on my judgment and freedom with the intent to take care 
of me.  I can take care of myself!    
            2)   If I choose to wear a bright color so I stand out to others, that is my choice.  
Please don’t regulate another control upon my life.   Leave me alone. 
            2)   Unfortunately there always will be poor choices made by humans.   The basic 
rule of hunting is to always make sure of your target through proper target identification.  
There is no excuse for mistaking a human for a game animal, a beef animal for a bear, 
deer, or elk, or deer for an elk, or a doe for a buck for that matter.   Proper education must 
be emphasized to keep safety in the hunting sports.   Mandatory blaze orange may 
provide an avenue of taking risks with targets that are not wearing blaze orange.   “Well, 
it wasn’t wearing blaze orange so I shot it.”    We are better off educating people to be 
accountable with their target. 
            3)   If you feel it is so important to protect me from accidentally being shot, please 
keep in mind there are people with firearms in the great outdoors year round.   If wearing 
blaze orange is the savior to accident prevention, then why not require mountain bikers, 
back packers, fishermen, mushroomers, woodcutters, campers, pickners, horsemen, and 
ranchers to wear blaze orange whenever they are in the outdoors.   The repercussions 
from this would be a resounding “NO BLAZE ORANGE”.   Can you imagine infringing 
on their right of judgment?  So please don’t infringe on mine! 
            4)   Mandatory blaze orange will be an enforcement problem because many 
people will not comply.   I am not interested in advertising I am a hunter because of the 
animal rights movement and harassment of hunters.    
            5)  I do not want people to see where I am hunting, fearing they will follow my 
“footsteps” in future years robbing me of my peaceful hunting spots.   I see a maximum 
of two other hunters per day when I am hunting, and this is in wide open country.   What 
sense does it make to require me to wear mandatory blaze orange in these situations?  
This makes no sense to me! 
            6)  If a person is fearful of being mistaken for a target, they have the choice of 
hunting another area, keeping themselves visible at all times, make substantial non-game 
noise, wear mandatory blaze orange head to toe, or change hobbies.   This is all about 
choice, and I do not want my government making any choice for me.  I am educated, 
ethical and sincere, and do not need “big brother’s “ mandatory blaze orange.    
 
            Sincerely, 
             
                        H. Brent Lewis 
                        La Grande, Oregon     
 
 
 
From ricknsueu@verizon.net 
Dear Commissioners, 
I am against the mandatory Blaze Orange in the woods, It would provide false sense of 
security and further reduce the skills of hunters. Non hunters in the woods would  not 
necessarily be aware of the orange requirement or if it applied to them, could be at 



greater risk from the casual hunter who shot it because it wasn’t orange… My father was 
a strict teacher and it was a basic expectation that you identify your quarry properly 
before you even brought your rifle to bear.  None of the shooting at moving brush, 
 sounds or through brush piles I hear about. 
It would be much more effective to raise the awareness of the casual/ ALL hunters by 
requiring education and demonstrated firearm proficiency. Our game animals deserve 
respect and an ethical approach to hunting that not everyone was raised with. Those of us 
who grew up hunting with the right kind of guidance and training from our fathers 
understand this and its importance. 
Hunting is a privilege and a heritage for many of us, please elevate the requirements on 
education and proficiency. Being smart enough not to shoot a big Orange isn’t helping 
anyone or improving the way animals are harvested. 
 
Richard Ulrick 
 
 
From doug@bornstein.com 
As a licensed hunter and resident, I ask that the commission takes consideration of option 
1, no action on Hunter orange. 
  
Douglas Heater 
33285 wood duck lane 
Warrenton, Or. 97146 
 
 
 
From buckskin@pacifier.com 
We are wholeheartedly against regulation mandating wearing of blaze orange for 
hunters.  This should be a matter of CHOICE.  The government needs to quit 
"babysitting" the people and insulting our intelligence by telling us what to wear, and 
when to wear it.  If a hunter chooses to wear blaze orange for their "safety," great, but 
hunters should not HAVE to.  Next, it will be what proper boots should be worn to 
protect your feet, or how warm of a jacket should be worn to protect from hypothermia!  
Come on, give us a break!   
 
Bob and RobinetteWilliams 
89934 Raymond Rd 
Astoria, OR  97103 
 
 
From chucksmith@exchangenet.net 
I understand that ODFW is considering some form of mandating that hunters wear blaze 
orange while hunting.  As a longtime hunter, I make sure that I wear a significant 
coverage of blaze orange whenever I enter an area and time during which I might be 
mistaken for game.  I do this because I believe my safety is MY RESP0NSIBILITY AND 
NOT THAT OF MY GOVERNMENT.  For this reason, as well as several others: 



  
1.  Whatever set of rules might be adopted, they will surely mandate in situations where 
blaze orange is inappropriate. 
  
2.  Wouldn't people other than hunters remain "unprotected" from the risks you are trying 
to ameliorate? 
  
3.  Adding more hoops for hunters to jump through will surely drive many hunters to 
pursue other forms of recreation. 
  
Count me among those ADAMANTLY OPPOSED TO THIS PROPOSAL. 
  
Respectfully,  Charles E. Smith 
 
 
From rexheck@yahoo.com 
Mr. Anglin 
I'am writing in response to mandatory orange issue.. I personally believe this too be a 
individual choice. I have been hunting since the age of 4yrs. and have always understood 
the dangers asociated with our sport, and at times have worn blaze, but this was my 
decision. I have never been fired upon,it seems in these times of low hunter numbers... 
dropping every yr. increased fees, shorter seasons etc,That this isn't really a sound choice. 
Maybe increased Hunter education would be a better step!  for all first time hunters! No 
age limit. it seems that this new law would take away personal responsibility. 
and leave it to the state to protect us! were does it stop? maybe bullet proof vests? safty 
helmets? I don't need someone to hold my hand,and tell me how to dress when I'am in the 
field. Most people in the rural area I live in have been brought up around guns & hunting. 
Maybe we should leave the safety vest in the valley... 
  
Just my oppinion. I vote NO. Thanks Rex Heckathorn 
 
 

 
From: JEFFREY RITTER [mailto:JKJCRITTER@MSN.COM]  
Sent: Wednesday, May 26, 2010 10:30 AM 
To: Ronald.E.Anglin; Curt.melcher@state.or.us; Roy.elicker@state.or.us; 
odfw.commission@state.or.us 
Subject: Blaze Orange 
 
I had a couple of concens related to this issue. 
  
What does 360 view mean. Can I wer a pack that isn't blaze orange? I have a $200 pack 
and don't feel like replacing it. 
  
In one sentence the options say hunters with firearms. In another sentence it states 
hunters of big game. Does this apply to bowhunters? 



  
If not, there are rifle seasons during bow hunting. 
  
Does this apply to the Tribes? How does law enforcement know a tribe member from 
not? 
  
Please encourage orange but not mandatory.  
  
Member OHA 
 
 
Corey Heath: 
 Since you identified your self as being on the group working on “Mandatory Hunter 
Orange” I would offer the following and I will cc: Bill Littlefield and maybe some others. 
 
I read a lot of magazines and other books, yes most about hunting and fishing. I am aware 
that all writers and research publishers have a bias or agenda. They may try to disguise 
that bias but in most cases if you follow the money you will identify the bias. For 
example there have been ads saying that more hunters are injured and killed falling out of 
tree stands than any other reason, but when see that this is an ad selling harnesses, you 
must conclude that is where their bias is and question if it is true. The same is true for 
hunter orange, if the source is a seller of clothing, or an anti hunting group it must be 
questioned. When hunter orange is mandated it is an obvious boost to the clothing 
industry. It is obvious that Anti hunting groups can use this as a push that hunting is 
dangerous. I just read an article in Outdoor Life saying that falling out of tree stands 
results in more injuries and deaths than firearms. Is this bias to support an advertiser? 
Don’t know. 
 
The NRA and others have published data that says hunting is, I think, seventh on the list 
as far as dangerous sports. They have their bias as we all do. There have been articles that 
say that in many instances the hunter orange requirement was instituted the same time as 
hunter education requirement. They say that the hunter education has been the reason for 
the reduction of mistaken for game accidents. NRA also says their “Eddy Eagle Program” 
has been shown to reduce firearms accidents, yes they are blowing their own horn. 
It has been reported from several sources that the most dangerous sport in the US is golf. 
Has anything been proposed to reduce injuries and yes deaths? 
 
I am not a believer that Government has the right or obligation to protect us from 
ourselves. Many people do things that are hazardous and in some cases, in my opinion, 
downright stupid. But they are not forced not to do so. 
 
There was an article in a magazine, I don’t remember which, that was reported to be a 
ride along with a "“Game Warden” have no idea if true. But part of what was quoted was 
that the rules had changed from camo hunter orange to solid hunter orange. A hunter was 
cited for smearing his clothes with grease and dirt. Another was cited for insufficient 
number of square inches on a youth. One other quote, on another matter, was that a group 



of pheasant hunter had returned to the vehicle for lunch and placed their unloaded guns in 
the back of the pickup while they ate lunch, they were cited for not having the guns cased 
in a motor vehicle. 
 
Has the shooter is this case been arrested? There aren’t any accidents. To quote an OSP 
lieutenant, his orders to his command were that if they investigated an accident someone 
would be cited, if they were not sure which one, all involved would be cited and let the 
court figure out who was at fault, because someone was always to blame.  
 
 
 
 
 
Questions I would have. 
Have States that required Hunters Education seen the same reduction in accidents without 
hunter orange as those that did? 
How many injuries has Oregon had over the last 20 years that were not in or around a 
motor vehicle? 
How many were wearing Orange? 
Was there a reduction in hunters after an implementation? 
Did it impact youth numbers hunting? 
Has hunting success rate declined? 
Some of the studies have stated that deer and elk do see color, but they do see it 
differently. What really impacts them is brightness. They are equipped with excellent 
night vision and anything that is reflective is like being lit up like a neon sign. This has 
resulted in the advice that you not use detergent with brightners. An article recommended 
that even if you have to wear orange wear clothing that is wool, fleece, flannel or 
something that is porous. Do not wear on hands, arms, or even hats because they are on 
parts that move the most. Motion that glows is guaranteed to spook any game. 
 
I do know that for Highway workers and flaggers in some states orange is not accepted as 
safety apparel because of the problem with colorblind persons. They are required to wear 
a yellow/green.  
 
The OHA board is obligated to support the will of the membership, if they do not they 
should anticipate a decline in support for the organization. I suspect that Archery hunters 
would support the change because they do not think it would apply to them, hence more 
opportunity for them.  
 
ODFW is obligated to support those that fund you, Hunters and fisherman, if you do not 
you should expect a decline in support. OHA came to be because a group of hunters was 
not supportive of the policies and procedures of ODFW; I would not like to see this 
relationship deteriorate.   
 

 



From: Kenneth Diehl [mailto:kgdiehl2841@yahoo.com]  
Sent: Wednesday, April 07, 2010 9:10 AM 
To: Curt.melcher@state.or.us 
Subject: Mandating Blaze Orange 
 
           Sirs: I am opposed to mandating Blaze Orange for hunting. I am 68 years old and 
have hunted in Oregon for 
            60 years without incident and have never worn Blaze Orange. 
               In Colorado Blaze Orange is required for the hunter only, apparently the guide 
is exempet form being shot! 
            How ironic is that? 
               During several hunting seasons in Oregon the foliage is bright orange, how 
would a hunter be noticed then? 
             
                          Kenneth G. Diehl  Hunter/Angler ID 131698 

 
From: Mike McClain [mailto:kaytedog@fmtc.com]  
Sent: Monday, May 31, 2010 11:32 AM 
To: ODFW Commission 
Subject: Hunter Orange 
 
Hello, 
I oppose any regulation to make the wearing of "hunter orange" mandatory, in Oregon. 
  
Thank you 
  
Mike McClain 
962 Enterprise Ave. 
Nyssa, OR  97913 
541.372.5432 
kaytedog@fmtc.com 
 

 
From: william lain [mailto:hunt1978@gmail.com]  
Sent: Friday, May 28, 2010 7:37 PM 
To: Ronald.E.Anglin@state.or.us; Curt.melcher@state.or.us; Roy.elicker@state.or.us; 
odfw.commission@state.or.us 
Subject: Hunter Orange 
 
Some simple math you may not want to share with the general public. 
 
You report on your page 21 deaths from vision related incidents over a 20 year 
period,that's an average of 1.05 deaths a year.  
 
For 1 death a year, or less because hunter orange want save every life, you want every 
hunter in the state to buy and wear hunter orange. 



 
Apply this to the amount of people who die in car accidents and the state should be 
passing laws to make everyone in cars to wear 5 point harnesses and helmets. 
 
That would save a lot more lives in Oregon than every hunter wearing hunter orange to 
save an average of 1 life a year or less. 
 
The math of forcing every hunter to spend the money and decrease the already low hunter 
success rates in Oregon makes no sense.  So whats the real reason ODFW wants 
everyone to buy new hunter orange equipment? 

 
 

 
From: Josh McCabe [mailto:1jjmccabe@gmail.com]  
Sent: Sunday, May 30, 2010 8:24 PM 
To: Ronald.E.Anglin@state.or.us; Curt.melcher@state.or.us; Roy.elicker@state.or.us; 
odfw.commission@state.or.us 
Subject: mandatory hunter orange 
 
Greetings,  
I would just like to weigh in on the mandatory hunter orange issue. I am personally 
opposed to the ODFW imposing any more rules on the hunters of the state.If a guy/gal 
wants to take it upon themselves to wear orange it is up to them.I do not feel it is the job 
of ODFW to tell me what I have to wear. I pay my money, I follow the laws and I just 
want to be left alone to hunt (dressed as I see fit).The more restrictive the rules get the 
less people want to hassle with paying to have to jump through all the hoops.People pay a 
fair amount of money to be able to do these things, so I say lets not add more to the 
list. Thanks. 
  
                                                                                                                          Josh McCabe 
 

 
From: daniel scollard [mailto:danscollard@hotmail.com]  
Sent: Monday, May 31, 2010 2:22 PM 
To: odfw.commission@state.or.us 
Subject: Mandating Blaze Orange for hunters 
 
 Writing to inform you that I am a legal hunter and resident in the state of Oregon and I 
am COMPLETELY AGAINST the mandate of blaze orange to be worn during all big 
game seasons. 
 What about bowhunting seasons that cross over with rifle seasons? Should bowhunters 
also be required to wear blaze orange? I hunt much as a bowhunter (all stealth - no long 
shots) and blaze orange will ruin my sport. I resent more regulations being forced upon 
me in my pursuit of happiness. 
 Given that more fishermen drown while fishing that do hunters die from accidentally 
being shot.. what's nextODFW? Mandating that all fishermen must wear life vests while 



fishing? 
 Keep blaze orange voluntary. 
Dan Scollard 

 
From: rongonbc@hughes.net [mailto:rongonbc@hughes.net]  
Sent: Thursday, May 27, 2010 7:45 PM 
To: Ronald.E.Anglin@state.or.us; Curt.melcher@state.or.us; Roy.elicker@state.or.us; 
odfw.commission@state.or.us 
Cc: rongonbc@hughes.net 
Subject: Hunter Orange 
 
I am totally agaist mandatory requirements for any type of colored hunting garb, starting 
with orange This is micromanagement in the nth degree You government people sit 
around and think up ways to make hunting and fishing rules more complex, now you are 
starting on requiring what one must wear.  What's next?  Requiring one to wear orenge 
shorts to protect one's butt from being shot for a white-tail deer when one takes a dump in 
the woods?  Or maybe just starting out with orange t-paper so it will only be incremental 
micro-management (which stretches out your job time even more). 
 
 
 
 

 
From: Don Severance [mailto:termitedon@q.com]  
Sent: Wednesday, May 26, 2010 9:52 PM 
To: Ronald.E.Anglin@state.or.us; Curt.melcher@state.or.us; Roy.elicker@state.or.us; 
odfw.commission@state.or.us 
Subject: Mandating Blaze Orange 
 
To Whom it May Concern 
  
I am opposed to the mandatory use of blaze orange when hunting. The decision of what 
color clothing to wear, and at what time to wear it, must be left up to the hunter. There 
are times during hunting when I want to wear a bright color for visibility and there are 
times when it is imperitive that I blend in with my surroundings. The decrease in the 
number of tags available, the decrease in number of game animals,and the huge increase 
in licenses and tags makes my ability to choose what I wear, and at what time, all that 
much more important. 
  
The mandating of the wearing of blaze orange, the huge increase in cost of licenses and 
tags, the reduced number of tags available, along with the dwindling number of game 
animals could make me choose to either go out of state or quit hunting altogether. This is 
something I am sure many other hunters would consider also. This decision would be 
very damaging monetarily to the Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife. 
  



I am opposed to the MANDATORY use of BLAZE ORANGE. The choice MUST be left 
up to the hunter. 
  
Sincerely, 
Don Severance 
Albany, OR 
 

 
From: Kelly Bradley [mailto:autoappr@qwest.net]  
Sent: Wednesday, May 26, 2010 8:54 PM 
To: ODFW Commission 
Subject: Hunter Orange, Mandatory?????? 
 
To whom it may concern 
 
I am an Oregon native, life long outdoors man, hunter and fisherman. I was aghast when I 
heard about the impending MANDATORY wearing of hunter orange apparel while 
hunting big game. This is in my opinion is just plain dumb. Also in my opinion ODFW is 
just setting the stage to generate revenue from fines for not wearing Orange. 
 
 I have hunted deer nearly every year for the past 40 years and do not recall ever 
encountering hunters not dressed in RED, YELLOW, ORANGE or other bright colors, 
that are clearly visible. This is only common sense. The implementation of this rule is 
only a HEY LOOK AT ME I DID THIS rule and in my opinion will NOT reduce any 
hunting related fire arm accidents. The people that cause accidents are quick to direct 
blame away from them selves by saying I didn’t see him, while in reality they had NOT 
acquired their target (shot into the brush etc.). These people (luckily) are few and far 
between. I spend my hard earned money for ever escalating license and tag fees, only to 
see more regulation and closure to motor vehicles and restrictions to public lands, (use to 
special interests etc). I am becoming disenchanted with the whole program and if this is 
shoved down Oregonian’s throats I for one may not hunt or fish in Oregon any more. 
 
In closing, just ask your selves, how many letters in support of this rule you have seen, 
compare the number to the letters opposed and see what you come up with. Recently our 
congress passed a health care bill that 64% or registered voting Americans were opposed 
to. See what happens the next election, I for one, expect change. 
 
Kelly Bradley 
1550 Tumalo DR SE 
Salem OR  97317 
 
503 588 7348 
 
PS: It is apparent to me, and I am sure to others as well, why you set the meeting the 
night be fore opening day of deer season. I will not be able to attend. 
 



 
From: Deby Smith [mailto:debys79@verizon.net]  
Sent: Tuesday, May 25, 2010 5:02 PM 
To: Ronald.E.Anglin@state.or.us; Curt.melcher@state.or.us; Roy.elicker@state.or.us; 
odfw.commission@state.or.us 
Subject: Hunter Orange 
 
We are writing to express our concern and opposition about mandating hunters to wear 
blaze orange or any other “safe” color.  We do not need more rules to be responsible 
hunters.   
 
A lack of common sense and knowledge is typically what causes trouble during hunting 
season.   
 
In the fall of the year you will see lots of orange in certain areas of the mountains, it is the 
color of nature in the fall when the leaves turn.   
 
The quality of hunting in Oregon is on the decline in spite of the ever increasing 
government oversight, rules, regulations, access limitations and fee increases.  Even the 
number of hunters has decreased dramatically.  One more mandatory rule and expense 
should decrease the numbers even more.   
 
Hunters have a personal right to choose what the appropriate attire should be to assure 
their safety while hunting.  As hunters we take pride in providing for ourselves, we do not 
need the government to take care of us.  
 
This seems to be another one of those “gotchas” to keep the game officers busy and 
another revenue generating scheme in the way of citations for hunting violations.  
 
We are asking you to leave the hunters alone. 
 
Debra and Larry Smith 
 
 
 

 
From: Buster Mackey [mailto:ornative41@embarqmail.com]  
Sent: Monday, May 24, 2010 5:39 PM 
To: Ronald.E.Anglin@state.or.us; Curt.melcher@state.or.us; Roy.elicker@state.or.us; 
odfw.commission@state.or.us 
Subject: Hunter Orange 
 
  I think hunters should have the right to choose what they wear while hunting 
 
 
 



-----Original Message----- 
From: dka56rgb56@frontiernet.net [mailto:dka56rgb56@frontiernet.net] 
Sent: Saturday, May 15, 2010 4:38 PM 
To: Ronald.E.Anglin@state.or.us 
Cc: Curt.melcher@state.or.us; Roy.elicker@state.or.us; odfw.commission@state.or.us 
Subject: Blaze Orange 
 
I feel wearing blaze orange should be a personal choice. Hunters should have the choice 
of what they wear while hunting. There are other colors that stand out better than orange. 
If orange is so safe why not require it for all activities. You people are constantly 
restricting hunter activities. 
 
Ray Budel 
 

 
From: Steve Parrent [mailto:steveparrent@yahoo.com]  
Sent: Thursday, May 20, 2010 10:27 AM 
To: Ronald.E.Anglin@state.or.us; Curt.melcher@state.or.us; Roy.elicker@state.or.us; 
odfw.commission@state.or.us 
Subject: Hunter Orange 
 
   I do not favor any mandatory requirement by this agency, nor legislation that would 
require the use of "hunter orange" or any other color.  

God is great 
Beer is good 
People are crazy 
  
R. Steven Parrent  
 
 
 

 
From: Thomas Hedgecoke [mailto:tomnvelda@yahoo.com]  
Sent: Wednesday, May 26, 2010 6:41 PM 
To: odfw.info@state.or.us 
Subject: Hunter orange requirement 
 
Dear SIRS,  this is a humble request to NOT mandate hunter orange, I am a retired 
Oregon State Police game officer, 1961 through 1980, in that time I investigated several 
accidents, I do not remember a single one that was not wearing orange, I believe it just 
makes a hunter an easier target, for those inclined  to eliminate the competition.  As you 
are aware, many of our personal choices have already been taken,   seat belts,  to ware a 
helmet,, children in the back seat, cell phone use, PLEASE DO NOT MANDATE HOW 
I MUST DRESS WHEN I HUNT.    THANKS, THOMAS A HEDGECOKE 
 



 
From: Thomas Baker [mailto:tbak@vestas.com]  
Sent: Monday, May 24, 2010 3:21 PM 
To: odfw.info@state.or.us 
Subject: Hunter Orange 
 
I just wanted to let you know that I do not support the mandatory wearing of hunter 
orange.  
  
 
Yours sincerely,  
 
Thomas Baker 
Technician III, Service 
Dayton, WA 
 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Becky Green [mailto:bsteffen@shopandsave.net] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 19, 2010 3:50 PM 
To: odfw.info@state.or.us 
Subject: mandatory hunter orange 
 
  I do not want to be required to wear orange when hunting. 
 
I want to have the choice of when and how much I wear of what   
color.   I do not want to have to replace my good hunting gear.  I am   
already upset at the hike in price you dumped on us and having to replace good gear 
would not make me happy.  From my perspective the increased prices do not give me 
increased benefit and this proposal to REQUIRE me to wear certain colors just adds fuel 
to the dissatisfaction fire. While I agree that wearing certain colors (why just orange?) 
can make us more visible, I still prefer to accept the responsibility of when and how 
much I wear.  Accidents will happen and wearing a certain color won't prevent ALL of 
them.  I am getting tired of the philosophy that all bad things can and must be prevented.  
Yes I do want to be safe in the woods but since wearing orange will not guarantee that I 
what to retain the ability to choose. 
 
I have had to watch the decline in elk hunting success in the Wenaha unit for many years 
now.  Not only is it a spke only unit but drawing a branch tag seems to be a once in a 
lifetime happening.  I have 12 or 13 points as do several others I know and I can't seem to 
draw a rack tag.  Now that we are always seeing wolves when we hunt I have no doubt 
the population will suffer still more.  I would like to see you manage that unit for elk too.  
It seems to be lopsided to cougar, bear and wolves. 
 
I have hunted in this state and paid fees for many years with family and friends and have 
lots of good memories.  But your oppressive regulations and fee hikes are taking a toll on 



hunting partners and pleasure.  You seem on one hand to want to encourage young people 
to learn hunting skills to continue your revenue base but then turn around and make more 
and more restrictive rules.  Where will things like this end?  Will I have to wear orange if 
I step out my back door and shoot one of the turkeys on my property?  You may smile 
and say 'oh get real' but I say again - where does it end??  I vote NO!! 
 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: r barnas [mailto:barnas@cascadeaccess.com] 
Sent: Thursday, May 20, 2010 8:58 PM 
To: odfw.info@state.or.us 
Cc: rep.brentbarton@state.or.us 
Subject: Mandatory Hunter Orange 
 
To: Oregon Fish and Wildlife Commission 
 
I wish to express my frustration with the Commission. The issue of Mandatory Hunter 
Orange has been addressed in the past and due to public outcry it was dropped. 
 
Today you come out with another attempt to pass a mandatory requirement for hunters to 
ware hunter orange. Your draft report shows no increase in incidents in Oregon, and now, 
Oregon has the second lowest rate of incidents of all these United States. Through 
continued hunter education programs hunting accidents will continue to drop. 
 
I see this is mainly an attempt to make it a tool for law enforcement, to identify selected 
types of hunters and make it a targeted crime. Enforcement is a failure of management. 
Please do not make hunter orange a requirement. Education and management practices 
will solve most problems. 
 
Thank you, 
Ron Barnas 
 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Wes Thayer [mailto:charwes1@msn.com] 
Sent: Monday, May 10, 2010 1:51 PM 
To: odfw.info@state.or.us 
Subject: Hunter Orange  
 
Hi folks,  
  
As a pioneer hunter in Oregon I am not convinced that hunter orange attire is necessary.  
In fact I am voting against such an edict.  
  
1.  The state has no business telling people what color of clothing to wear while hunting.   
This is not a nanny state and we don't want it to be.   



  
2.   The study report states that the difference with Washington and Oregon in hunter 
accidents reveals that Oregon had fewer hunter accidents while 
Washington already mandates hunter orange.    
  
3.   A study of hunter accidents in Oregon over the past several years 
revealed that most "accidents" were caused from carelessness or stupidity. 
 
The hunter was either careless in handling a loaded weapon; Failed to know what was 
behind his supposed target or failed to keep his barrel pointed in a safe direction.  Or the 
hunter was stupid and shooting at noises or shooting at shadows, he failed to verify his 
target.   
  
4.   Whatever the case, requiring hunter orange will not improve the safety factor in 
hunting.   Education would be a better solution.   
  
5.   Please do not add more "road blocks" to hunting in Oregon.   
  
  
Respectfully, 
 -s- 
Wes Thayer 
Junction City, Oregon 
CharWes1@msn.com   
 

 
From: Emily [mailto:eorlando@cascadeaccess.com]  
Sent: Wednesday, May 19, 2010 10:35 AM 
To: odfw.info@state.or.us 
Subject: Mandatory Hunter Orange 
 
Hunter Orange may sound like a good idea until you take into consideration all the other 
people who are using the woods during hunting season.  Mushroom pickers, loggers, 
hikers, bird watchers, bicyclists, nature enthusiasts and others enjoy the woods and some 
may not be aware of hunting season.  Are you going to make everyone who goes into the 
woods wear orange?  And how would you enforce that?   
  
Hunters need to be responsible for their actions in the woods.  They need to be sure of 
their targets, taking a shot only at an appropriate, identifiable target.  It seems to me that 
mandatory hunter orange can be a very dangerous thing. People who hunt may then think 
they can take a shot at anything not orange, which then would put the other people using 
the woods at risk. 
  
People who hunt need to be reminded to take careful responsible shots, not to shoot at 
sounds or at movement, or at unidentifiable objects. I think what would be helpful is a 
series of public service announcements on TV, radio, online, to remind people who hunt 



and the other users of the forest that they're not alone out there, that everyone needs to be 
extra careful.    Could such a public awareness campaign be partially funded by the 
Pittman-Robertson taxes, paid for by sportsmen?   
  
Starting a public safety/hunter awareness campaign or program would show much more 
active concern for public safety than another law which would cause more division and 
confusion.  
  
I am a lifelong Oregon citizen and hunter.  I hope you will consider these remarks. 
  
Thank you. 
Charlie Foster 
 
 

 
From: Marvin Guenther [mailto:mguenther@pacificethanol.net]  
Sent: Wednesday, May 19, 2010 7:15 AM 
To: odfw.info@state.or.us 
Subject:  
 
I and none of my archery hunting friends will wear your silly ass orange clothing, So start 
writing your tickets now !   
 
 

 
From: Tad BROWN [mailto:tadbrown1625@msn.com]  
Sent: Wednesday, May 19, 2010 7:08 AM 
To: odfw.info@state.or.us 
Subject: Hunter Orange Comment 
 
 
 
To whom it may concern, 
  
I would like to submit my comments on the proposals from ODFW on mandatory hunter 
orange. 
 
I am a lifelong Oregonian and have been hunting in Oregon since I was 12 years old.  I 
oppose any new law or rule that would require hunters in Oregon to wear orange while 
hunting. 
 
I believe that it should be up to the individual to decide if they wish to wear orange.  I 
believe that requiring wearing orange is unfair to hunters.  If it is a requirement for 
hunters, it should be a requirement for anyone using the public lands during hunting 
season.  It makes no sense that a hunter should have to wear orange, while a logger, 
fisherman, or hiker in the same outdoor area does not have to wear orange.  The only 



difference between the different users is that the hunter carries a hunting license in his or 
her pocket. 
 
I do not feel that it will reduce accidents during hunting season either.  An unsafe hunter 
is unsafe no matter what everyone else is wearing. 
 
If I feel that I am not safe out hunting, I might choose to wear orange.  But it will be my 
choice, not a mandate from people that feel they must protect us from ourselves.   
 
If we used this sort of reasoning with driving a car, every driver and passenger on the 
road would be required to wear a helmet in all vehicles. 
 
How many pedestrians get hit every year by cars?  Maybe we should require that every 
car be painted florescent orange or require every walker to wear orange. 
 
I would be willing to bet money that there were more injuries and deaths by bicycles 
versus vehicles in Oregon last year than hunting accidents caused by lack of hunters 
wearing orange. I would also bet that most of those accidents involved vehicle drivers 
that did not have good visual contact with the bicyclist. Maybe we should require that all 
bicyclist wear orange so they are more visible to motor vehicles.   
  
I think that this is politically motivated by people within ODFW and outside ODFW that 
oppose hunting.  This is just one more move by these people to discourage hunting.  
  
The commision needs to remember that it is hunters that finance most of ODFW and it is 
rulemaking such as this that is causing people to leave hunting and fishing alltogether. 
 
This is a classic case of regulating something that does not need to be regulated.  Lets 
spend our time and money on something worthwhile - like managing the fish and 
wildlife. 
  
Please do not force this restriction upon us. 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
Tad Brown 
186 Hidden Valley Road 
Toledo, Oregon 97391 

 
 

 
From: John Joyce [mailto:jjoyce@eoni.com]  
Sent: Friday, May 14, 2010 7:57 PM 



To: odfw.info@state.or.us 
Subject: Mandatory hunter orange 
 
I am completely against mandatory hunter orange. A recommendation for it is fine, but 
not a law requiring it. 
ODFW should concentrate on mandatory hunter safety education before anyone can buy 
a hunting license 
and tags. Color is not the cause of hunting season shootings. It is unqualified people with 
guns who cause 
the shootings. Hunting and fishing are the only licenses in Oregon, that I am aware of, 
that the person does 
not have to document qualifications to obtain the license. All drivers in Oregon are given 
a written test and a  
driving test before being issued a license to drive. The same concept should appy to all 
persons hunting state 
regulated game with a firearm. 
  
John Joyce 
jjoyce@eoni.com 
83937 Wilson Lane 
Joseph, OR 97846 
(541) 432-3808 
 
 

 
From: Ernie & Peggy [mailto:flycreek@centurytel.net]  
Sent: Monday, May 17, 2010 4:59 AM 
To: odfw.info@state.or.us 
Subject: Hunter orange 
 
I just want to comment on your proposal to require the wearing of hunter orange apparel.  
Don’t the government and their minions ever get tired of trying to regulate every aspect 
of our lives?  Are you all liberals/progressives?  You’re not satisfied with trying to price 
the average citizen out of hunting and fishing?  Show me one piece of real evidence that 
proves the wearing of hunter orange does anything to make a hunter safer in the woods.  
I’m actually confused as to why you are asking for input on this issue.  Recent events in 
Oregon and the US indicate you are going to do whatever you want regardless of what 
the majority of citizens say.  Whose big idea was this?  Let me guess – another liberal in 
Portland or Salem that just cannot stand the idea he/she isn’t controlling yet another 
aspect of my life?  You’ve probably figured out that if I actually have a vote, it is NO to 
hunter orange. 
 
Ernie Williams 
Pilot Rock, OR 
 
 



 
From: Brad Emrick [mailto:bgemrick@charter.net]  
Sent: Friday, May 14, 2010 1:09 PM 
To: Mark.A.Vargas@state.or.us 
Subject: ODFW Consideration of Mandatory Hunter Orange 
 
Mark,  
 
I apologize for the length of this email and any typos contained herein.  I hope I have 
identified and corrected them. 
 
Thank you for your outstanding presentation about ODFW’s consideration of ‘Mandatory 
Hunter Orange’.  Your preparation and demeanor were consistent with the high quality 
effort you have previously presented to the OHA membership. Your professionalism was 
particularly apparent again last night.  Thank you. 
 
Please see my letter below.  Unless you express a different opinion to me, I will assume 
that you agree that I have accurately captured the scope of the comments by the OHA 
members. 
 
I respectfully request that you include this email and incorporate the substance of the 
comments in the material you are assembling and forwarding on to the ODFW 
Commissioners and other staff. 
 
Thank you. 
 
Brad Emrick 
bgemrick@charter.net 
541-857-2055 (home) 
541-261-3288 (cell) 
 
 
 
 
Date:   May 14, 2010 
To:       ODFW 
From:  Brad Emrick (OHA member, Rogue Valley chapter) 
 
Re: ODFW Consideration of Mandatory Hunter Orange 
 
The purpose of this letter is to summarize my observations and good faith effort to record 
the views of the roughly 100 people at the Rogue Valley Oregon Hunter Association 
(OHA) meeting on May 13, 2010.  The number of persons attending the meeting was 
somewhat larger than usual because of their strong interest in the topic.  Similarly, the 
audience was attended by a larger than usual number of youth in the range of 14 to 17 



years of age and women. This may suggest that the views of this audience are 
representative of the general hunting public. 
 
Summary of Attendee Comments 
1. If it isn’t broken, don’t fix it.  There is no compelling reason for the State of Oregon 

to impose on its hunters an undesirable safety rule if hunting is clearly safe already, 
particularly when compared to other activities as summarized in ODFW’s analysis.  
Similarly, Oregon has a better hunter safety record than other states, including those 
that impose hunter orange.  Ironically, the State of Texas had an increase in hunting 
accidents after they imposed hunter orange. 

2. Know your target and beyond before you ‘send it’ (fire the weapon).  Oregon hunters 
and users of firearms know that it is their responsibility to clearly see their target and 
what is beyond that target before firing.  Although some people have attended hunter 
safety courses where this is the key principal discussed and enforced, others clearly 
know and understand that this is the number one principle in safe hunting.  Hunter 
orange is superfluous. 

3. Hunter education is more important. One attendee stated that hunter education and 
better ODFW communication would be more effective than hunter orange. The State 
of Oregon could find better ways to communicate and support hunter safety courses 
more emphatically for both youth and adults. 

4. Hunter orange wearers are targets. Three people indicated that when wearing hunter 
orange, they were shot at by others.  One gentleman indicated with passion and 
emotion that this has occurred three times.  He stated he was on open ground (not 
obscured by trees or other vegetation) and multiple bullets landed next to him.  He 
and the two shooters made eye contact and the shooters quickly left the area. The 
emphasis by these people was that they prefer to be hidden from others. 

5. Curious hunters glass with their rifle scopes and ‘target’ blaze orange wearers.  This 
creates a dangerous and hostile situation. Hunter orange camo clothing is arguably 
too visible.  When another hunter sees an individual wearing the orange clothing, the 
other hunter is curious and raises his rifle to see that person. This is dangerous 
because the hunter has a loaded firearm, the firearm safety may or may not be 
engaged, and the hunter’s finger may or may not be on the trigger.  It is a potentially 
hostile situation when the person wearing the orange, upon seeing that he is being 
targeted, becomes enraged.  Clearly, the use of binoculars is called for here, but the 
emphasis of the commentators was that they would not have been targeted if they had 
not been wearing the blaze orange camo apparel. 

6. The hunter orange wearers support free choice. Several people did indicate that they 
choose to wear hunter orange; however, most of them indicated that it should be a 
matter of individual preference and free choice.  These folks respect the rights and the 
reasons of others who choose not to wear hunter orange. 

7. A proponent of hunter orange concluded the ‘know your target and beyond’ rule is 
indeed effective (item 2 above).  One individual, a woman, argued passionately in 
favor of hunter orange when she gave an example that a deer came across her path 
and as she prepared to shoot the deer she noticed her hunting companion, not wearing 
orange, was dangerously close to the deer.  Accordingly, she did not fire.  The woman 
emphasized her emotional anxiety and desire that the other person should have been 



wearing hunter orange; however, she also emphasized that she is a safe hunter 
because she pays attention to safe hunting practices.  In conclusion, she 
acknowledged that the ‘know your target rule and what is behind it’ rule is effective.  
The emphasis here is that the hunter orange is again superfluous. 

8. With respect to youth hunters, let the parents decide and keep the youth hunter close 
to the adult.  One speaker indicated that he personally advocated the use of hunter 
orange and that his children also wear hunter orange; however, he concluded that the 
decision should rest with the parents, not the State.  In this discussion, another person 
indicated that he was a hunter safety educator and that he teaches the principle that 
the youth should be with the adult at all times.  This keeps them from aimlessly 
wandering around the forest and endangering themselves.  This instructor stated that 
hunter orange is unnecessary for youth if this safety principle is adhered to.  The key 
principle again is education and communication. 

9. We do not need the government to tell us what to do and certainly not what to wear.  
There is a growing citizen’s awareness and resentment that government control and 
the size of government has exceeded acceptable levels.  This view was uttered 
throughout the audience.  Additionally, in this context, one attendee stated that the 
money spent on this mandatory hunter orange project could be better spent enhancing 
the animal habitat, after which numerous people in the audience uttered agreement. 

 
The Final Vote 
The following summarizes the voting outcome at the conclusion of the meeting. 
 
Option 1: 77 votes. Do nothing to change the rules regarding hunter orange apparel for 

hunting big game animals and upland game birds (except turkeys). 
Option 2: 11 votes. Impose mandatory hunter orange for youth age 17 and under. The 

hunter orange garments would include an upper body garment and a 
hat. 

Option 3: 5 votes.   Impose mandatory orange on all hunters regardless of age. The hunter 
orange garments would include an upper body garment or a hat. 

Option 4: 3 votes.   Impose mandatory orange on all hunters regardless of age. The hunter 
orange garments would include an upper body garment and a hat. 

Option 5: 0 votes.   Impose mandatory orange on all hunters regardless of age. The hunter 
orange garments would include an upper body garment and a hat.  
This provision would be applicable to hunting big game animals and 
upland game birds as reflected in options 2, 3 and 4, but it would also 
extend to small game animals and predators. 

 
Conclusion 
The preceding content of this letter reflects, as stated above, my recording of the views of 
the OHA members.  The following comments are mine.   
 
The members of OHA are committed to the safe enjoyment of their sport, to the health 
and numbers of the animals they harvest, and to the habitat and environment.  They 
demonstrate their commitment with their time, their deeds and their financial resources 
…including their support of ODFW.  The size and scope of ODFW would likely not exist 



without OHA.  These hunters request that you, ODFW, respect their views.   There is 
nothing to suggest that non-OHA member hunters have different opinions on this issue of 
mandatory hunter orange apparel.  Accordingly, the preponderance of all hunters in 
Oregon respectfully demand that ODFW should not make any change to the hunting rules 
in this context. 
 
I rhetorically ask these questions: 

• If the hunters do not want the imposition of mandatory hunter orange, then who 
does?   They aren’t the hunters.  Are they perhaps advocates of more government 
control over the lives of people at the sacrifice of individual rights and 
responsibilities?  Are these advocates politicians? …the disdain for which is 
growing in this country.   

• Doesn’t the history of Oregon reflect people with the pioneering spirit …those 
that desired to be free of the restraints of government and those that demanded 
that they will control their own destiny?   

• Is there any activity other than hunting and fishing that more closely connects 
with and honors nature and which connects our modern society with the survival 
activities of our ancestors?   Don’t most hunters expect a temporary escape from 
the harnesses of modern civilization …including government control?   

 
I suggest that part of the allure for hunting will be lost when these hunters see mandatory 
hunter orange on their bodies.  
 
Do not impose mandatory hunter orange.  It isn’t broken, so don’t fix it. 
 
Respectively submitted, 
 
Brad Emrick 
bgemrick@charter.net 
 
 

 
From: Gary Brooks [mailto:kgbrooks376@hotmail.com]  
Sent: Sunday, May 16, 2010 3:12 PM 
To: odfw.info@state.or.us 
Subject: Hunter orange 
 
I am not sure which department I should contact at ODFW, so here goes. I would just like 
to put in my opinion on the proposed hunter orange requirement, and ask that it NOT be 
implemented. If someone wants to wear hunter orange that is up to them. Those that do 
notwant to wear hunter orange should not be required to do so. I often don't want other 
people to see me. I believe it is an overstated safety concern since people with guns are 
out in the field year round and the mushroom pickers, birdwatchers, fishermen, campers 
and others don't get shot for not wearing hunter orange. Please put my vote down as to 
not require hunters to wear hunter orange. Thank you for your time and attention.     Ken 
Brooks  



 
 
 
From: Jeff Wieland <wilyj8@yahoo.com> 
Subject: Hunter Orange Requirement 
To: ODFW.Comments@state.org 
Date: Sunday, May 9, 2010, 7:20 AM 

Good Morning - 
 
I am writing to oppose the mandatory Hunter Orange requirement while bird and bow 
hunting for the following reasons:  
 
-  Upland Bird Hunting:  as far as I can tell, there isn't a problem with vision related 
incidents in Oregon.  The requirement would seriously reduce hunter success in chukar & 
pheasant hunting because of the birds' keen eyesight and open country where they are 
hunted. 
 
-  Waterfowl Hunting:  it's pointless without camo and duck hunters are not typically in 
close proximity to other hunters not sharing a blind.  Shots are primarily overhead and 
Hunter Orange won't prevent hearing damage caused by shooting over a partner's head. 
 Most waterfowl gun accidents involve the gun owner injuring him or her self or by 
laying a shotgun down where your retriever can step on the trigger & safety, causing an 
accidental discharge. 
 
-  Bow Hunting:  it's a stealth activity usually conducted solo.  'Nuff said. 
 
I can see a requirement for orange during big game rifle season where long range, 
"mistaken identity" incidents are a real possibility, not withstanding the cardinal rule of 
"never shoot at anything you can't clearly identify".  I wouldn't go in the field without 
Blaze Orange Camo during rifle season.  The law should specifically allow Blaze Orange 
Camo since it is highly visible but breaks up the outline of the hunter.  See Montana Big 
Game rules. 
 
Thanks for listening and in advance for taking a common sense approach on this. 
 
Jeff Wieland 
Bend, OR 
541-280-3237 
wilyj8@yahoo.com 
 
 

 
From: Glass Family [mailto:glassfamily@bctonline.com]  
Sent: Saturday, May 15, 2010 9:00 PM 
To: odfw.info@state.or.us 
Subject:  



 
Vote "no" to the hunter orange issue,one more freedom in hunting lost to ill responsibility 
. 
                                                     James Glass 
 
 

 
From: Doug Hopper [mailto:doug@valleywisp.net]  
Sent: Wednesday, June 02, 2010 9:18 AM 
To: Ronald.E.Anglin@state.or.us; Curt.melcher@state.or.us; Roy.elicker@state.or.us; 
odfw.commission@state.or.us 
Subject: Hunter Orange 
 
I strongly oppose mandating the use of hunter orange for the simple reason that it is an 
INDIVIDUAL choice. 
Thank you. 
 
Doug Hopper 
62012 Starr Ln. 
La Grande, OR 
 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: Mark Esbenshade [mailto:mshade@peak.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 01, 2010 8:36 PM 
To: Ronald.E.Anglin@state.or.us; Curt.melcher@state.or.us; Roy.elicker@state.or.us; 
odfw.commission@state.or.us 
Subject: Hunter Orange 
 
To Ronald, Curt, Roy, and commissioners: 
 
I have been hunting, fishing, hiking, playing, and sometimes living in the woods for over 
35 years and I am strenuously opposed to having someone tell me I have to wear some 
particular color of clothing while I'm hunting.  I'm sick and tired of all the rules, 
regulations, fees, restrictions, and hassles.  You already take too much of my money, now 
leave me alone! 
 
I am afraid there will always be the idiot out there who shoots without looking or caring 
what he is shooting at, however our society is living proof that you can't successfully 
legislate or cure stupidity.  Will waterfowl hunters be required to wear orange over their 
camouflage while trying to call birds out of the sky, what about   
turkey hunters, how about predator callers, are bow hunters exempt?    
How would you enforce this?  Would you attempt to fine a guy carrying   
a loaded weapon out in the woods for wearing the wrong color clothes?    
You might want to rethink that idea! 
 



What is the current number of hunting license purchasers per capita as compared with ten 
years ago?  There is an interesting theory in business that if your bottom line numbers are 
down, you decrease prices and relax restrictions in order to stimulate increased sales. 
 
Is this an infringement of my constitutional rights under the first amendment?  There are 
some waco courts in this country that might think so. 
 
I have tried very hard to keep this short so you would read it, but if you want more I'd be 
happy to further expound on the subject. 
 
Thank you for your time, and please don't take away another of my freedoms of choice. 
 
 
Mark Esbenshade 
 

 
 

From: Deby Smith [mailto:debys79@verizon.net]  
Sent: Tuesday, May 25, 2010 5:02 PM 
To: Ronald.E.Anglin@state.or.us; Curt.melcher@state.or.us; Roy.elicker@state.or.us; 
odfw.commission@state.or.us 
Subject: Hunter Orange 
 
We are writing to express our concern and opposition about mandating hunters to wear 
blaze orange or any other “safe” color.  We do not need more rules to be responsible 
hunters.   
 
A lack of common sense and knowledge is typically what causes trouble during hunting 
season.   
 
In the fall of the year you will see lots of orange in certain areas of the mountains, it is the 
color of nature in the fall when the leaves turn.   
 
The quality of hunting in Oregon is on the decline in spite of the ever increasing 
government oversight, rules, regulations, access limitations and fee increases.  Even the 
number of hunters has decreased dramatically.  One more mandatory rule and expense 
should decrease the numbers even more.   
 
Hunters have a personal right to choose what the appropriate attire should be to assure 
their safety while hunting.  As hunters we take pride in providing for ourselves, we do not 
need the government to take care of us.  
 
This seems to be another one of those “gotchas” to keep the game officers busy and 
another revenue generating scheme in the way of citations for hunting violations.  
 
We are asking you to leave the hunters alone. 



 
Debra and Larry Smith 
   

 
From: vickie [mailto:cats7@hughes.net]  
Sent: Thursday, May 13, 2010 6:17 PM 
To: Ronald.E.Anglin@state.or.us 
Subject: Hunter Orange 

 

I have hunted for more years than I care to tell,I have never worn orange and see no need 
for it.better training in hunter Ed and from parents is needed.you must identify what you 
are looking at before you point the gun.thanks larry 
  

 
 

From: James Beck [mailto:jbeck@jodeco.com]  
Sent: Wednesday, June 02, 2010 11:35 AM 
To: Ronald.E.Anglin@state.or.us; Curt.melcher@state.or.us; Roy.elicker@state.or.us; 
odfw.commission@state.or.us 
Subject: Hunter Orange 
 
Thank you for reviewing my comments, 
 
I am deeply saddened by the loss of the young hunter in the Grand Ronde area last 
November. 
But I must ask the question. How many other hunters loose their lives every year in 
traffic accidents, exposure to the elements and many other causes? Yet, nothing is said or 
done about these other incidents. 
 
I believe the commission would be better to mandate hunter education for all hunters over 
the next 5 to 10 years rather than force mandatory hunter orange. 
 
Thank you for your time, 
 
James Beck 
Phone: (541) 923-2028 
Cell:     (541) 420-6002 
Email:  jimb@web4mix.com 
 

 
To:   OHA Chapter Presidents 
From:  Al Elkins, OHA Lobbyist 
Re:     ODFW Commission Meeting on Hunter Orange 
 



Hello! 
 
As you all know, ODFW is looking at a number of options mandating the   
use of Blaze Orange.  The first hearing before the ODFW Commission on   
that subject will be June 4th.  The item is on the morning agenda with   
the Big Game Regulations.  The meeting is being held at the ODFW   
Headquarters in Salem. 
 
 
What OHA Needs 
 
OHA needs to have as many hunters in attendance at this meeting as   
possible.  We need to fill the hearing room. 
We need to have as many hunters testify against the mandate as   
possible.  We need as many as possible to state the OHA position on   
this subject: 
“The Oregon Hunters Association supports Option 1.  The OHA formal   
written policy on this subject states: The OHA does not support and is   
against mandating the use of Blaze Orange. The OHA does support the   
voluntary use of Blaze Orange.” 
 
We need to be a strong voice in opposition to any and all of the   
options listed by ODFW staff. 
What I Need 
I need for your chapter to bring as many people to the hearing to   
testify as possible. 
I need to know how many you can/will bring to the hearing. 
Please let me know how many people you intend to bring. Please contact   
me via my email address: alelkins@att.net, or my cell phone:   
503.780.6824. 
Questions 
 
If you have any questions about the subject matter contact me at   
503.780.6824 or email me at: alelkins@att.net 
 
 
Ae 
 
 

 
From: Dale Ballard [mailto:daleballard52@molalla.net]  
Sent: Tuesday, June 01, 2010 11:29 PM 
To: odfw.commission@state.or.us 
Subject: Blaze (Hunter) Orange 
 
Dear Commissioners; 



                I am writing to express my support of the Oregon Hunters Assn. position 
regarding mandating wearing of blaze orange. I feel this to be intrusive and certainly an 
unnecessary mandate. Hunting in Oregon is as safe as any outdoor sport and in many 
cases from the past, wearing of blaze orange would have made no difference, as the 
victim was completely out of sight of the shooter. While it is true, hunting by nature with 
firearms can have tragic consequences if not practiced safely, I’d rather see all hunters 
demonstrate safe hunting skills by requiring all to have gone through a hunter education 
course. I believe a more prudent mandate would be hunter education that has an emphasis 
on safe handling of firearms and positive target recognition for all hunters a better choice. 
Thank-you 
 
Dale Ballard 
802 Toliver Road 
Molalla, OR  97038 
503 829-8649 
 

 
From: charles ireland III [mailto:fishnwithcharles@yahoo.com]  
Sent: Monday, May 31, 2010 8:27 PM 
To: Ronald.E.Anglin@state.or.us; Curt.melcher@state.or.us; Roy.elicker@state.or.us; 
odfw.commission@state.or.us 
Cc: fishnwithcharles@yahoo.com 
Subject: Hunter Orange, Wolf Issue 
 
I do believe that wearing hunter orange is a good idea, but don't believe wearing it should 
be manditory. I do believe it should be left up the the hunter as we are responsible for our 
own personal safety, I don't believe that is the job of ODFW. 
  
As for the wolf issue, I feel that ODFW hasn't taken much of a positive stance on this, 
and yes I know this is a federal issue BUT I also know that ODFW is in support of re-
introduction of wolves, that is a real shame. A hundred years of game management is on 
the verge of being flushed down the toilet, those who disagree don't have the facts or 
have a personal agenda, they need to take a real hard look at what has happened 
in Central Idaho,  NW Wyoming, and SW Montana, all of this on top of a cougar 
problem doesn't give me much faith that ODFW has hunters/taxpayers and good 
management of wildlife in their best interest. I must tell you that more and more of my 
fellow friends and hunters are really fet up. Myself and many fellow hunters have 
recently started hunting others states because of the quality of hunts offered. Its sad that 
my life long home state of Oregon is the "back up state" for the fall hunting season. Im 
praying to God that I draw my NE oregon elk tag this year, I feel this will be the last 
opportunity for a quality elk hunt in that area. I know that in few years the elk population 
in that corner of the state will be in a irreversible downward spiral, that's heartbreaking. 
For you, the game managers of the state, you better be loosing sleep over this issue 
because ultimately this will lay in your lap for the public to judge. 
  
  



Lifetime Oregon Resident and Taxpayer 
Charles Ireland 
 
 
From: FRANK FOX [mailto:foxes4@q.com]  
Sent: Tuesday, June 01, 2010 9:17 AM 
To: marlarae@marlarae.com 
Subject: No Blaze Orange 
 
Ms. Rae, 
  
     PLEASE, PLEASE, PLEASE... Do not require hunters to wear blaze orange. I am a 
life long Oregonian, and hunter. I do not want to be a target, which is what I would be 
wearing something that attracts the I eye like wearing orange would. I am perfictly happy 
wearing como and being virtually invisible to other hunters. 
  
     Thank you for your consideration of my request. 
  
Respectfully, 
  
Frank C. Fox 

April 20, 2010 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mr. Roy Elicker 
Director, ODF & W 
Subject:  Blaze Orange Issue & Adjustment or Added Goose Check Station for 
Washington County 
 
Dear Roy: 
 
It has been a very long time since we last met or tried to meet!  I'm currently residing in 
Hillsboro and am a Life Member of OHA.  A recent listing of upcoming ODF &W 
Commission topics listed hearings on the suggested use of Blaze Orange attire for 
hunting.  Since I have hunted and lived in several states, here's my 2-cents on it.  Blaze 
orange is appropriate to mandate for upland bird hunting and possibly hunting on 
congested refuge areas where the density of hunters poses a safety issue; however in 
general I do not believe it is necessary for deer or elk hunting  throughout most of 
Oregon's hunt units.  For obvious reasons, some states do require turkey hunters to attach 



a 144 Sq. inches of blaze orange to the tree or stump they are sitting against, as some 
hunters sneak up on a gobbler and don't always see it is a decoy, and in some rare 
instances have been injured by another hunter. I am concerned that by making blaze 
orange a mandatory requirement - our dwindling number of hunters will only drop 
further.  The last thing the department need is less revenue to run it's programs! 
 
Your friend in hunting & waterfowling, 
 Larry Blankenship  ( Cell:  503-899-9918) 
 
 

 
From: leroygrahn@comcast.net [mailto:leroygrahn@comcast.net]  
Sent: Sunday, May 16, 2010 7:53 PM 
To: chris.a.willard@state.or.us 
Subject:  

 
CHRIS- THE COST OF HUNTING TAGS AND DIFFICULTY GETTING SAID TAGS 
HAS GOTTEN ME TO THE POINT OF GIVING UP HUNTING. I ONLY CONTINUE 
TO GO NOW BECAUSE OF MY GRANDKIDS (FATHER DECEASED) . WE NEED 
NO MORE GOVT. REGULATIONS AND RED TAPE. WE WEAR RED, YELLOW, 
AND SOME ORANGE. SPARE THIS OLD GRANDFATHER THE COST OF 
BUYING NEW WARDROBES. 
  
THANK YOU,  
LEROY GRAHN 
 
 
 
 
 
 
bar1ranch@eoni.com 
 
Dear Sirs: 
  
Subject: Comment in regard to making it "mandatory" to wear "orange" while hunting. 
  
Our comment is NO!   
  
We have been hunting and carrying firearms; ages 76 and 69.  Carrying, possessing 
firearms while hunting, hiking, riding horses, ANY time of the year; the wearing of 
colors should be an individual's choice.  More rules does not necessitate safety; 
experience and training does.  It is discrimination when archers, turkey hunters and other 
small game hunters can wear camouflage. 
  
                                                                    SUGGESTION: 



    It was a big step forward when youth are required to take hunters safety courses.   
    The paper work to hunt has become a burden.  Since the paper work is part of the 
process         why not present that individual after they sign for their licenses some simple 
pointers: 

    
 Know your target! 

    Know what's beyond your target 
  
Once something like this is implicated who makes and enforces the decisions; seasonal or 
type of activity?  We do not need more "rules" and costs involved with enforcement.  
Personally we try to wear something, as well as our horses, to make us more visible even 
on our own property.  
We could care less what color anyone wear's.  Note: we have a preference in allowing 
youth hunters to hunt on our property!  
  
We don't believe that animals cannot determine colors, scientific proven facts; however 
brightness of colors is something else.  There are light oranges, florescent, red's etc; the 
color of bright blue is very visible. 
  
Thank you for taking the time to review our comment. 
  
Sincerely, 
  
Mr. & Mrs. Loyd Barker   
 
 
 
bnlbarns@gmail.com 
 
I am for the proposed option 1 which would leave the wearing of hunter orange optional. 
The reason is that when I wore an orange sweatshirt and hat I was constantly getting 
scoped, yelled at, and I have even heard of people being shot at by other hunters who 
seem to think that they own a particular spot for hunting big game. So I prefer being 
much less visible, and so do all my hunting buddies. 
  
While engaged in big game hunting activities there will always be some amount of risk 
that we cannot eliminate, but being unusually visible ensures a heightened risk due to the 
jerks out there. The attempt to eliminate all risk is not only impossible to achieve but also 
flies in the face of hunting traditions. If I wanted to be absolutely safe, I would stay home 
and watch hunting on TV. Is Oregon becoming a state full of sissies that need protection? 
I sincerely hope not. 
  
For upland game I really don't mind wearing hunter orange and often do. But I am 
soooooo tired of all the do-gooders utilizing government power and authority to make the 
rest of us do what THEY think is proper. God save us from the people that have decided 
that the public is too incompetent to decide anything for themselves. 



  
There is way too much loss of personal freedom already. Please leave us personal choice 
on this matter by adopting option 1.  
  
William Barns 
La Grande resident 
 
 
grgaither@embarqmail.com 
 
Gentlemen: 
     I have been hunting most of my life and have been through hunter safety classes with 
my husband as a Hunter Safety teacher.  Our two children are  
also hunters.  I do not think that we need the mandatory wearing of orange.  We ourselves 
wear a orange hat only, but that is our choice.  I think the choice should be ours.  Let us 
be responsible hunters without the mandatory requirement. 
  
     Sincerely, 
     Rosalie Gaither 
     P.O. Box l328 
     Shady Cove, Or. 97539 
     541-878-8235       
 
 
johnson.oregon@gmail.com 
sirs 
I feel that it is not the odfw 's right or responsibility to regulate what a person wears while 
hunting . This is just one more example of a state agency with to much time ,money and 
bureaucracy on its hands. 
sincerely 
kevin johnson 
 
 
 
ward4772@gmail.com 
 
This email is written in hopes that the State of Oregon does not adopt regulations 
specifying what individuals (by this I mean adults) should wear. I support the current 
hunter education program. In the same context,  I do not support the effort by the state to 
require adolescents to wear orange. This is a job of the parents or guardians of the young 
hunter What I would recommend is that the State issue guidelines to those who are 
required to take the hunter safety course  as to what to wear but not make it mandatory 
for adults. I have been a state resident going on 65 years and have hunted game since age 
12.  My father  and older brother were me primary teachers as to safety with respect to 
guns, hunter  courtesy, appreciation of the forest, and what is in it At some point the State 



has to quit treating us all like adolescents.My recommendation is NO CHANGE, leave as 
is. Thank you for your consideration. Jack Ward 
 
 
dohertyaw@hotmail.com 
 
Dear Commissioners, 
please support option #1.  Do not make it mandatory that I will be required to purchase 
and wear hunter orange clothing.  Thanks you 
 
 
BSorensen@co.josephine.or.us 
Would persons hunting archery be mandated to wear hunter orange  as well? 
 
 
 
 
josh.mnk@gmail.com 
 
Dear Hunter Orange Committee,  
 
I am an Oregon Native and began hunting as a Freshman in High School. For the first 3 
years of my hunting experiences I felt it VERY important to wear hunter orange. I felt it 
was the responsibility of the hunter to ensure his/her own safety by alerting other hunters 
in the area with bright colors that can not be mistaken for anything other color in the 
natural world. My Senior year in high school (1995) changed my mind forever.  
 
While hunting for deer on Monument Peak near Mill City Oregon, I was sitting on a 
stand high above the eastern side of the mountain (Rock Cliff).  I of course was wearing a 
hunter orange hat and vest. Around 9:00 am I saw a green Ford SUV drive into the 
meadow that I was watching. Two men exited the vehicle and started to move through the 
meadow. Once they came to a clearing that allowed a line of sight to cliff upon which I 
was sitting, one of the men layed down behind an old log. I saw a flash/reflection from an 
optical device and I looked through my binoculars to observe. I saw that the man had his 
gun pointed at me and was looking at me with his scope! I immediately hid behind a 
rock, removed my hat, at took a strategic position to observe with my binoculars. The 
man remained with gun pointed in my general position, I yelled at the man to "lower his 
weapon." after several requests he did not respond. I continued to hide in the rocks, until 
the men left. Approx. 30 min. (I am now 31 years old /32 yrs this hunting season, and I 
can remember EVERY detail!!!! This experience has made a lifelong impression on me) 
 
During Elk season that same hunting year, I observed two men in the Abiqua Basin 
outside of Silverton Oregon, shoot endlessly at a large stump thinking it was a live elk. 
After one man shot 4 times, his partner continued shooting shouting,"its still moving!" 
After they reloaded and emptied their rifles 3 or 4 times the realized that it was a large 
stump all along. They fled the clear cut in their vehicle rapidly, driving dangerously fast 



on the local logging road. 
 
These two experiences 15 years ago convinced me that the woods are filled with 
incompetent hunters! While the majority of hunters in Oregon are responsible, and would 
be appalled at these stories, there are still enough hunters who have a disregard for rules 
and responsibilities. Since the 1995 hunting season I have only entered the woods 
wearing complete camo, trying to blend in with the surrounding environment. If, as a 
high school senior, I can be scoped for 15-20 minutes while shouting at someone and 
clearly wearing hunter orange, I REFUSE to acknowledge that the color works as a 
warning signal!!!  
 
I feel that it is in Oregon's best interest to REQUIRE hunters safety courses to ALL 
individuals who are intending to buy a hunting license. Not to require Hunter Orange as a 
precautionary law to any Joe six pack who wants to hunt. The course can be offered for a 
minimal fee, and would help weed out people who are prone to making poor decisions 
while carrying firearms. We require a boating safety license for operation of boat with a 
motor over 10 hp!! Why do we not require Hunter Education/safety classes!?!!??!!? 
While taking hunter safety as a youth I saw at least 25-30% of the class fail the course 
due to lack of skill / respect for weapon position during the field exam! 
 
I ask, "Of the ten other states that do not require hunter orange, how many require hunters 
education/safety courses?" This is ultimately the more responsible choice for the State. 
Education of hunters!!!!! 
Josh Mink 
 
 
From heavybarnett@gmail.com 
 
I usually wear a hat or something with a bit of orange on it. I don't really see why most 
people don't wear it. I see no reason to make it a rule though. Its would be another stupid 
rule that know one would take seriously. Goods hunters know what they are shooting at 
and know that if they are not sure not to pull the trigger. This is what hunter safety is for 
is it not? I think this is just going to make more problems for people. The hunters that 
aren't so smart will only start for orange and shooting at stuff that don't have orange 
before they know the true thing that they are shooting at. Accidents happen and will 
continue to happen regardless of the color of cloths they are wearing. I think its more safe 
to be unseen then seen any way cuz trigger happy dumb asses cant shoot what they cant 
see. 
 
Sincerely, 
Dylan Barnett 
 
 
sterlingcford@yahoo.com 
First off I’d like to say thanks for reviewing my comments and opinions here. I would 
like to say I am also an expert hunter.  I find what I’m looking for. I’m not some 



“monkey” running around in the forest. For hunting in Oregon at least I’d like to say that 
wearing orange or any other color for that matter should REMAIN an OPTION. I do not 
believe we need to wear orange because shooting a gun, or a bow is a matter of 
JUDGEMENT. If someone shoots their buddy because they couldn’t see their target, that 
is their CHOICE and theirs ALONE. Hunters need to COMMUNICATE between each 
other in the field about where EACH hunter is going to hunt. AND from what I’ve heard 
from very seasoned hunters, they won’t go out in the forest wearing any bright colors 
because most hunters according to them will “Swing on anything they see”. If you really 
want hunters to STAND OUT you should have them wear BRIGHT PINK or BRIGHT 
SCHOOL ZONE GREEN or a combination of the two. (Good luck with the color pink 
during hunting season).  
 
I can say that as a matter of FACT animals do have much difficulty seeing someone in 
camouflage. If you are for instance hunting TURKEYS and your are wearing a bright 
color you might as well be packing a sniper rifle! Turkeys SEE IN COLOR. Turkeys are 
extremely smart and good at staying alive out there. So camouflage is critically important 
in this instance. I have walked within FEET of deer properly camouflaged and they were 
straining to see anything! Even hunters orange that is imprinted with a camouflage 
pattern is not adequate because it does not have all of the tones of proper concealment. 
HUNTERS ORANGE is a foreign pattern to NATURE. Pure and simple. This is why 
animals pick it out, also the same reason why people pick it out. We don’t “know for a 
fact” deer are color blind. According to hunting articles and books deer have extremely 
acute vision and very sharp hearing. When your hunting your not just going out to be one 
with nature, but you are going up against animals who live and breath in the wilderness 
24/7. Looking like a circus clown does not help your odds. 
 
Let’s say for instance: You are in a survival situation. I believe any individual is going to 
go “Rambo” in is approach, and get some concealment going and paint his face with mud 
and use natural vegetation in his ghillie suit. This will give him “stealth” and help defeat 
the systems that are in place to be a barrier to his survival. If you are a good stalker and 
tracker you will be able to take your game with a bow and arrow. I don’t believe hunters 
should be held responsible for the actions of a few. If people choose NOT to wear hunters 
orange, well THIS IS AMERICA. By taking away this RIGHT you will definitely further 
ENRAGE hunters in OREGON. (Just remember, we have the guns). People are VERY 
angry right now because of the economy and it only takes “One more thing” to push 
SOMEBODY over the edge, and they’ll come to your front door step. Or if they are 
educated they will wait for you literally MILES away. There are amazing weapons 
systems available now. People LOVE America because we have choices. We can do 
pretty much whatever we want whenever and no one can tell us what to do. Most hunters 
believe in laws and having a form of Government; one that is not overbearing though. 
This HUNTERS ORANGE as a mandate is too much. 
 
NOTE: if you EXEMPT the use of SAFETY ORANGE when hunting certain animals 
this will just further ANGER hunters. By selectively choosing to make a certain section 
of people hunt with orange, this defeats the purpose entirely! 



 
THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME 
 
 
From: jdbuss@comcast.net 
 
I am not in favor of this regulation unless this applies to everybody and I mean every 
single person in the woods where a legal hunt is occurring. This would also mean that 
people like hikers, mushroom and brush pickers in the woods during Deer and Elk 
seasons would also need to fall under the HOM to be successful. If these other activities 
are not included in the HOM then I am very apposed to any change.  
  
I personally think ODFW is going to try and use this as another funding resource. I used 
to purchase a cougar and bear tag every year for the "what if I see one," but with the rise 
in tag prices this year I will not be purchasing them any more. If the tags keep going up I 
will stop hunting all together and I know a couple other people that feel the same way.  
  
So before ODFW start enacting any more mandates on hunters you need to stop and think 
about how we the hunters feel, before some special interest group that is trying to use you 
for their means to get something passed to incontinence hunters even more to drive 
us from the woods.  
 
 
 
ccyork@ccountry.net 
 
Dear Sirs, 
 
I would like you to know that I prefer options #1 or # 3. 
 
I have been hunting about 8 years and read about the accidents in the paper. As far as I 
can tell, most are plain carelessness or stupidity on the past of some hunters.   
 
I think of the hunter that shot and missed a deer, and his bullet continued down to a road 
and injured another hunter. Perhaps, if that injured hunter had worn orange he might have 
been seen ahead of time. This would justify the wearing of an orange hat or a vest. 
 
When hunters do not identify a target and shoot into moving bushes and hit another 
hunter----that is plain carelessness or stupidity. They forgot what they learned in ‘Hunter 
Safety’. Wearing orange will not help carelessness or stupidity, nor stop a real accident.  
  
When they shoot themselves because they mishandled a firearm, wearing orange will not 
help carelessness or stupidity.   
 
Sincerely, 
Carmen C. York            



ODFW ID # 4755 
4389 Hwy 227 
Trail. OR 97541-9711 
 
 
 
 
 
 
darwinlhemmingson@gmail.com 
 
I appose encouraging the use of hunter orange. If hunters expect to see orange then they 
will stop looking closely if they don't see orange. I have stopped hunting the main deer 
season because of all the inexperienced hunters out in the woods. My worst experience 
was in the McDonald experimental Forest hunt ,hunters were careless. I believe that 
stricter hunter safety and education should be the emphasis. Darwin 
 
 
 
hugh@alpinemarkings.com 
 
To whom it may concern; 
 
I would like to weigh in on the hunter orange proposal. I currently reside in Washington 
State but do not hunt in my home state. This is solely because of limited trophy 
opportunities and the hunter orange requirement. I spend thousands of dollars per year 
hunting various western states where I can get tag opportunities.  
 
Your own data suggests hunting incidents have decreased steadily in the last 20 years. I 
hope you understand that tax and tag dollars spent on hunter safety and youth safety 
classes have had a dramatic impact here. We are overly regulated already, look at your 
own hunting regulations and you will see a dramatic difference from 20 years ago. If you 
hunt in several states you need a Philadelphia lawyer to sort the regulations out. Oregon 
does not need another requirement. And from years of experience in “orange” states I 
know you are wrong about what game animals can see. Otherwise bow hunters would not 
be clamoring against their inclusion in this requirement. And if you make orange a 
requirement all hunters and hunting guides should be included.  You should not bow to 
special interest groups, do it for all or do it for none. 
 
OSP would also like to see this regulation enacted to make it easier to see violators in the 
field. I would feel better if this was simply stated like the other reasons in your document, 
as violators need to be caught. But don’t hide or not bring out this issue, it may not be at 
the top of their list but it is on their list. Be honest, as your own stats say there is not a 
huge, compelling reason to do this. 
 



I personally will look for other hunting opportunities as this will affect my personal 
experience and joy in the field. That does not include looking like a lit candle or a clown 
in nature’s grandeur.  I don’t need to be protected from the few isolated acts that 
irresponsible people are committing by the State of Oregon. Thank you for your time in 
reading this. 
 
Sincerely, 
Hugh Jacobson 
Alpine Products, Inc. 
Call 800-591-9466 
Fax 253-735-6303 
   or visit our website at 
www.alpinemarkings.com 
 
 
amandastrange@msn.com 
 
I have hunted in a couple of states. Hunter orange is something I have been forced to 
wear but I also choice to were it during certain types of hunts in Oregon. I read the stats 
in other states along with Oregons. I have dealt with the hunter from Utah during there 
mandatory orange hunting season and I am not impressed with I had to deal with, I have 
been shot at observed through rifle scopes by other hunter all while wearing hunter 
Orange. The only time in oregon I have encountered any problems with firearms and 
hunting in Oregon is while I was wearing hunter Orange during the general dear gun 
season in the scappose unit a few years ago. It seems to me that it attracts other hunters 
attetion. It needs to be the hunters choice. Oregon has a great hunter edauction and 
awarness programs that teach hunters the ethics of hunting and I see it working very well 
compared to other states. If oregon should change anything it should be keep the 
awarness out there and fouce eduction on our youth about firearm saftey. 
  
Thanks for taking the time to hear my voice about this subject. 
  
David Strange  
Hunting is my life. 
 
 
From chelco.davis@gmail.com 
Mind your own business . Let people ware what they want. 
You people need to get over yourselves You do not know what is best for the American 
People ( Stand Down) 
 
Tony Davis 
 
 
dickmartin10@gmail.com 
 



Please drop mandatory hunter orange proposed requirements.  Hunters should be free to 
choose to wear or not to wear what they want.  We do not need more government 
intrusion into our lives. 
  
Thank you, 
  
Dick Martin 
54555 Timber Rd. 
Vernonia, OR 97064 
503-429-0543 
 
 
davep@oregonsbest.com 
 
Dear Sirs, 
 
I am a 58 year old native Oregonian that took hunter safety classes when I was a young 
teenager.  While I and my sons usually wear orange when deer and/or elk hunting, I do 
not believe in government mandates to require it.  I believe that ODFW can recommend it 
and continue to pass that information along in hunter safety programs but do not mandate 
the requirement. 
 
Thanks, 
 
 
Dave Paradis 
Woodburn, OR 97071 
davep@oregonsbest.com 
 
 
ayost@dsutrucks.com 
 
To Whom It May Concern: 
I am writing to voice my opposition to the hunter orange mandate proposal in Oregon.  I 
am a lifelong hunter and often choose to wear hunter orange, but don’t want the state 
making it a requirement.   
We have far too much regulation as it is, to the point of being annoying with government 
regulation being imposed on every aspect of our liberty. 
Thank you, 
Andy Y.  
 
CREATIVEGEM@MSN.COM 
 
I would like to make a comment about the orange mandate that is being considered for 
Oregon. While I am in favor of hunting safety it seems a little over kill to make anyone 
who is hunting wear orange. Oregon already has one of the lowest accidental hunting 



percentages. There is no reason I can see for someone out shooting rock chucks to be 
made to wear orange. I would not be in favor of yet another law being put upon us when 
hunter safety seems to be doing the job very well.  
Thank you for your attention in this matter.  
Ron Hulbert 
Culver, OR 
 
 
 
tom.west@beechercarlson.com 
 
I understand there are a number of options being proposed to mandate the use of “hunters 
orange” in Oregon.  Even in this era of ever-expanding government mandates, the 
decision to wear hunter orange should be left up to the individual, not the state.   The 
individual needs to be responsible for their own safety and not have it arbitrarily imposed 
upon them by the state.  I will be watching this issue with great interest. 
 
Take care, 
 
______________________________________ 
  
Tom West 
 
 
 
danbryantsr@gmail.com 
 
As much as the Government seems to want to take it away, it is an individuals choice as 
to what safety precautions they take. If a person chooses to hunt in cammo and not wear 
orange, that is their individual right and freedom. I would accept hunters wearing orange 
until the age of 18 if they are not accompanied by an adult, but after that, an adult should 
have the freedom to choose what level of safey they will put in the field and a parent 
should be able to choose what level of safety they will require of their children under the 
age of 18. 
  
Please let adults make adult decisions and please let parents take the responsibility for 
their offspring. 
  
Daniel Bryant 
Hillsboro, Oregon 
 
 
 
DParker2@peacehealth.org 



Please listen to this hunters opinion.  Why do we continue to be told how we need to do 
things.  I understand that we have GAME laws that need to be followed, but, why should 
the state be telling us what we should be wearing while in pursuit of game?  Do we no 
longer live in a FREE country?  My God…..enough already!  Let the hunter decide what 
he or she wears on a given day in the field.  Stop this insanity, and listen to what your 
citizens are saying….. please! 

Thank you! 

David Parker 

Materials Analyst 

541-341-8050  

541-225-8367 Cell 

 

elkbuster2@q.com 

To whom it may concern: 
  
    Please use the statistics that the (HORC) finds that wearing any type of blaze orange 
for safety is not safe. I as one of many that have hunted in Oregon for the past several 
decades have no interest in making myself a target by wearing a so called safety color. 
  
    As our ever expanding government has it's nose in places it doesn't belong and taking 
our rights to use OUR public lands away year after year this is just another attempt to 
control our every move. 
  
    Please let the statistics speak for themselves we are a very safe hunter state already. 
Do not impose another useless and unsafe rule on us. 
  
Thank You, Mike Hendrickson 

 

jack@metalsmithpro.com 
While I agree that most (not all) hunters should wear an orange vest, I do not believe it 
should be mandated by any government agency. That should be the choice of the hunter. 
The ODFW should educate and make recommendations only in this regard. 
  
  
Jack 
http://www.metalsmithpro.com 



 
 
Doug.Degeus@CenturyLink.com 
 
Sorry 
I am Against wearing Orange. 
Been Archery hunting for 30 years, Don't need orange. 
  
Thank You 
  
Doug DeGeus 
Engineer lll 
Office 541-387-9402 
Cell    541-400-0070 
Fax    541-387-2068 
doug.degeus@centurylink.com 
CenturyLink 
 
 
 
Bmartin1804@aol.com 
THIS COUNTRY NEEDS LAWS REPEALED NOT MORE GOVERNMENT 
INTERFERENCE 
 
 
 
Jim.Judd@AlliedSystems.com 
Dear Commission Members 
  
I thought I would at least let you know my views and thoughts regarding mandatory use 
of hunter orange during hunting seasons.  First of all, I am opposed to the use of it in 
general, for any season.  But, if the Commission does go with some type of regulation, I 
would support hunter orange in high hunter number center fire seasons only, typically the 
deer and elk rifle seasons.  You do not need it for sheep, antelope or goat or severely 
limited controlled deer and elk hunts, nor any of the primitive weapon hunts like archery, 
black powder or shotgun ( including bird and small game ). I know this would make 
writing the regulation a bit more complicated but that can be dealt with.  
  
Thank you for the opportunity to express my views regarding this upcoming matter. 
  
Regards 
  
James M Judd 
5251 Linn Lane 
West Linn, Oregon 97068 
  



503 655 9217    
 
 
 
timjones@rosboro.com 
Say no to Hunter Orange mandate we do not need it ! 
 
 
 
 
Hi, in other states that have such mandates it never stopped me from being accidentally 
shot at. 
I think the State of Oregon should encourage orange to be worn but it should not be 
required and mandated. 
Law enforcement officers have better things to enforce, and it should be an individual 
right without the Government telling me what clothing to wear. 
I wear orange voluntarily now. I don't need the State to pass a "nanny law" for me to be 
safe. 
 
Alan R. Wasner 
Otter Rock, Oregon 
541-765-7644 
 
 
rjflinders@frontiernet.net 
 
Samuel Clemens is credited with saying that there are three kinds of lies "lies, damn lies 
and statistics" the data you are using to try to create yet another mandate is disingenuous 
and you know it. Stop trampling on my individual liberties! If I want to wear orange I 
will but it's none of your business! I don't need a nanny. 
 
 
Rick Flinders 
rjflinders@frontiernet.net 
 
 
 
witterss@comcast.net 
Last year, my hunting buddy, wearing camouflaged type orange hunting clothes, walked 
up to within 20 yards of several elk. To the human eye, he was a neon sign.  The elk did 
not see him.  – On numerous occasions, I have easily spotted hunters wearing an orange 
cap and otherwise non-orange clothing, because I could see the  orange cap from a long 
distance.  Also, I have experienced hunters without orange clothing appearing suddenly 
right out in front of me, from the woods.  In some cases, I have no doubt that I could have 
spotted them sooner had they been wearing orange. This issue is a ‘no brainer’ as far as 



I’m concerned, assuming that big game animals are really as ‘color blind’, as I 
understand them to be.    Sam Witters, Happy Valley, Or. 
 

 

bdaprasr@charterinternet.com 

I wear Hunter orange sometimes, sometimes not, the choice is based on what will go over 
the number of layers I wear.  HOWEVER, I am convinved that it does not necessarily 
make me safer, The same igaroot that will pick up his gun to look at me with his scope on 
his rifle, is likely to shoot, weather I am in orange or not,  (I am convinced that most of 
the bright orange in the woods is on people, even if I can't identify the person, I can 
identify that it is a person...I think Oregon hunters are by in large safety conscious and 
well informed,  Most do not shoot at a quick movement, most do a good job of 
identifying their target before they raise their gun.  I am not convinced that the bright 
orange, bright orange or pink camo, or anything else will protect everyonw in every 
situation.  A person who uses a gun, has a responsibility to know what they are doing and 
have good information about what and who are in the area.  Without that knowledge, they 
are failing to meet the basic requirements for going into the woods or desert.  If you 
REQUIRE hunter orange, then I'll have to put away my bright pink down coat that has 
hunted for the last 20 years, no one has mistaken it for something to shoot at.  Common 
Sense, not hunter orange will keep Oregon Hunters safe and keep our hunting trips a 
personal non-fashion time.  Barbara S. Dehlinger, 3650 Hilyard Avenue, Klamath Falls, 
OR  97603 
  
PS I've been hunting for about 40 years, been successful much of the time, hunter orange 
won't make hunting more enjoyable, and I won't feel safer.  Show me how it has made 
my brother safer in Washington.  He's better off wearing camo in Oregon.   
 
 

derwinrn@comcast.net 

Dear Sirs, 
I would like to register my opinion about the proposed "mandated use of hunter orange" 
for hunting in Oregon.  I do not believe that mandating the use of hunter orange will 
increase safety in the forests of Oregon.   
I would like to propose that once every 10 years that any one getting a hunting license 
will need to take a hunter safety refresher course.  The basics are there. 
 
Thank you, 

David Erwin 

 



 

Ybiinc@aol.com 

I oppose any governmental mandates.Let the individual decide for themselves. 
  
Rodger D Pratt. 
Eagle Point,OR 

 

 

simmonsron@comcast.net 

I would like some one in your Department to please explain to why wearing hunter 
orange would make me safer, after reading statements like the one below? Also how does 
making such a rule make ODFW any more income. If my understanding revenue from 
hunting licenses is in a step decline?  

  

My, I be so bold. My I suggest working together with all hunters to make it a more 
enjoyable experience to handicap hunters, whether or not from age or returning veterans 
with disabilities. Now making more area's and ways to allow fellow hunters more 
opportunities. We all see the wise compassionate wisdom of handicap parking. 

  

Now if more areas opened up to the handicap, such as road closures opened to the 
handicap with the proper documents. Start with a few select areas and work out the kinks 
and work towards expanding.  Think how much revenue this could bring in to the 
ODFW. With this revenue could save more of your  jobs and make Oregon a place for 
DISABLE HUNTERS could find the enjoyment being in outdoors in our beautiful State. 

  

Sincerely  

Ronald M. Simmons 

  

I personally have kept most of hunting licenses over the last twenty years, $7,000.00 just 
in hunting license and tags. 



 

 

reps2you@aol.com 

Dear Sirs, 
 
     Even though I wear some hunter orange or red or blue when hunter. I believe that this 
should be a personal choice, not a mandate and more government telling us how to do 
things.  A mandate is simply the government creating more rules and laws that really 
serve no benefit and restrict us from our freedom.   I vote for no mandate and hope you 
will also. 
 
                                                                                                   Mark Schneider 

 

 

maybeluc@easystreet.net 

I firmly believe that the issue of wearing orange while hunting is a decision that should 
be left to the hunter. From the hunters standpoint orange is always a mistake as it appears 
white to the color blind game being hunted I noticed that you didn't plan to legislate 
orange to be worn while hunting game that can see colors, but a white blob moving 
through the woods is just as obvious to big or small game as orange is to a duck. 
Reducing hunter success can't possibly make the hunters happy in these times when many 
feel the licenses are already too expensive for their budgets. I think it likely that the 
realistic outcome of reducing legal hunting success by forcing orange clothing will be 
more poaching and fewer licenses sold. 
  
Robert Luck 

 

rvandersen@gmail.com 

Dear ODF&W: 
 
I am very much opposed to the hunter orange mandate. 
 
Thank you 
 
Robert V. Andersen 
Master Hunter 



 

golfchap@aol.com 

I am unable to attend the meeting in person but would like to state my opposition to the 
proposed regulations mandating hunters wear orange while hunting Deer, Elk, etc. The 
number of hunter related shooting accidents is minimal and would in all likely hood not 
be reduced by the wearing of "Blaze Orange". I applaud the commission for examining 
any way so make hunting & fishing safer but urge the Dept to reject this particular 
proposed change in the rules. Sincerely David Bundy.  Elmira Or 97437 

 

 

villelobos@gmail.com 

Absolutely a bad idea. Having been intentionally shot at while wearing orange (to scare 
me away from a hunting area) I am absolutely convinced there are times when hiding is a 
better option. That and the individuals freedom of choice...a concept American 
Government seems to have totally forgotten about are reasons enough for this to be a bad 
idea. Never mind that many types of hunting demand camouflage for success. Unless the 
goal is actually to lower hunter success. I have been priced out of hunting for the most 
part due to increases in licenses and tags, another "improvement" of late. Thanks for the 
consideration. 
 
 
 

Dan.Kellom@evanite.com 

I am opposed to all of the mandatory orange options and feel this is an individual choice. 
 
Dan Kellom 

 

mcgowan1933@msn.com 

I request that you do NOT recommend that hunter orange be worn by all hunters.  
However, if you do determine to allow the orange recommendation to go forward, then 
PLEASE restrict it to rifle hunting only. 
  
Sincerely, 
  
John McGowan 



NRA Member 

 

rrregular@aol.com 

As a lifelong hunter in the state of Oregon (48 years), I take exception to the proposed 
mandate of requiring hunter orange. Oregon hunters are responsible people that can best 
make the decisions for themselves. Please leave decisions like this to the people that are 
exercising their freedoms that have defined this country from its beginnings. ODFW has 
many other more pressing needs than taking valuable time to devote to this non problem.  
 
Thank you 
 
Jim Bauer 
Eugene Oregon 

 

dahl@urcmail.net 

I would like to express my objection to the mandate of "ANY SPECIFIC COLOR" of 
garment or covering to be placed on hunters in the State of Oregon.  I would hope that 
this type of decision will be evaluated using justified statistics that give direct comparison 
and not  grouped together results. What percent of hunting accidents were in each group 
wearing or not wearing Hunter Orange, how much time were they hunting, etc. There are 
just to many unanswered scenarios to make a comparison. The present high quality of 
safety displayed by Oregon hunters with and without the wearing of such "Implied 
Protection" compared to states already implementing the Hunter Orange requirement 
indicates that the personnel choice to wear or not to wear is working just fine here in 
Oregon. 
Thank you, 
Roger W. Dahl 
Tenmile, OR 

 

gandmdavis@gmail.com 

As a Hunter Safety Instructor for over 20 years, I ALWAYS taught my students to 
ALWAYS identify your target! If the animal you are hunting requires certain horn size, 
ie forked or better, three points or etc, 
then you can't shoot an animal that does not qualify. I think you understand what I am 
trying to say. You 
must identify your target period! The color of clothing is not important. I always wore 
red. I know that red can look gray to some people who have color deficiency. However, I 



still do not look like a deer! 
 
Gayle P. Davis 
225 W. Anchor Ave. 
Eugene, OR 97404-1657 
Hunter Education Instructor Ret. 

 

btemple@bendbroadband.com 

Please leave the color choice of hunters alone and unchanged! The number of hunter 
related accidents are not enough to mandate a new regulation on what color a hunter has 
to wear. Most all of the hunters that I have observed over the past 40 years in Oregon 
wear red or another color that is bright enough to be easily seen. 
 
As much as can be tried, you can not regulate, prohibit or outlaw "stupidity" as some fool 
will always try something without using any common sense. Also, everyone knows that 
there are already too many regulations and laws in Oregon regarding hunting and fishing, 
and how we get charged more money every year!!!  Don't add any more regulations!!! 
 
Bob Temple 
70127 Sorrel Dr 
Sisters, OR 97759 

541-549-1385 

 

 

RGraham@asante.org 

I would like to go on record as opposing the proposed hunter orange regulations.  I feel it 
is my right to wear whatever I want to hunt.  I always wear a orange baseball cap while in 
the field, but I do not want it as a law. 

thanks  

Rod Graham  
Manager, TRCH Imaging  
Direct Office:  57145  
Cell:  660-9378  

 



 

jannycard@gmail.com 

Tell me where ,in the US Constitution or the US Bill of Rights or the Oregon State 
Constitution ,the Dept. of Fish and Wildlife have a right to dictate what color clothing an 
individual wares while on public lands,no matter what their activity.No matter how well 
meaning this proposed mandate is intended,it is still an unnecessary infringement of 
individual rights of the US citizens who pay for the Dept. of Fish and Wildlife! I am not a 
hunter. I do not own a gun. I am a city dweller. I am very concerned about  this  strong 
tendency of people in government agencies to involve themselves unnecessarily in the 
details of citizens lives. There is not  overwhelming data to support such an 
infringement.  Janice Henderson 

 

 

jlawre4753@aol.com 
As one of the states with the fewest gun accidents, it does seem counterintuitive to 
require us to wear orange. 
  
I would be happy if it were left up to personal choice. 
 Thank you, 
  
Jeffrey Lawrence 

 

 

 

nolwark76@hotmail.com 

To whom it may concern; 
  
I am writing to voice my opinion about the proposed Hunter Orange mandate in Oregon.  
Statistics show Oregon to be a safer state than Washington for Hunters even though 
Washington has a Hunter Orange mandate.  This suggests that it is something else and 
not the orange that makes us safe. 
  
I am not anti-government, far from it.  I am a patriotic American that believes this is the 
greatest country on earth and that Oregon is the best place to live.  I couldn't imagine 
living anywhere else.  That said, each year we see more and more government regulations 
and intrusions into our lives.  If we want to enjoy anything from driving, riding a bike, 



water sports, and especially hunting and fishing, it's becoming increasingly time 
consuming to keep up with ever changing regulations.   
  
I urge you to keep Oregon free from a mandatory requirement of wearing orange while 
hunting in Oregon.  I do not believe in anarchy, but I do believe that people are smart 
enough to make their own decision about wearing orange.   
  
I myself wear orange when hunting deer off private property for safety.  I do this 
voluntarily for my safety.  I understand that it is a good idea.  My objection is that money 
would need to be wasted to educate everyone on what the requirements are and for 
enforcement.  It would be one more thing to constantly be reviewing by committee.   
  
We need less government regulations, not more.  Hunters are usually a more responsible 
people than the average citizen and therefore make better decisions about their personal 
well being.  We do not need more regulations on our ability to enjoy the freedom of 
hunting. 
  
Thank you for your time and please do not enact a mandatory hunter orange regulation in 
Oregon.  We do not need it. 
  
Nolan Warkentin. 

 

Christopher.Rask@morganstanleysmithbarney.com 

Please do not mandate this.  I have been hunting for 30 years and think it should be the 
participant's choice to decide what to wear in the field.   
Thank you, 
Chris 
  
Christopher L. Rask, Senior Vice President 
Rask Bergin Group 
Morgan Stanley Smith Barney | Wealth Management 

 

 

gary@halleen.com 
 
I'd like to begin by saying that I am a hunter, and I DO wear hunter orange when hunting. 
 
That said, I don't believe a mandate requiring it is the right thing to do.  There are good 
reasons why a hunter should, or should not, wear hunter orange, and I think the ultimate 
decision should rest with the hunter. 



 
A hunter wearing orange is much easier to see than a hunter wearing other colors, or one 
trying to blend in by wearing camo, green, or tan.  While that would make it seem that 
they'd be less likely to be shot at, you can't discount that 19% of all hunter deaths have 
been those already wearing hunter orange.  It didn't help them.  Around 20% of all 
hunters already wear orange, so it doesn't seem to have made any difference one way or 
the other in reducing hunter deaths. 
 
Most hunters find a place to sit and hide to wait for game.  When that hunter is not 
wearing orange, another hunter can walk right past without even knowing the other is 
sitting.  Because he's not seen, he's not going to get shot.  So, the hunter has a choice to 
make:  Does he wear orange so others see him, or does he skip the orange so the others 
cannot see him?  Both options have merit, and both have shortcomings. 
 
My personal decision has been to wear hunter orange when I'm moving.  If I'm walking a 
trail or alongside a road, for instance, I'm wearing a hunter orange hat and/or vest.  When 
it's time to sit and watch, I feel safer by removing the orange and hiding it.  I've made this 
decision based on more than 30 years experience as a hunter, and I think it's the smartest 
decision. Please don't make me feel more vulnerable by forcing me to do what feels 
inherently unsafe. 
 
Please leave the rules as they are.  This is a personal decision each hunter should make on 
his own. 
 
Thank you, 
 
Gary Halleen 

 

Jkreachb@aol.com 

It is my opinion that the decision to wear hunter orange should still be left to the 
individual hunter.  I've hunted and fished for many years in Oregon but I am not going to 
hunt this year.  The current increase in the price of license and the $8 charge to apply for 
hunts have become cost prohibitive for me.   
  
John Kreachbaum 
Prineville, Oregon 
 
 
 
 
faithwalker@bendbroadband.com 
 



In my opinion, this is one more law that is unnecessary and adds to the list of ways to 
take away the hunters rights.  I am all for hunter and gun safety and in my experience 
with the hunters I have known is, they are very responsible citizens and teach their 
children to be the same.  This looks like one more way of wasting tax payers money.   
On another note, how would this be enforced?  Would you have a government official 
sitting in every acre of the woods to make sure every hunter is wearing his orange? 
  
Please put the tax payer dollars to better use in a area where there is a legitimate need. 
  
Thank you, 
Louise Baker 
 
 
ponysoldier78@qwest.net 
 
I am a Native Oregonian and outdoor sportsman. HORC IS A WASTE OF TIME AND 
MONEY AND WIILL NOT SAVE LIVES.  
 
PLEASE VOTE NO ON THE PROPOSED HUNTER ORANGE MANDATE IN 
OREGON. 
 
WE DO NOT NEED MORE REGULATIONS IN THE SHOOTING SPORTS.    
 
The HORC highlights the fact that only 19 percent of vision-related shooting incidents 
reported over a twenty year period in Oregon involved victims who were wearing hunter 
orange, suggesting that there would be fewer incidents if more hunters wore orange.  The 
authors ignore the fact that in the same HORC document, there are estimates that only 15 
to 25 percent of hunters voluntarily wear hunter orange.  This makes as little sense as a 
report claiming that blue cars are safer than cars painted other colors because they are 
involved in only 19 percent of all accidents despite the fact that blue cars represent 19 
percent of all vehicles on the public roads.  The truth in both cases is that the results are 
more likely a function of random selection.  
  
To their credit, the HORC authors recognize that Oregon is already a safe state for 
hunters even when compared to states like Washington that have imposed a hunter 
orange mandate.  Washington has a rate of 4.65 incidents per 100,000 license sales 
compared to Oregon’s rate of 1.56. This is strong evidence suggesting that the state’s 
hunters can be trusted to make the decision that best suits their personal circumstances. 
 
THANK YOU 
 
 
Greg Hodgen 
1417 SW 18th St 
Pendleton, OR 97801 
541-276-2203 



ponysoldier78@qwest.net 
 

 

c_w_s_56@hotmail.com 

I AM 64 YEARS OLD AND HAVE BEEN HUNTING FOR 54 YEARS. AS A YOUTH 
I SPENT AS MUCH TIME AS I COULD IN THE WOODS HUNTING WITH 
EVERYTHING FROM A DAISY TO A BLOW GUN, .177 PUMP GUN, SLING 
SHOT, 12 GAUGE SINGLE SHOT, BIRDS AND DEER, 12 GUAGE PUMP,BIRDS 
ONLY,MODLE 94 30-30, HAND GUNS FOR DEER AND ELK, NUMEROUS SEMI-
AUTO AND BOLT ACTION LONG GUNS FROM .22 TO .300 WIN MAG.  TOTAL 
HUNDREDS AND HUNDREDS OF HOURS.  IN ALL OF THOSE HOURS I HAVE 
BEEN FIRED A THREE TIMES, HIT ONCE BY A 10 YEAR OLD  THAT HAD 
BEEN GIVEN A .22 THAT MORNING WITHOUT ANY INSTRUCTION, 
OPERATIONAL OR SAFETY. 
ALTHOUGH I DID NOT ALWAYS WEAR HUNTER ORANGE OR EARLIER RED. 
ON THESE THREE DAYS I WAS WEAR ING HUNTER ORANGE. 
  
C.W.STEELE JR. 
463 WEST "A" ST. 
BURNS, OR. 97720-1507 
541 573-3306 
 
 
pat@nwwings.com 
 
I am writing this email in opposition of the proposed mandatory hunter orange 
consideration. I believe it should be the hunter's choice. Just a quick note to hopefully be 
tallied with the rest of the responses people may send in. Thank you for you 
 
 
 
djenson@bendcable.com 
 
I've hunted in Oregon over 45 years and have never seen the need or reason for hunters to 
wear bright Orange clothing. The percentage of hunter accidents is very low in Oregon 
and I'm not convinced that requiring hunters to wear Orange would make me or anyone 
else any safer than we are today. In fact I feel so strongly about it that if the state 
mandates such a ridiculous law I guess you'll have to give me a ticket, for I will not wear 
BRIGHT ORANGE clothing while hunting - law or not. We currently have to many 
ridiculous laws and regulations that control the things we're able to do as Americans. I've 
always supported ODF&W even though I don't always agree with the directions they go, 
However if you decide to go down this path it will be that last time I support your 
organization. 



 
Don Jenson 
Retired Deputy Chief Operations, Bend Fire & Rescue 
Bend, OR 
Native Oregonian since 1952  
 
 
 
augusttaxidermy@comcast.net 
 
My name is Jim August. I have been teaching Hunter Ed. for over ten years in Oregon. 
I am quite upset at the media distorting the facts. The 19% of incidents involving hunter 
orange were bird hunters peppering other hunters with birdshot. Most were on the youth 
hunts on state lands.I  do not know of a big game hunter being shot in Oregon while 
wearing hunter orange. 
I am in favor of at least a hat for all upland bird hunters and a hat and vest or jacket for 
big  game hunters. This would exclude archery and turkey hunters. 
 
 
 
ljcaracciolo@embarqmail.com 
A requirement to wear blaze orange while hunting is unnecessary.  Let us hunters decide 
what we prefer.  There are already too many State mandates.  I personally only use some 
blaze orange while I am stalking through the woods (usually a cap or vest).  When I am 
on stand, I prefer to be in camouflage only.  When I see another hunter approaching, and 
it never mattered whether they are wearing blaze orange or not, I pull out my blaze 
orange hat and make sure that my presence is known.  Please do not change the 
regulations from what they are.  The majority of us have proven that we are responsible 
hunters! 
  
Lou Caracciolo 
Oregon Hunter  
 
 
 
scott.leininger71@gmail.com 

Please do NOT mandate hunter orange. I personally wear orange when I'm moving and 
take it off when I'm still hunting. Hunters are responsible people, please let us choose for 
ourselves when and if we want to wear orange.  
Thank you, 
Scott H Leininger 

 

clintlarson40@msn.com 



It never ceases to amaze me how much our government seems to do thing that they have  
no right to do in a free society. I am not mad at any one individual, but when is enough, 
enough? I have been hunting my entire life, and am now 48 years old. My father brought 
me to the forest even before I was old enough to hunt. Teaching me a great respect for 
nature and the importance of wildlife managment. I know also that accidents will and do 
happen in the hunting world, however accidents also happen while eating hotdogs. 
(choking). Taking a bath, swimming, or just plain walking into the supermarket to buy 
groceries and catching someone elses cold. Are you going to start regulating all of those 
also? This is the most free Nation on the Planet, and someone is trying to change that. We 
fought wars to gain this freedom and I for one am not willing to give it up. Me or anyone 
else being told what they can or cannot wear for any particular sport they chose to be in, 
is simply unconstitutional. And the people who are trying to take that away should be put 
in jail. I personally do wear a piece of orange when I am hunting with a rifle. That is my 
choice, and my right, wether to or not to. Why not make our hunter safety program better 
and solve the problem, (if there is one), at the source. This is just in my view another way 
to control the people and gain revenue from law abiding citizen, who think this proposed 
plan in simple terms, Stupid.  I dought this email will even be read, but if it is, please 
write me back and let me know who it is that I need to remove from their position. 
Legally of course. I do not know what is better. Taxation without representation or over 
taxation with representation by crooked government. Do not get me wrong, I love this 
country. I still put my hand over my heart when our National Anthem is sung, and I 
always respected the Department of Fish and Wildlife, believeing they were doing a great 
job. Please help me continue to feel this way. 

 
 
 
 
Jim Clark [jclark102@comcast.net] 
 
I mean, come on. A mandate to force us to wear orange, you folks must have better things 
to do then to sit around a find ways to flex your muscles. I'm 68 years of age, a 
reasonable thinker, been hunting and in the out of doors my entire life. I am very capable 
of making my OWN DECISIONS AND TAKING MY OWN RISKS if there actually are 
any and I believe not. Leave us alone and work on things that really matter like where did 
all the game go in this state.......... 
  
    Jim Clark       jclark102@comcast.net          
 
 
 
RMiller@millersince1886.com 
 
I would like my opinion added to the record. 
 



Use of hunter orange should be a personal choice.  Oregon Hunters have a safe record of 
performance compared to Washington state.  I like the idea of addressing areas of safety 
by engineering preventive measures but the statistical review is flawed and should not be 
used until it is assessed correctly.  
 
Keep up the good work and I think that your resources could be redirected to other areas 
of your mission. 
 
Thank you for taking the time to listen to my opinion. 
 
Ryan T. Miller 
MILLER INSURANCE Since 1886 
503. 692. 6580 x1002 
503. 691. 1882 FAX 
www.millersince1886.com 
 
 
 
 
dcampbell25@msn.com 
I say NO to proposed mandatory hunter orange. You guys do work for us; right?  Thank 
You, Darrell Campbell 
 
 
 
JTerry4090@aol.com 
 
NO!!!!!!!! Hunter orange I'm tired of having our freedoms taken away. We have the 
lowest accident rate now why Fix what isn't broken.  
  
jt 
 
 
 
 
  
ochocoben@hotmail.com 
 
Dear Commission members: 
I am a life long resident of Oregon (26 years) and have been hunting since age 12 for, big 
game, waterfowl, upland bird, and small game. I am in the woods from august for black 
bear until the end of duck season in January. I guess duck would be on the marsh but 
anyway I spend fall and winter hunting. My current profession is as a law enforcement 
officer on the Oregon coast. During my time hunting I have worn both hunter orange and 
camouflage. I switched from hunter orange to camouflage exclusively about six years ago 
(more on that latter). I have read the report of hunting related incidents and hunter orange 



use. I see hunter orange as a non issue as hunting is one of the safest recreational sports in 
oregon and was surprised when I discovered it was being discussed for possible 
regulation.  
  
I noticed the top four states with the lowest number of incidents had no hunter orange 
requirement. I also noticed the states used for statistics of adding a hunter orange 
requirement were from states with high numbers of incidents. If a state already has a high 
number of incidents and changes to hunter orange the improvement will be higher. 
Washington has a hunter orange requirement and has had this requirement for longer than 
I have been hunting. However Washington still has a much higher rate of safety incidents 
and Texas’s numbers actually went up after requiring hunter orange. I think Oregon’s 
hunter education program is what is responsible for the low number of incidents. I 
noticed the number one age group for incidents was 40 to 49. If investigated this age 
group probably has the lowest number of hunters who had taken hunters education at 
some point in their lives. The age group with the lowest number of incidents is the group 
of hunter who are required to have hunter’s education. A person living in Oregon is 
required to pass a test to operate, street legal motor vehicles, all terrain vehicles, boats, 
and motorcycles. All of which can cause death and injury. Maybe education instead of 
regulation is the answer?  
  
One safety issue I have witnessed is the overcrowding of hunting areas. Coastal bull elk 
is a good example. With general tags and close proximity to Oregon’s large population 
centers these seasons are overcrowded. With hunters on every, hill, draw, clear cut, and 
roadway the law of large numbers says someone in this type of environment will make a 
mistake and there will be an incident, hunter orange or not. What about the possibility 
making draw hunts with higher tag numbers in what are now general season zones to 
control the number of hunters using an area. Or make it so a hunter can only buy a tag for 
one unit in a general season area instead of a whole zone (IE Wilson/Trask or Northeast 
general bull elk type hunts)?  
  
The other statistic I find to be an issue is the number of fatalities caused by big game 
hunters vs. bird hunters. Of course a centerfire rifle will cause death over birdshot in any 
situation. It is unlikely for a hunter to be killed by bird shot at range as it is only 
dangerous for approximately 250 yards. A centerfire rifle bullet can be dangerous for 
miles. Centerfire bullets will over penetrate birdshot will not. Simply put big game 
hunters are hunting game bigger than they are with weapons intended to take this large 
game, bird hunters are not.  
  
One of the main reasons I stopped using hunter orange was the habit of other hunters to 
"glass" with their rifle scopes (again costal bull elk is an example). The human eye is 
drawn to hunter orange and I was surprised when I noticed because the other hunters 
could see me they would look at me with their rifle scope. These are not well trained and 
educated hunters, but they are allowed a hunting license? Since using only camouflage 
the number of these types of incidents have dropped to once or twice a year. In Canada 
during the winter hunters are required to use ether hunter orange or white. The theory is 
to be seen by everyone or by no one. Why not require full camouflage or hunter orange? I 



would wager most of the incidents where the hunter was not using hunter orange they 
were not using full camouflage or non game animal colors ether. Someone in brown 
pants, a brown shirt, and a white hat will probable be more likely to be mistaken for game 
than a hunter in say red plaid or green. Again common sense is something everyone 
should use. A hunter who chooses to wear lets again say all brown probably would not 
obey a hunter orange regulation anyway. There will always be someone who will 
disregard all common sense and do what they want when they want. To make it plain I 
feel safer when other hunters can’t see me.  
I am asking the commission to choose option one and continue give Oregon’s hunters the 
freedom to choose personally if they want to use hunter orange or not.  
  
Respectively: 
Ben Berger 
 
 
 
gb@save-net.com 
 
I want you to know we are 100% against being made to wear bright colors when hunting. 
That is a decision that needs to be left up to the individual and not another Government 
intrusion into our lives. 
The 2 times I have been shot at in my 60 years of hunting were both when I was wearing 
red or orange. 
My preferred method of hunting is still hunting, ie, creeping slowly along unobserved 
and quiet. 
I make my surroundings known to me and my presence unknown to both game and other 
hunters. 
I have been much safer doing that ALL my life. 
I will never wear a bright color that will do little except make me a target for the chanced 
exception that someone just wants to shoot something. 
I am far safer than I would ever be wearing something bright. 
 
Making idiots is not the way to keep hunting safe. Educating people on when to shoot 
and at what and the restraint that goes along with that is the only thing that works and 
makes any sense at all. 
Oregon has one of the safest hunting records of any state in the US. 
 
Don't get a wild hair and impose absurd regulations on people that make no real sense at 
all. 
All it will do is make sure that I never purchase another hunting license or tags in this 
state again. 
I am quite serious on this issue. 
Gary Lane 
 
 
 



mithrandale@gmail.com 
 
From my experience in hunting, a little hunter orange is not a bad idea, especially on a 
headband or hat rim, somewhat less on a coat collar.  I oppose any imposition of more 
than that. 
 
Rev. R. Wilson 
 
--  
Never forget! 
 
Wherever you go, 
there you are. 
 
 
 
 
warthog97@me.com 
 
To Whom It May Concern, 
I apologize that I cannot attend the public hearing to discuss the proposal to mandate 
blaze orange for hunters, I am currently serving in Iraq.  I respectfully request that this 
proposal be struck down.  I believe that the decision of what to wear is best made by each 
citizen hunter, and not by politician and bureaucrats.  This proposal ignores full scope of 
the raw data on which it is purportedly based.  The Hunter Orange Report Commission, 
or HROC, noted that wearers of blaze orange were involved in only 19% of vision related 
shooting incidents, yet the report also acknowledges that only about 20% of hunters 
actually wear orange.  Statistically, the HROC report proved that wearers of orange run 
the same risk of being involved in a shooting incident as those who do not wear orange.  I 
do not believe mandating what people will wear is good governance, and the facts in the 
HROC report (not the hype, but the facts) do not support the conclusion that mandating 
orange will improve public safety.  I offer a few possible reasons as to why.  First, in 
poor light there is nothing 'Blaze' about blaze orange; it looks brown.  Second, the 
shooters failed to identify their targets.  Most hunters have very specific tags, buck tags, 
doe tags, cow tags, branch bull elk tags, spike bull tags, etc.   These tags require a hunter 
to identify the species of the target at the very least, and often the sex and even identify 
the number of points, and if the points are above or below the ear.  I suspect that many 
who support hunter orange in Oregon haven't taken the time to read the big game 
regulations.  They should, it's quite informative.  A human, or a moving bush, just doesn't 
match the description of the quarry for which hunters have tags, and as the HROC data 
confirms, hunters who make the tragic mistake are equally likely to do so regardless of 
what color the victim is wearing.   
 
Also, who is mandating that non-hunters wear orange?  If this is a public safety concern, 
should not all persons who enjoy the outdoors during hunting season be mandated to 
wear orange? I run into quite a few non-hunters when I'm in the woods, I hate the thought 



that some well intentioned attempt at public safety could lead to more accidental 
shootings because some hunter didn't see Orange and assumed that it was safe to shoot.  
By the way, why is Oregon's rate for accidental shootings about one third of Washington 
State's rate, when they mandate that hunters wear orange?  I'll pose the question another 
way; if not wearing orange is supposed to make one safer, then why are Washington 
hunters experiencing three time as many accidental shootings as Oregon hunters?  I 
submit that hunters will take a bigger risk shooting at an unidentified target if they think 
that because they don't see any orange, they aren't shooting at a person.  This proposal 
doesn't make hunting safer, it make hunter feel that they can take more risk and I 
respectfully request that this proposal be rejected. 
 
Thank you for your time, 
 
Brian White 
 
 
 
 
wrp@bendbroadband.com 
I have in fact had more rifle's pointed at me with orange on, than full camo. I Will put 
orange on the animal I am carring out though. Plaese no more rules, just inforce what we 
have and focus on healthy heard numbers and letting locals hunt and fish. 
 
 
 
 
theprowells@bendbroadband.com 
One of the main reasons for purchasing a hunting license and tag is to go into the woods 
and blend with Mother Nature and become part of the woods or desert or wetlands.  
Wearing hunter orange is a unnatural act with an unnatural color and jars the sense of 
peace and serenity that most hunters look for. 
 
I sense this is a a Portland/Valley effort to make hunting less enjoyable. 
 
Oregon has a fine safety record and most of the accidents are unsafe gun handling, not 
mistaken for game situations.  Let the hunters be blended into the woods, not standing out 
like neon signs in Las Vegas. 
 
We do not need more regulation!! 
 
sincerely 
 
roger 
 
 
jjenson@bendcable.com 



 
ODFW, 
 
      I have been a hunter all my life and I completely disagree with hunter orange. This is 
about making sure of your target before you squeeze the trigger. I know not all hunters 
are responsible hunters, but I feel like I will only be painting more of a target for those 
people if I am wearing orange. I would rather take my chances at a citation then wear 
hunter orange. Keep Oregon like Oregon. We don't need to be like everyone else. If you 
really want to fix something, take care of the rampant cougar population, before the deer 
and elk population is gone!! 
 
 
Respectfully, 
 
 
Jeff A. Jenson 
Oregon hunter for 34 years 
 
 
 
Giesekee2@aol.com 
I  dont need u or anybody else telling me what to wear  when i hunt .....stay the hell out of 
my life 
 
 
 
sassycpl@hotmail.com 
 
A lot of things I could say, and would like to say, I won't.  If you really want to do 
something to improve Oregons safety record, which is pretty good already, promote 
safety awareness.  Just like Smoky Bear has done for so long about fires.  I own Hunter 
orange clothing and wear it once in a while.  Not often, but when I feel I should.  I always 
feel safer in camo.  My clothing, My choice, not yours. 
  
Arthur E. Backes 
Ret. Deputy Sheriff 
Roseburg, OR 
 
 
seabee_diver@hotmail.com 
 
I strongly support leaving the option of wearing hunter orange up to the individual.  We 
are all adults and can take responsibility for ourselves without more mandatory rules 
looking out for my safety!  I do choose to wear hunter orange at times, but not always, 
but that is up to me.  At the most requiring people 17 and younger to wear hunter orange 
due to the fact that they are not of the age of consent. 



 
John Wright  
"Don't Sweat The Small Stuff,  
and it's all small stuff!" 
 
 
 
 
 
jsuminski5@hotmail.com 
 
ODFW, 
  
I'm writing today to ask for a no vote on mandatory orange in Oregon.  It seems that 
Oregon's incident of accidents is one of the lowest in the country.  Ranked by incidents 
with other states per 100,000 licenses sold, Oregon has an average of 2.55 times better 
than the states that are required to wear orange.  With the safety record that Oregon has, 
other states should be trying to find out what we're doing right instead of us trying to 
copy those states with a worse record.   
When I hunt with a rifle I always wear some orange anyway and most of the hunters I run 
into in the field do also.  It seems like we're always spending money on studys with the 
idea of increasing regulations and the chance to issue more citations and fines.  When 
hunting has a safety record 3 times safer than Billiards and 10 times safer than bowling 
and 285 times safer than skateboarding, 400 times safer than basketball, etc... shouldn't 
you leave hunters alone and maybe start looking at laws making anyone participating in 
basketball and some of these other sports to wear football uniforms?  In my opinion 
pursuing regulation against a sport with such a stellar safety record compared with other 
sports is a waste of time and tax payer money.  Besides, hunters know there's a certain 
risk with hunting as well as any other sport we engage in.  What's next? Maybe put seat 
belts on my quad and a roll cage? 
Respectfully submitted, 
  
Joe Suminski 
84566 Bristow rd 
Pleasant Hill, OR  97455 
 
 
 
  
PUBLIC COMMENTS FROM THE WEB 
 
Topic:   Other 
Name:   Michael Arnold 
E-mail:  chozen5@msn.com 
 
Comment: Please do not pass the hunter orange initiative. It would be another direct 



attack on one of our few remaining freedoms. I like to enjoy the outdoors without being 
scoped by another hunter just to see who I am. That has happened to me too many times 
and all it would have taken is just for the other hunter to pull the trigger. So consequently 
I quit wearing the bright colors and went to cammo and have never been scoped since.   
 If you have questions call 541-779-2945 
Mike 
 
 
curlymon28@gmail.com 
 
      Please do not make hunter orange required for adults. Adults should be able to make 
there own decision. People 17 and under would be fair.  Thank You. Scott Montgomery. 
 
 
 
bugeater47@hotmail.com 
 
Hunter orange should not be required on any hunts--  
 
it is so stupid to even try to require that--a bunch of OJ bobbing up and down out in the 
woods and mountains is very ridiculous. 
 
When will these stupid requirements ever end?? 
 
 
marklarson@bendbroadband.com 
I agree. Is this a free country or not. The choice should be left to the individual. 
 
 
 
hall.steve45@gmail.com 
What's the point of hunter orange with Oretgon's safety record?  
Are you just trying to "NANNY" us to death? Are you bored? 
If the system isn't broken please don't try to fix it.  
Stephen Hall DMD 
259 Southshore Ln 
Klamath Falls, OR 
97601 
 
 
mtoevs@gmail.com 
We do not need another law to protect us from ourselves.  Wearing orange to hunt must 
be left a PERSONAL CHOICE.   Oregon is already one of the safest states when it comes 
to hunting. Safer than most states with hunter orange mandates. Laws cost money to 
enforce and OREGON SHOULD BE CUTTING budgets, not passing needless laws that 
cost. 



 
Sincerely, 
Mark 
Hines, Oregon 
 
 
 
mandcglossop@msn.com 
You people are nuts, we need to be the ones to decide if we want to wear target orange or 
not. This communist state has to stop it's assault on our civil liberties. We do not need the 
state govt. telling us anything. The state is suppose to work for us, not mandate to us it's 
liberal agenda. 
                                                                                                                sincerely Mike 
Glossop 
 
 
 
ddkelm@hotmail.com 
Don't you think that the stastics speak for them that are not in favor of  another dictum by 
a gov't agency!  Why can the gov't leave something that is working perfectly alone?  The 
Wash. state has four times the hunting accidents as Oregon and they require Orange 
vests, where is the logic in this lunecy?R.W. Kelm, D.M.D,Retired 
 
 
 
 
 
dpinkerton@charter.net 
To Whom it may concern, 
I do not support any changes to the existing law and also do not feel that this change will 
make it any safer to hunt in Oregon. The statistics sited for this proposal are flawed 
because they appear to be consistent with the function of random selection. We are the 
safest state already and imposing further restrictions will only succeed in causing many 
hunters to give up the sport thus reducing revenue. 
 Thank you for your consideration, 
-- 
Dewane Pinkerton 
Broker/Owner 
Dewane E. Pinkerton Real Estate 
919 Nadia Way 
Medford, Or 97504 
541-941-6488 
dpinkerton@charter.net 
 
 
 



kpfarr@bendcable.com 
Hi . . . Vote no on more regulations . . . Government is to big now . . . Karl and Pat Farr 
 
 
 
jimr9@earthlink.net 
This is another stupid requirement,  if those that are out hunting  don't know what a deer, 
elk, moose or whatever they are hunting ,  looks like they should not be out with a rifle.  
How about that nit wit that shot his nephew,  he did not know for what he was hunting. 
  
  
I wear a bright blue hat. 
James Rathbone, Bend, OR 
 
 
 
david_mork@q.com 
I am against the hunter orange proposal.  
  
prosecute the people that shoot other people accident or not. 
  
40 other states have hunter orange but Oregon is in the top 10 for safety, so orange 
obviously doesn't work. 
  
No orange for turkey hunters when shotguns are used the most in accidents. 
  
What about all the mushroom pickers and hikers? are they not in danger. 
  
Make all hunts for deer and elk 2 point or better, no doe & cow hunts or either sex 
hunts, there are way to many people out there that shoot at anything that moves. 
  
Make gun safety and hunter safety mandatory for all ages, give vision tests like the DMV 
or a valid drivers license would mean they have past a eye test. 
 
 
david_mork@q.com 
we need hunter safety for all not hunter orange 
 
 
ditmores4@gmail.com 
When will you have made enough rules to justify your over paid salaries!  Really, we are 
Americans and as such all we want is the freedom to make our own decisions.  It is not 
always necessary to make new rules and regulations to keep your job.  Some enforcement 
of the current regulations would be a novel idea.  ODFW it is time to step outside the 
office and feel the sunshine.  Should anyone actually read this, then I thank you for the 
minute of your day. 



 
Sincerely, 
Dusty 
 
 
 
dcameraman@yahoo.com 
I'd vote for Option 1. 
 
Hunters should be able to choose for themselves whether or not they want to wear orange 
clothing. They should not be forced to wear it by a law. 
 
Josh Mathis 
 
 
 
mules465@smt-net.com 
 
Greetings, 
My name is Lyle Stephenson, and I am a lifelong citizen of Oregon an American citizen, 
a Life Member of the NRA, a member of Oregon Firearms Federation, a lifelong large 
game hunter in Oregon, and lastly a retired Salem City Police Officer for 30 years.  I'm 
63 years of age.   Since I cannot attend the meeting for public viewpoint on the matter of 
hunter orange, I would like to offer my input here in this brief email. 
  
In all my 40 plus years of hunting Elk and Deer in Oregon, I have known of and even 
witnessed incidents of hunters shot by other hunters.  While I acknowledge it may have 
occurred, I cannot recall even ONE incident where a hunter was shot where he was NOT 
wearing orange!   I recall this and it sticks in my memory so well, because every time we 
(my hunting buddy and I, also a cop) heard of an incident, we would marvel how this 
could happen when the hunter was wearing BLAZE ORANGE.   Neither of us EVER 
wore orange, and we mused that we NEVER WOULD.   I can even recall an incident 
where a friend of a friend was hunting turkey out near Astoria somewhere, and a hunter 
shot another hunter with bow-arrow.  I can't recall if he died, but from my recollection he 
was wearing orange!    
  
Personally, I have no dispute with someone who chooses to wear orange while hunting; I 
won't shoot them.  But it galls me that the State may feel compelled to 'save us from 
ourselves' again, by forcing compliance with a mandate that is unnecessary.  If hunters 
were being 'felled' in droves by other hunters who cannot see them, I MIGHT be 
convinced.  But such is not the case.  THEY DO SEE THEM AND THATS HOW THEY 
SHOOT THEM!!  This is another case where the government potentially cannot make 
the distinction between an 'incident' and a 'problem'.  The records that ODFW has, 
compared with other States, even suggests that such a 'problem' does not exist in 
Oregon.   It is a matter of personal freedom, and I insist that if I choose to go hunting 
without wearing the bright color and 'take the risk', it is of no harm to the other 



fellow.  The fact is, as a Peace Officer in Oregon for my entire carreer, I have been 
required to enforce numerous unnecessary laws that were 'nutty' and served no good 
purpose, and were only an infringement on the public freedoms that even I disagreed with 
even as I enforced them.   
  
Lastly, and ultimately, this issue can be reduced to personal ineptitude and lack of 
responsibility.   There is an element of our society that would like to eliminate firearms, 
as if firearms are the source of some problem.  In truth, the problem is PEOPLE who lack 
responsibility, and such people will always exist.  In much the same way, compelling a 
person in the woods to wear blaze orange will not stop them from shooting each 
other.  Someone who shoots another hunter would do so, whether they wear blaze orange, 
or a flashing strobe light, or run naked through the woods, because such people just 
cannot tell a human from a deer, elk, bear or a turkey with an orange vest. 
  
This is a conceptual problem:  the victim who gets shot is not the one who needs the 
orange vest.  All irresponsible people should be identified and made to wear orange, so 
that other hunters can stealthily avoid him. 
  
If this becomes a requirement, I may not be able to hunt, since wearing orange will 
increase my chances of being shot. 
  
Thank you for the opportunity to express these things. 
Lyle Stephenson 
 
 
dmjacobs@gorge.net 
I would like to make my position know on the proposal for Hunter Orange in Oregon. 
 
I believe that Oregon has an excellent hunter education program and that the youth of 
Oregon are educated properly in hunting ethics and safety.  I also believe that hunter 
Orange should be a choice for the hunters in Oregon.  If my son is out hunting in an area 
that might have other hunters I would expect that his choice would be to wear some 
amount of hunter orange.  I myself typically wear hunter orange during the big game 
seasons.  However, depending on where I am hunting and the amount of hunters in the 
area, or the amount of foliage (eastern Oregon vs. western Oregon) I sometimes choose 
not to wear any. 
 
The statistics do not prove that hunter orange will make a significant difference.  I agree 
that all accidents should be prevented if possible but the use of hunter orange will not 
guarantee that. 
 
Hunter orange should be a choice that is made by the hunter not the State, I therefore 
respectfully recommend that the Oregon Fish and Wildlife Commission choose option 1 
and not require hunter orange for the hunters of Oregon. 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment. 



 
David J. Jacobs 
3350 Sandlin Road 
The Dalles, OR 97058 
541-298-5693 
 
 
 
Rrrelk@aol.com 
In my opinion I think it should be hunter preferance,in my case i do not were the orange 
until i do get to an area that has an excess of hunters maybe not good practice but I do 
think that hunters should have the right to choose,although not allways good decisions, 
we all make our life decisions and learn to live whith them,  no one wants to see anyone 
get injured while having fun,I hate the phrase but it happens (accidents that is) 
unfourtinatly no body knows who you are hunting whith.There is a lot of men with color 
blindness as Iam so I do have to be careful and practice the old saying IF IN DOUBT 
DONT, I do know that a lot  of people  follow such discipline, so there for hunter 
education and awareness is money best spent. 
 
 
 
hotstox@hotmail.com 
 
PLEASE, not another Big Brother regulation telling us that we're not smart enough to 
make our own  decisions.   
 
I'm all for hunters wearing hunter orange IF THEY CHOOSE TO.   
 
President Obama has burdened Americans with so many intrusive  regulations, and the 
respective taxes to fund endless entitlement programs that it may take several election 
cycles to return to FREEDOM.  
 
Americans are fed up with being shoved around by both Federal and State governments.  
We want an administration grounded solidly in the Constitution.  
 
Many now in the House, Senate, and the White House will be replaced by small 
government, capitalist friendly individuals.  Government has its place in the USA, such 
as national defense. It is the INDIVIDUAL American that has built our country into the 
greatest place on earth. 
 
Back to hunter orange:  WE DO NOT need HO to hunt safely. ... it's just another 
intrusion by government into our personal choices.   ODFW has become more and more, 
over the years, excessively regulatory.  ENOUGH! ! 
 
JUST SAY NO to mandatory hunter orange.  
 



Thank you, 
Jeanne Rookstool 
55135 Pronghorn Lane 
Bend, OR.  97707 
 
 
 
sharon_h51@hotmail.com 
To ODFW: 
  
I am AGAINST being REQUIRED to wear hunter orange during hunting season or any 
other time.  Accidents 
from people being shot in the woods is NOT due to sight but other factors, one most often 
is drinking  
which is among others.  Do not force us to waste our tax dollars to get this on the ballot 
and bring it down. 
  
Thank you 
  
SHARON HARMON 
EUGENE, OREGON 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
rgilman804@comcast.net 
I am very much opposed to MANDATORY hunter orange. Every mandatory rule 
imposed by any government agency takes away a little more of out personal freedom to 
make decisions for ourselves. It seems that every day more of our personal freedoms are 
lost and I do not wish ODF&W to add hunter orange to this long list. It is a sad time for 
our country and our state when the government has the power to tell individual citizens 
what to wear when we get up in the morning to go hunting. I am just one life long Oregon 
hunter who opposes this rule but I believe there are multitudes of others who feel the 
same way.    
  
Bob Gilman 
Oregon hunter 50 yrs. 
Albany, OR 
 
 
 
gbow20@clearwire.net 



Wearing hunter orange should be a CHOICE. I for one wear camo because I do not want 
to be seen by other hunters or by anyone / anything else. As a matter of fact wearing 
hunter orange puts a TARGET on your back. Maybe that is why you want it mandatory 
so you can spot all the hunters out there. Well I have had enough of this type of B.S. and 
all your control over citizen tactics and will never wear hunter orange. I MAY continue to 
hunt and fish but will never follow this law if passed. What are you going to do fine me. 
GOOD LUCK WITH THAT!  
  
  
  
                                                An AMERICAN citizen,  
  
                                                                                      Glen Bowers. 
 
 
 
 
 
bigbobber1@gmail.com 
 
Dear Commissioners: 
  
The numbers do not make sense! If our incident rate is already the lowest, what good 
cause can justify adding orange hats to the requirement to be a good hunter. 
  
I wonder if your statisticians remembered to factor in that about 1 out of 5 male hunters 
are "color-blind"? That is 20% of the male population. 
  
  
Using 15 % to 25% of the hunters who voluntarily wore orange hats, and there was only a 
19% incident rate, the following example will make one pause as to why we need the 
"Orange Hat Police". 
  
1000 "Orange Hat Hunters" X's 15%  = 150 
1000 "Orange Hat Hunters"  X's 20% =  200 
  
     AVERAGE =   "Orange Hat Hunters" 175 X 19% = 33 incidents or 1.65 per year. 
  
Now stage left, comes the "color blind" hunter, who cannot tell at one hundred yards 
whether what they see is "Hunter Orange" or "Hunter Red" or "Hunter green". 
  
Those of us who are "color blind, rely on movement, shape, and irregular movement 
before we even put the gun up to our cheeck. We are extra cautious and do not take 
chances.  
If it does not look like a deer, walk like a deer, or talk like a deer, we don't pull the 
trigger! 



  
So, do  not forget that you are excluding 20% (+/-) of the male hunter population when 
you discuss this rule, because the color of the hat "DON"T MATTER"! 
  
Sincererly 
  
  
Bob Hennessy 
  
Oregon resident and Hunter 
 
 
 
Jparzick@aol.com 
Government, please leave the hunters alone. We do very well without government 
interference. 
  
Joseph Parzick 
NRA Member 
 
 
 
TY50000@hotmail.com 
WE have to much government telling us what to do Now.  Take Your ORANGE 
MANDATE and Shove it  Where the sun doesn’t  Shine 
 
 
 
 
wil1224@msn.com 
I personally wear hunter red. This is simply because I'm color blind and hunter orange is 
white to me. With over 6% of the male population being color deficient meaning they 
don't see colors as they are intended. Mandating that hunters wear a color that may be 
seen as white, yellow or redish is idiotic. All this does is identifies who is hunting for 
anti-hunter harassment and increase costs for the hunter. The Hunting safety record for 
the state of Oregon VS Washington where hunter Orange is mandated is proof that this 
requirement is totally unnecessary. If people get used to looking for hunters/people 
wearing Orange they become complacent and are apt to simply shoot if they don't see 
Orange. So please think long and hard before mandating an unnecessary requirement on 
the hunting populace. 
 
  
 
Sincerely, 
 
Benjamin Willis 



 
 
 
tjones@bendcable.com 
Do not change the law to require hunter orange colored clothing in Oregon.  It does not 
work and it has been proven not to prevent accidental shooting. 
 
 
 
 
jbndi05@gmail.com 
Please leave the option to wear Orange up to the hunter, the personal choice of the 
individual should be the deciding factor. Thank you for your time,  
 
 
J. Martin  
 
 
 
ore4x4boy@comcast.net 
needs to be personal a choice matter not a rule. i personally dont want to be scoped to see 
who or what im doing by a fellow hunter 
 
 
 
lusbj@msn.com 
I will not be able to attend one of the hearings scheduled in June.  Please note that I am 
opposed to the imposition of a mandatory hunter orange requirement in Oregon.  
 
 
 
desmith66@hotmail.com 
 I wear hunter orange when I hunt but, I AM TOTALLY AGAINST BEING TOLD 
WHAT TO DO. this must not be made into a law, it must remain a choice. We have too 
many laws by BIG BROTHER NOW. they may be good for people but we are not a 
nanny state yet. William E. Smith 541 979 3176 
 
 
 
 
larry@mybuildmaster.com 
Keep hunting a hunt.  Spend money on safety and revenue gimmicks.   
 
 
 
kwchester@comcast.net 



 
HELLO, 
          I'VE HUNTED AND FISHED IN OREGON FOR THE LAST TWENTY PLUS 
YEARS. 
      I'VE ALWAYS WORN HUNTER ORANGE BY CHOICE AND I BELIEVE IT 
SHOULD REMAIN  
     A CHOICE. REGARDLESS OF WHAT SOME GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS AND 
HOLLYWOOD 
    WOULD HAVE US BELIEVE, THE MAJORITY OF OREGON HUNTERS HAVE 
AN I.Q. WELL  
    ABOVE THE MAGAZINE CAPACITY OF THEIR HUNTING RIFLE. 
                                                                                                                              THANK 
YOU, 
                                                                                                                              KEN 
CHESTER 
 
 
priceangus@cs.com 
ODFW 
We do not think the state should make us wear hunter Orange. It is our choice, I do not 
need the government taking away another freedom and telling me what I can do and can 
not do.   
I'm responsible for my own actions. 
Edd and Lee Price 
789 Mendiola Rd 
Nyssa OR 97913 
 
 
 
thomasgcurran@gmail.com 
LEAVE IT THE WAY IT IS. WE DONT NEED ANY MORE GOV. REGS. AND 
HUNTERS HAVE THE LOWEST ACCIDENT RATES OF ALL OTHER SPORTS. 
LIKE ATVS, BOATS, HORSES, 4-WHEELERS, MOTOTCYCLES. 
JUST WOULD BE NICE IF SOME GUY BEHIND A DESK WOULD QUIT 
THINKING UP STUFF THAT EFFECTS EVERY BODY ELSE JUST SO HE CAN 
SHOW THAT THE JOB HE HAS IS ACTUALLY NECESSARY. 
 
 
 
bkplus@fmtc.com 
 
I am opposed to the proposed regulation that would impose the wearing of Orange by 
Oregon Hunters.  
 



Oregon’s fascist regulators need to mind their own business. Oregon hunters are smart 
enough to decide themselves what they will wear and do not need any overpaid two bit 
government parasite dictating their wardrobe.  
 
Mind your own damn business! 
 
 
Howard Heminger 
323 Snowmoody Way 
Ontario, Oregon 97914 
 
541-889-7528 
 
 
 
derich.hofmann@gmail.com 
To whom it may concern, 
 
I will not be able to attend a meeting in Salem on June 4th regarding the discussion of 
mandating the use of hunter orange in Oregon.  I've been a resident of Oregon for 37 
years.  I have hunted the last 13 of those years. 
 
Depending on where and when I hunted, I made the choice for myself each time whether 
or not to wear hunter orange.  Sometimes I chose to wear it if I was hunting in dense 
areas that had lots of other hunters in the area.  Other times I chose not to wear it if 
hunting in open areas w/ less hunters in the area.  I feel quite strongly that it is not the 
State's responsibility to mandate its citizens wear hunter orange while in the field.  The 
decision to wear hunter orange should be made by individuals NOT THE STATE!  I 
appreciate the concern for our safety that government officials and other citizens have for 
us hunters, but it is NOT their responsibility to mandate to us what we should wear to 
keep us safe.  By making me wear orange, it does not make someone else safer or keep 
them out of harm's way.  They need to wear orange if they believe it is going to keep 
them from getting accidently shot.  My orange doesn't keep anyone but me from being 
accidently shot.  That should not be a difficult concept to grasp, nor should the concept of 
quit forcing regulations on people who are quite capable of making personal safety 
decisions for themselves and their family.   
 
Thanks for taking my input.  I appreciate the work of ODFW staff who make Oregon a 
great state in which to live/hunt/fish/recreate/etc.  Keep up the great work, but please let 
people decide for themselves what personal safety precautions they want to take.   
 
Sincerely, 
 
D Hofmann 
Gresham, OR 
 



 
 
 
 
 
RedSchlich@charter.net 
Gentlemen: 
  
For what it is worth.... 
  
My feelings on hunter orange is that is a tool for hunters to use at their discretion.  
  
As citizens we are given the responsibility to make good decisions regarding our choices 
of what, where and how we can hunt. Mandating hunters to wear hunter orange shows 
distrust by the government. A distrusting attitude by the government reduces individual 
responsibility and increases the government's role in our daily lives. 
  
Oregon hunters have proven that we are among the safest in the country. Please allow us 
to continue to have the freedom to think for ourselves and continue to wear hunter orange 
at our discretion. Judging the masses by the carelessness of a very few in the name of 
"public safety" is also irresponsible.  
  
I am asking you, the ODF&W commission, to be responsible enough to allow hunters to 
continue to be the ones who choose whether or not to wear hunter orange. 
  
Thank you. 
  
Red Schlichting 
Medford, OR 
 
 
 
tomady@fmtc.com 
Hello: 
  
I am asking that you leave the decision to wear hunter orange up to the individual, not the 
state. 
  
Creative statistics don't sway me to suggest that the government get involved in our 
personal choices. 
  
I'm a 62-year old hunter with a son &  3 grandchildren that hunt or will soon.  By choice, 
I have suggested that they wear some hunter orange, as I do. 
  
Please stay the heck out of what is left of our personal rights.   
  



Thanks, 
  
Tom Ady 
Ontario, Or. 
tomady@fmtc.com 
 
 
 
lenhunter1946@aol.com 
Please no orange mandate or requirments in the state of Oregon . thanks . 
Leonard  
 
 
 
rjwill@centurytel.net 
YOU HAVE ALREADY SCREWED UP MY STEELHEAD FISHING BY NOT 
CUTTING OFF THE ADIPOSE  FIN AT THE AHTCHERY AND NOW YOU COME 
UP WITH THIS CRAP, NO NO NO.  NO HUNTER ORANGE IN OREGON!!!!!!! 
 
 
 
btower@charter.net 
Dear Commissioners, 
I am apposed to regulations requiring hunter orange when Oregon has the safest hunting 
record.  
Thank you 
Barry Tower 
 
 
 
kenm97411@verizon.net 
Hi my name is Ken McCasland and I have hunted in Oregon for 30 years and I am 
against the madatory hunter orange being proposed. Please listen to your customers. 
 
 
 
 
milt@rmaglobal.com 
Please act accordingly! 
 
Milt Fyre 
Resource Management Associates, Inc. 
503-351-9898 or 503-595-5418  Fax 503-635-0091 
www.utilitywarehouse.com  www.powerplantsonline.com  www.rmaglobal.com 
Email:  milt@rmaglobal.com 
Skype:  milt.fyre 



 
 
 
 
 
larry@mybuildmaster.com 
 
To whom it may concern; 
 
Orange has nothing to do with hunting.  
Make people that walk in the woods wear Orange.   
 
Please take no action when you consider making any part of wearing orange a law. 
Do not make this a law.  Any argument for this requirement carries no benefit and just is 
not necessary.   
Wearing orange gives a false sense of safety that is totally misunderstood.  
Wearing orange will not make the hunt better or help the accidents from happening.   
Educating people will help prevent accidents. 
No matter how much orange you wear it will not stop the ACCIDENTS from happening.   
The only good wearing orange is that you can find a dead body a little easier and police 
can spot you easier.  And what does that have to do with hunting. 
 
Idiots that point their gun at something that they don’t want to shoot and kill should be 
outlawed.   
Hunting is a privilege used by those that understand safety first.   
Teach safety.  Spend your money on teaching safety when hunting and respect and the 
enjoyment of doing it safely.   
Don’t make clowns of us.   
Keep the hunting a hunt and not some game for the stupid.    
More government control makes more criminals and is that what you want to do.   
 
Diana and Larry Ables  
503-263-2271 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
doc@yaquinachiropractic.com 
To whom this may concern: 
 
This letter is to notify ODFW of my opinion regarding the upcoming Hunter Orange 
Mandate. I will likely be unable to attend the upcoming hearing on the subject on June 
4th. 



I am AGAINST this proposition. I have lived in Oregon all but 2 years of my life, I have 
hunted nearly all my life, and exclusively in Oregon.  I have also been on the regulation 
side, having worked for ODFW before as an Experimental Biologist’s Aid. I am proud to 
be a law abiding hunter. In these outings, I generally nearly always wear some Hunter 
orange. I notice most people doing the same, voluntarily. I believe it is a good idea to 
wear some orange for a number of reasons, but with that said, it is my choice to wear it, 
and If I don’t, I know fully that I am accepting the responsibility. It is my responsibility 
to make wise choices for my safety, not the governments. I have never had a negative 
experience with another hunter not wearing orange, and I respect their choice. 
 
However, I fear this mandate is part of the general trend in this state that we need to 
mandate and regulate everything. It should be a personal choice. On the whole, 
Oregonanian hunters have had a relatively low frequency of accidents, and the choice to 
wear orange has always been up to the hunter. There are many visual accidents where the 
victim has been wearing orange, as well.   
 
INCREASED MANDATES AND REGULATION WILL ALSO LIKELY DECREASE 
HUNTER COOPERATION WITH BEUROCRACY AND LAW INFORCEMENT. 
THIS WILL LIKELY NEGATIVLY IMPACT WILDLIFE. The priority of our scarce 
and underfunded wildlife officers should be to enforce the current laws, and to ensure 
that all game is taken legally.   
  
Again, we should keep Oregon the way Oregon is meant to be, and leave the choice to 
the individual. 
I would be honored if someone would be willing to read this statement, or if it were 
presented another way, at the public hearing. 
Thank you for listening, 
 
Dr. Kenneth S. Bishop 
541-270-4309 
 
 
phrogman107@yahoo.com 
Dear Sir or Madam, 
I feel it should be up to the individual hunter to decide if hunter orange is necessary. 
Oregon already has a very low rate of incidents involving hunters mistaken for game. 
This would be an unneeded requirement and one more step towards the "Nanny State". 
 
Thank you for your consideration. 
 
Elias Breen 
Mill City 
 
 
 
ohrtmike@yahoo.com 



Dear Sir: We are a family of 3 hunters at this residence. We are strictly against the 
mandatory of wearing orange. We suggest spending the added fees you charged us this 
year on education of the young and first time hunters. Educate, educate educate !  
Thank you, Mike Ohrt 
 
 
 
sideslip@earthlink.net 
Please, enough is enough. This never-ending attempt to become a nanny state. Leave it 
up to the individual what to wear. Robert Mielenz sideslip@earthlink.net  
 
 
tocbuck@gmail.com 
 
stupidity and unsafe practices abound, color worn has nothing to do with it. people don't 
pay enough attention. would you have every citizen on the street wear orange? there are 
far more people injured on the streets. do you believe changing the color they all wear is 
an option, or that it would cure anything. if so, you would be just as wrong there also. 
saving people from people can not be done. the attempt usually only causes problems in 
other areas, to not take this into account is nieve. 
 
 
 
Dnmomdonna@aol.com 
The business of wearing hunter orange in Oregon is ridiculous. 
There are so many complaints about the loss of revenue because of all the rate increases 
have stopped many from hunting. 
You are beginning to make this a rich persons sport only. 
Like your study by the state police show, in TWENTY years, there have only been 170 
incidences total? 
Also it states number of fatalities regardless of cause? 
I read up on some of these causes and they had nothing to do with what color you wore at 
the time. 
You need to put in real numbers how many were SHOT and killed as compared to how 
many were killed due to ATV wrecks and idiots shooting someone to steal their animal 
and such! these had nothing to do with what they were wearing. 
You will lose even more revenue due to the majority of hunters in oregon like to wear 
their camo. 
I have been hunting since I was old enough to hunt and I am now almost 50. 
I have never had a problem like this and will not hunt anymore if I have to wear orange. 
And I cant stand when people or orginizations use statistics from other states like New 
York or Georgia that have a much higher population of idiots then alot of other states. 
And their incidences have a higher rate of NON firearm deaths then they actually show in 
their count, which again has nothing to do with wearing orange. 
Your study even shows that Vision related fatalities were 1 per year for 20 years! 
that's 1 out of how many thousands of hunters in Oregon per year? 



You could look at other states and find MORE then one fatality per year that the victim 
wore orange or red. 
What you need to do is have a mandatory hunter safety for anyone who has not been a 
resident of oregon and hunting for at least 5 or 10 years or an out of state hunter. 
This would prevent alot of incidences that happen from new hunters that dont know what 
they are doing. and duruing this hunter safety they must prove that they can identify the 
species they are hunting.  
 
 
 
mslocum175@aol.com 
please no hunter orange  mandate in Oregon 
 
 
From: Howard Butts <bearcopark@gmail.com> 
Date: Mon, May 24, 2010 at 8:24 AM 
Subject: option 5 
To: ODFW.comments@stae.or.us 
 
 
Option 5 is is non discriminating and simple to understand both hat and uppergarment no 
exception. 
 
Another option is a coating on your binoculars and or your scope that will discriminate 
between animals or humans. This again would take a special reactive garment to react 
with the scope  
 
optics. Night vision optic just needs to be adapted to daytime.  
 
How one doses this I don`t have a clue but it can be done. Another though is it could be 
used to help with casualty of friendly fire in military conflicts . 
 
I know this suggestion is a bit off the wall but something to thank about or laugh at. 
 
Thank  you 
 
 
Howard Butts 
 
 
dan.plum@swansongroup.biz 
I as well as every hunter I know do not want to be forced to wear hunter orange. Hunter 
orange will not stop a bullet. 
 
 
 



 
phil@seafooddoctor.com 
LEAVE IT THE WAY IT IS, YOU THE GOVERNMENT WANT TO CONTROL OUR 
LIVES, WE THE PEOPLE PAY YOUR VERY HIGH SALARIES, BUT THEN YOU 
WANT TO SCREW US AND TELL US WHAT TO DO. I UNDERSTAND THERE 
NEEDS TO BE LAWS IN PLACE BUT IF ALL YOU LEFT WING COMUNIEST 
PEOPLE DON’T LIKE WHAT THIS COUNTRY WAS FOUNDED ON THE MOVE 
THE HELL OUT, (I WILL PAY FOR YOUR FRICKEN TICKETS) 
 
P.S. YES THIS WAS DONE IN CAPS TO GET YOUR FLIPPEN 
ATTENTION……………………………………………………………………………. 
 
WE ARE THE ONE HUNTING, RIDING MOTORCYCLES, ……SO IF WE WANT 
TO WEAR ORANGE OR NOT,  IT IS UP TO US, NOT YOU………………….. SAME 
AS WEARING A HELMENT…………….IT SHOULD BE UP TO US…………NOT 
YOU……………………………………. 
 
 
NAME AND NUMBER IS LEFT ON THE BOTTOM SO FEEL FREE TO CALL ME, 
SO I CAN TELL YOU TO YOUR FACE � 
 
Thank You 
Phil Pipgras 
CEll:   541-227-1782 
Phil@seafooddoctor.com 
 
 
 
larryeis1@verizon.net 
THE DECISION TO WEAR HUNTER ORANGE SHOULD BE LEFT UP TO THE 
INDIVIDUAL , NOT THE STATE .   ITS NOT BROKE SO DONT FIX IT.  NO MORE 
LAWS PLEASE  !!!!!        THANK YOU ---- LARRY EISENBARTH 
 
 
 
jnydam@centurytel.net 
Just like the rest of the ultra liberal bunch of jerks in this states government,  wearing 
orange is just another mandate this government imposes on us.   Why don't you take your 
noses out of our lives.  There is no proof that hunter orange does anything except make us 
a better target.  There's no real proof it saves lives.  Also there's no proof that Deer and 
Elk can't see the bright orange color.  I will not wear any orange.   I will quit hunting and 
buying tags in this State.  Your rules have taken most of the fun out of hunting already.  I 
used to look forward to hunting with a fairly large group of friends which you have 
stopped by the tag draw system.  We didn't care if we were successful,  our hunts were 
more the getting together around the camp fire swapping stories.  You've ruined that.  I 
haven't drawn an Elk tag in at least 5 years now.  ODFW sucks. 



  
John Nydam 
Canyon City, Or. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ernestandbeth@gmail.com 
 
To whom it may concern, 
  
I am an Oregon resident hunter of many years and I am opposed to the hunter orange 
mandate.  
  
It is my opinion that the decision to wear hunter orange should be left up to the 
individual. In some locations or at certain times I wear hunter orange but in most I do not 
wear it.  
  
In ODFW’s Hunter Orange Report it lists the percentage of hunters wearing hunter 
orange to be about 15-25% of the hunters. In the same report it list 19% of the vision 
related incidents involve hunters wearing hunter orange. Based on those findings in the 
report the chance of being involved in a vision related incident is the same with or 
without the wearing of hunter orange.  
  
I agree that it should be encouraged but still remain voluntary. 
  
Thank you, 
  
Ernest Netter 
  
 
 
dvl@eoni.com 
I am a Oregon hunter and have NEVER WORN or had a problem with safety.  I am NOT 
IN FAVOR and AM OPPOSED TO HUNTER ORANGE.  People are smarter than you 
give them credit for and are by nature pretty safe.  Vote no and less not more regulation 
  
Vicki Lyon 
 
 
dvl@eoni.com 
I am a life long 58 year Oregon hunter and have NEVER WORN or had a problem with 
safety.  I am NOT IN FAVOR and AM OPPOSED TO HUNTER ORANGE.  People are 



smarter than you give them credit for and are by nature pretty safe.  Vote no and less not 
more regulation 
  
David Lyon 
 
 
 
 
 
gyllcons@eoni.com 
Please accept this comment in opposition to a mandate of hunter clothing in Oregon.  
Statistics do not prove out the need as evidenced by the incident rate comparison of 
Washington and Oregon.  Hunter safety classes in Oregon are our greatest asset and are 
to be commended.  Thank you. 
Brent C. Gyllenberg 
PO Box 1003 
Baker City, OR  97814 
 
 
 
gandmdavis@gmail.com 
As a Hunter Safety Instructor for over 20 years, I ALWAYS 
 
 
 
dale1947@ortelco.net 
I live in John Day and have been a hunter for 50+ years, I do not think the law needs 
changed on the Hunter orange. I would vote no change on this bill..... James Bellmore, 
PO Box 697, Mt. Vernon, Or. 97865... Thank you for reading my comment. 
 
 
 
 
grodakowski@gmail.com 
The State of Oregon should not mandate the use of "hunter orange". 
 
Sincerely, 
Garry Rodakowski 
45461 Goodpasture Rd. 
Vida, Oregon 97488 
 
 
 
deanandkrista@wbcable.net 
As a life long Oregon resident and hunter I would like to give my opinion on the issue of 
mandatory hunter orange.  I believe this is being pursued as an issue of safety.  When you 



really look at the numbers, hunting in Oregon is a very safe sport, compared to almost 
any other activity.  How many people die each year driving, riding their bikes, or just 
walking down the street?  People would definitely be safer driving blaze orange cars, or 
wearing blaze orange while riding their bikes or walking down the street.  Let's make that 
mandatory.  Where does this insanity stop?  This issue to me is one of personal freedom.  
Let the hunters decide.  In my experience, the majority of hunters I encounter in the field 
are already wearing hunter orange.  From all the articles I've read on this subject, and 
other hunters I've talked to, the overwhelming majority of hunters are against mandatory 
hunter orange.  Here's a new idea:  listen to what the majority of the hunters want.  
Maybe listen to the sportsmen for once, they are the ones paying your salaries at the 
Department of Fish and Wildlife, after all.  Let people make their own choices and live 
(or die) with the consequences.  We don't need more rules, we just need more common 
sense in our government, our state, and our citizens.  
 PLEASE DO NOT MAKE HUNTER ORANGE MANDATORY IN OREGON! 
 
 
 
 
lkp@bendbroadband.com 
I want to give you my opinion on this matter since I will be unable to make one of the 
meetings.  
  
Although I believe it is an excellent practice to wear Hunter Safety Orange when out 
hunting and I do so myself, I do not believe it is the states business or duty to mandate 
this to all hunters. People need to be, and should be, responsible for themselves and their 
own safety while hunting and at all other times in their lives. Governments job is to 
protect us from dangers outside of our own control, such as foreign attacks etc., not to 
protect us from our own stupidity, if we choose to make stupid decisions. That is what 
freedom is all about; freedom to make our own decisions and then live with the 
consequences of those decisions, good or bad. Isn't that after-all what we try to teach our 
children as they grow up before we send them out to make it on their own? So in 
summary, I believe it's up to the individual to decide if they want to wear Hunter Safety 
Orange or a Red Plaid Shirt or complete camo and then live with the consequences of that 
choice. Individual Responsibility! 
  
Thank You for Your Time, 
Laird Preble 
Bend, Or. 
 
 
 
ciferguson37733@charter.net 
 
I DO NOT support the proposed Hunter Orange rule.   
 
The report is linked to below: 



http://www.dfw.state.or.us/resources/hunting/safety/docs/Draft_Hunter_Orange_Commis
sion_Report.pdf 
 
The statistics sighted in the report, while undoubtedly correct, have lead the authors to the 
wrong conclusion. 
 
 
" Only 16 (19%) of the 85 victims of vision-related hunting incidents were reported to be 
wearing hunter 
orange at the time of the incident. Eighty-one percent of victims of vision-related hunting 
incidents in 
Oregon were not wearing hunter orange clothing at the time they were shot." 
 
" Despite significant effort to encourage the voluntary wearing of hunter orange, a survey 
of Oregon State 
Police (OSP) Fish and Wildlife Division Troopers estimated that only 15% - 25% of 
Oregon hunters they 
encounter in the field wear hunter orange during big game rifle and upland game bird 
seasons." 
 
 
I would like to point out, that if 15% - 25% of folks are wearing orange (let's go with 
20% to make this easy), and 19% of the folks shot were wearing orange, then wearing 
orange has no affect as if you put the names of the 20% into a hat and drew them out 
randomly, 20% would be wearing orange.  This leads me to believe being shot is a 
random event.  
 
This same report also shows that hunting is one of the safest forms of recreation. 
 
So, coupled with the fact that your own statistics say wearing orange has no affect on 
being shot or not, one state - Texas - even showed an INCREASE after the requirement, 
and with the fact that this is already one of the safest forms of recreation - I VOTE NO 
TO MORE LAWS THAT WILL HAVE NO AFFECT OTHER THAN HASSEL 
FOLKS!!! 
 
Dean Ferguson 
37733 Highway 30 
Astoria, OR  97103 
 
 
 
zzcatz@charter.net 
I believe that the wearing of hunter orange should be optional.  While studies show that 
deer and elk have a limited color vision, they still see patterns or large areas that look the 
same.  The whole purpose of camo is to break up the pattern.  The orange will appear as 



one block, regardless of the color the animal sees.  Thus the animal will be much more 
likely to be able to detect hunter movement or concealment. 
 
 
 
PUBLIC COMMENTS FROM THE WEB 
 
Topic:    
Name:   Glenn Summers 
E-mail:  riversbend@embarqmail.com 
 
Comment: States that require hunter orange still have hunting incidents. Archery 
Turkey hunts in the East often have injury incidents. And this in a hunting situation that 
requires one to be within fifty yards of the quarry. States that require hunter orange such 
as Missouri still suffer fatalities during hunting season. Those that say the "cause" of the 
hunting injury was vision related are using vision as the goat for their own stupidity, 
ignorance and carelessness. Please no required hunter orange.  
 
 
ziggyh@centurytel.net 
I have been reviewing an article in our local paper about the mandatory use of hunter 
orange and the different options proposed. I have been a life time hunter and resident of 
the state of Oregon. I have hunted in other states that require hunter orange. It is my 
opinion that it should be mandatory when hunting on property other than you own and of 
the options presented, option (3) would be my choice. 
  
Thank you for your consideration. 
  
Ed Henry 
 
 
 
 
shannonbrown966@centurytel.net 
I believe it should be a hunter’s option to wear orange while hunting in Oregon. Hunters 
need to know there target and what is behind it when they are out in the woods with a 
firearm, like it is taught in Hunters safety course. I wear an orange hat when I am hunting 
on public land when there is extra number of hunters in the area, but it should be freedom 
of choice for each individual.  Hunting is a very safe sport and the number of accidents is 
low when you consider the number of hunters that are in the woods.  
 
   
My feeling is that it should NOT become mandatory and stay an option.  
 
Thank you for allowing me to voice my opinion.  
 



   
 
Mike 
 
 
grgaither@embarqmail.com 
 
I prefer option 1 or # 3 .  I have been hunting for 60 years and have been a hunter safety 
officer for 18 years.  I do not think that we have as many ACTUAL  HUNTING 
accidents as most people think.  Most accidents occur by mis-handling a weapon or 
firearm and then are labeled a hunting accident.  Wearing an additional hunter orange 
other than the optional orange hat is not going to prevent those accidents.   
  
Sincerely, 
George S. Gaither 
Hunter ID number 716267 
P.O. Box 1328 
Shady Cove, Oregon, 97539 
grgaither@embarqmail.com 
1-541-878-8235 
 
 
 
PUBLIC COMMENTS FROM THE WEB 
 
Topic:   Other 
Name:   ed anicker 
E-mail:  varment@eoni.com 
 
Comment:hunter orange     i feel hunter orange should be an option  
also we should start a 5 year program like they have done with boating this would be a 
mandatory class avail on the intranet for all hunters the class should stress safety in camp 
and in a rig no booze while hunting etc  
 
 
 
ken@pro2nd.com 
Must you try and regulate every aspect of our lives? 
 
SAY NO TO MANATORY HUNTER ORANGE - we are all grown up now. 
 
Kenneth B. Rieck 
 
 
 
bluealtered@verizon.net 



Option #1 is my choice, as a oregon hunter of 30+ years i know that education is the key 
to this, not more rules and regulations. Please feel free to contact me. joe kauffman 
 
 
 
 
dportwood@embarqmail.com 
Sir: 
I am writing to express my opposition to mandating “hunter orange.”   Using the 
departments own statistics, it appears that Oregon already has a very low incidence of 
hunting accidents compared with the states in their comparison, and that they have been 
dropping.  It also appears that the hunter’s shot wearing “hunter orange” while fewer in 
total than hunters not wearing the color, is the same percentage as the overall percentage 
of hunters wearing “hunter orange”  compared to hunters not wearing the color.  This 
would seem to indicate that in Oregon, there is nothing to be gained by this type of rule. 
 
While it is true that game mammals do not see color in the same way that we do, it is my 
understanding that they also see the ultra violet spectrum while we do not per se.  The 
main thing that makes “hunter orange” stand out for people is the UV’s in the color.  This 
means that for many mammals “hunter orange” may stand out, much as it does for us. 
 
I would not be opposed to this type of ruling if it could be shown that there would be a 
signifigant drop in hunter injuries or deaths by adopting it, but from the information 
currently available, this does not appear to be the case.  I would ask that this be dropped 
until or if such time as it can be demonstrated that it would have a significant, positive 
affect. 
 
Dan Portwood 
807 W. 19th St. 
The Dalles, OR 
 
 
 
 
mfhrth@verizon.net 
I feel that the only truly sensible decision is to scrap any ideas of mandatory hunter 
orange whatsoever.  Anyone who believes that safety has anything to do with it is 
deluding themselves.  Hunting is  a very safe activity, but for the very rare idiot who 
doesn't positively identify his target before shooting, hunter orange won't help anyway. 
  
On the other hand, with the limited chances of drawing a big game tag in eastern Oregon 
already, still another roadblock will just cause a lot of us throw up our hands and say, 
"Why bother hunting in Oregon at all?  I'll just go to another state."  Well, I suppose that 
in some people's minds, fewer Oregonians out in the field will make it "safer" (which I 
doubt), but it also means less revenue for ODFW and for businesses. 
  



Richard Heinemann 
La Grande 
 
 
 
 
flycreek@centurytel.net 
I just want to comment on your proposal to require the wearing of hunter orange apparel.  
Don’t the government and their minions ever get tired of trying to regulate every aspect 
of our lives?  Are you all liberals/progressives?  You’re not satisfied with trying to price 
the average citizen out of hunting and fishing?  Show me one piece of real evidence that 
proves the wearing of hunter orange does anything to make a hunter safer in the woods.  
I’m actually confused as to why you are asking for input on this issue.  Recent events in 
Oregon and the US indicate you are going to do whatever you want regardless of what 
the majority of citizens say.  Whose big idea was this?  Let me guess – another liberal in 
Portland or Salem that just cannot stand the idea he/she isn’t controlling yet another 
aspect of my life?  You’ve probably figured out that if I actually have a vote, it is NO to 
hunter orange. 
 
Ernie Williams 
Pilot Rock, OR 
 
 
 
 
 
randy@classicvents.com 
 
I feel strongly that I should be able to exercise my right to wear camo. when & where I 
want . there are times turkey or elk hunting that I don't want any body  or animals to see 
me.  
I feel I am a very safe hunter as I will only shoot at what I am hunting for NOT CAMO 
CLOTHING OR ANY THING ELSE. I have been hunting in this State for over 40 years 
and I feel God given common sense has worked well so far. I do think it is very 
unfortunate when someone is hurt or killed by accident , but I think those things will 
happen with HUNTER ORANGE as well as you can't control someone who dose not 
discharge their firearm at what they are hunting for ONLY. 
If someone wants to wear hunter orange I feel that is THEIR right and that is fine with 
me. but PLEASE don't tell me I have to wear it for my own good. 
Thank you for your consideration, 
Respectfully, 
Randy 
randy@classicvents.com 
503-855-2239 
 
 



bbechen@junctioncity.k12.or.us 
To Whom It May Concern, 
 
Safety should be every hunter's number one priority when taking to the field, regardless 
of game or weapon choice. That said, I am concerned about hunter orange being 
mandated for archery seasons. As an archer of 
35 years or so, I get my greatest satisfaction from being out and becoming as close to in 
sync with my surroundings as possible. When my buddies give me a hard time for 
/always/ painting my face, I tell them that it helps me get into a quieter, more  natural 
state of mind. I think, no know, having to wear orange will negatively impact my 
experience. Does the proposal include archery? The numbers in your report don't seem to 
support the idea.It also appears that incidents have steadily declined over the past over 
the past two decades, though it looks like about 50% our due to visual errors. The before 
and after implementation table shows some significant decreases in Utah and 
Washington, but what were what were the baseline numbers prior to implementation? 
 
I know I'm coming from a singular perspective, but my bow hunting experiences are 
precious to me. 
 
Thank you, 
 
Bill Bechen 
 
 
 
 
3quarks@ashlandhome.net 
I have been a avid angler and hunter for many years. As a recent arrival from my native 
Pennsylvania, I was surprised to find that Oregon does not require blaze. I have deer 
hunted successfully for years and have verified repeatedly that the deer don't see blaze 
orange, even at close range. Pa. Game Commission got a lot of flack when blaze was first 
introduced there but quickly blaze became the badge of the hunting fraternity and we 
wore it everywhere, to meetings etc. Most prefer the mixed camo and blaze material 
which seems to consisent with the science on the subject. I simply cannot fathom the 
objections of the hunters out here, at least the vocal ones, to blaze. The color has the 
advantage letting the hunter or others that there are hunters in the vicinity. Hikers, and 
other outdoorsmen would certainly appreciate it so it does not just affect hunters. I can 
see that hunters who want trespass or violate the law in anyway would like to avoid blaze 
clothing but then those of us law abiding citizens should favor the introduction of blaze 
as an aid to law enforcement. Finally, I keep my blaze/camo vest in the truck and if I'm 
stopped on road for any reason, I am much more visible when I step out of the cab.  
Another saftety angle.  Good luck and I recommend that entire community should be 
polled on the subject not just the hunters. And I suspect that a lot hunters who are not 
members of the Association might have a different opinion. 
Sincerely,  
Don Morris  Ashland Oregon  541-488-2628 



 
 
tmoore@wlinpco.com 
 
I think it should be left up to the hunter(s) themselves.  Certainly the state should 
encourage good hunting behavior but not make wearing hunter orange mandatory.  If it 
is, it should be applied across the board; all game and all weapons, including bow & 
arrow (archery).  We have too  many laws as it is and it just provides law enforcement 
another method for hassling citizens and collecting money for the state. 
 
FYI: On your statistics, you failed to show how many incidents happened during 
turkey/waterfowl seasons or archery seasons.   
 
  
Thomas D. Moore 
16345 SE katie Ct. 
Milwaukie, OR 97267 
rem4590@opusnet.com 
 
 
 
 
tjohnson@coastwidelabs.com 
It is not gov't job to make a law out of every good idea.   
 
Hunter orange may be a good idea 
 
Use of it should be voluntary 

 
 
 
Troy Johnson 
Coastwide Laboratories 
Cell: 541 619 4550 

 
weavers53254@msn.com 
I believe there is inadequate reason to require hunters to wear orange during hunting 
season.  More push on safe procedures is more effective than relying on a color to protect 
one from shooting at or near another hunter in deer and elk seasons.   
  
In areas of dense hunter numbers and high cover such as during some bird hunting areas 
orange caps may be beneficial. 
  
 The North Dakota Game and Fish Department has kept records on hunting accidents 



since 1970. In the past 26 years 343 people were injured by firearms while hunting in 
North Dakota; 24 of them died.  
Based on a recent survey of emergency rooms in Montana, however, Dr. Craig 
Lambrecht, Medcenter One, Bismarck, noted the most frequent type of hunting injury did 
not involve a firearm. The most frequent type of injury was hunters severely cutting 
themselves while cleaning game. 

Hunting Type 

Upland game hunting (pheasant, grouse, etc.) accounts for the most accidents in North 
Dakota - 29 percent. This is followed by big game hunters (23 percent); other small game 
hunters, e.g., gophers, prairie dogs, (19 percent); waterfowl hunters (16 percent); and 
furbearers, e.g., fox, coyotes, raccoon, (13 percent). Of 20 fatalities since 1976, eight 
were big-game hunters, seven were small-game hunters, four her hunting upland birds 
and waterfowl, and one was coyote hunting 
  
Most hunting accidents are self inflicted or firearm miss handling rather than due to 
visibility.   
  
Rich Weaver, Milton Freewater, Or 
 
 
rrandall701@charter.net 
I really don't care if all 49 of the other states require hunter orange because that proves 
nothing by itself.  I believe our hunting safety record in Oregon is very good and, 
therefore, I recommend no change in our policy.   
 
I think Option #1 is best. 
 
Ray Randall 
 
 
 

 
From: smoothboar2@hotmail.com 
To: chris.a.willard@state.or.us; endiracing@yahoo.com; waynekidd@q.com 
Subject: hunter orange meeting 
Date: Sun, 16 May 2010 13:43:38 -0700 
 
Why have this meeting on Oct. 1 when people might be hunting or getting ready to go 
hunting....I would strongly suggest that you wait till after the hunting season, so that 
people can attend the meeting. It sure looks to me that you don't want people to be in 
attendance by your time frame. This does not make ODF&W look very good in the 
public eyes. 
 
 



 
scoutbuddy@charter.net 
I am not in favor of regulating hunters clothing. This should be an option of the adult 
hunter or the parent or guardian of a minor child. I have been a state resident since birth 
going on 68 years and have hunted game since age 12 and walked with my father before 
that for years. He taught me to respect all weapons and to know what I was aiming at. He 
also had me wear the old still red felt hunting hat which was about all there was available 
in those days.  
 
Hunting will always be a serious event not only because you are hunting to kill an animal 
but because you are carrying a weapon the will kill or injure humans. This State has 
mandatory Hunter Education which I support and in that training youth and first time 
hunting adults are informed and encouraged to wear Hunter Orange but this should be left 
up to the hunter or parent. 
 
My recommendation is NO CHANGE, leave as is. 
 
 
 
akdallsheep@hotmail.com 
To whom it may concern, 
  
  I highly encourage the board or commission adopt either Option #1 or #2.  As a life-
long outdoorsman, I am consistently dismayed at how "government" throws blanket laws 
and regulations to "save us from ourselves".  Once again, a family member or close friend 
takes their feelings and attempts to transform them into "some meaningful law" with 
hopes of "saving more souls".  Speaking from experience, we should raise our awareness 
through training and education, which ultimately provides the necessary background and 
bedrock for proper respect and adherence to hunting and shooting ethics. 
  
  The report provided for consideration is a report designed to use statistics to prove their 
point.  In my view, the report consists of much data from east of the Mississippi River 
where varying demographics do not coincide with the hunting grounds of the west.  Why 
not more data from our neighbors west of the Mississippi - because the numbers are 
already acceptably low when compared to nationwide averages.  This report clearly states 
at how well Oregon hunters behave when compared to other states and that should be 
proof enough that throwing another law at this respectable hunting community does not 
further a cause for more obedience.  Hunting ethics provide the #1 reason as to why every 
hunter is to know their target before they shoot - not some overbearing law. 
  
Out of respect for every human being and American gun owner, allow the programs in 
place to continue their proud tradition and uphold the training that every sportsman 
should honor when handling firearms.  Oregon hunters are proud of their rightful spot in 
hunting safety without another law to burden the taxpayers funding nor further bloat an 
already burdened law enforcement agency.  Try keeping lawmakers focused on further 
accomplishments for more public lands upon which the hunters and fishers may practice 



our longstanding American traditions to ensure success for future generations. 
  
Respectfully, 
  
J. H. Losinski, SMSgt, USAF, Retired 
PO Box 4323 
Brookings, OR 97415 
 
 
 
 
sooner@oregonwireless.net 
I prefer Option 1, the wearing of orange garments while hunting should be voluntary. 
 
 
 
papaquimby@gmail.com 
I am a bow hunter. And I would HATE to see it be mandatory in Oregon. It would almost 
totally ruin bowhunting for elk. It is hard enough to get close to them with camo let alone 
orange!!!!!!!! Maybe for rifle hunters it wouldn't be as bad and probably be better served 
as far as accidents. But for a bow hunter it is  ridiculous !!!!!!!!!!   
Think about it!!!!          
   Jerry Quimby 
 
 
 
 
lowcost69@hotmail.com 
I am opposed to making the public wear hunter orange during hunting season a 
requirement. Failure to be aware of what the hunter is shooting at, is really the hunter 
making a poor choice, and really needs to be stressed as unacceptable in hunter 
education, training, and with continued reinforcement. In reality it is virtually impossible 
to accidentally shoot some one if you take the time to identify what your shooting at 
before you pull the trigger. Brush shooting at noise, failure to properly identify target, not 
thinking about what might be behind the target, and not confirming that the target is real 
before pulling the trigger is completely irresponsible. Even referring to such acts as 
accidental shootings is completely unacceptable (besides being a misnomer), hunters who 
act in such manners need to know they face being prosecuted. In the end forcing the 
public to wear hunter orange during hunting season is a statement to the public by fish 
and wildlife that it has failed to educate hunters to act responsibly. 
 
 
 
 
Jonathan.Gass@kbr.com 



I personally think that it should be the hunter’s choice if he or she wants to wear Hunter 
Orange. When I first started hunting at the age of 12 my dad made me wear hunter orange 
until I was 16 yeas old. I understand the concern for people’s safety but I think that 
making people wear hunter orange is a bit extreme. 
 
I have been hunting for many years. I have seen other hunters in camouflage and hunter 
orange, and have never mistaken them for a big game animal! Hunters in Oregon 
generally hunt safely and your statistics prove that. Yes there has been hunting accidents 
and that is sad. One hunting accident is one to many but accidents happen just like with a 
motor vehicle. An accident is an “Accident” and should be viewed as such. I think that 
making people wear hunter orange is liking making people wear seat belts. When the seat 
belt rule came into effect it was for our “safety” but now it is a law and if you are caught 
not wearing your seat belt you are fined. I believe that is exactly what the ODFW has in 
mind. If the ODFW can make this a law and catch folks not wearing hunter orange they 
will fine you! Please remember that people still have a choice and do not need every 
government agency making their decision for them. 
 
Respectfully,    
 
Jonathan Gass 
Security Technician 
KBR, Inc 
H3 SOB Q-West  
Qayyarah, Iraq APO AE, 09351 
Office Number 713-445-1484  
Jonathan.Gass@KBR.com 
 
 
 
lilestcavalon@aol.com 
I'm 6th generation Oregonian from a long line of hunters.  We have always worn a bright 
color.  Be it a red hat, a red flannel shirt or more recently blaze orange, we have never 
presented ourselves in camo or dark colors.  My family has harvested many a buck, 
indeed, we would have starved without the procurement of venison.  My grandson is now 
getting ready to take a hunter safety course and I hope his instructor doesn't just suggest 
he wear blaze orange, I hope he tells him, "It's the law!"  If I could I'd put red flashing 
lights on my hunters.  It's selfish to make this discussion about ones personal preference 
or freedom, this is about the rights of all hunters to see and be seen.  We have 
the "privilege" to hunt, and to follow the rules and laws put forth by ODFW.  I believe 
our safety needs to be paramount in your decision.  Accidents can be preventable.  
Connie Liles    
 
 
 
 
 



Tim.Harvey@cityofmedford.org 
I am in favor of keeping orange a choice.  Oregon does a very good job through the 
hunter ed progams to prepare individuals for hunting in the field, and the statistics of 
incidents per 100,000 hunters prove Oregon to be one of the leaders of safety even 
without orange.  As a parent I instructed my son in the use of orange as a beginning 
hunter and left it up to him to decide for himself as he became older whether he would 
wear or not--he still wears orange a majority of the time.  There will always be idiots out 
there that will be a statistic and will still fire their weapon at movement or sound without 
confirming their target, so the majority of hunters should not be penalized for their way 
and tactics of hunting for success.  I for one wear orange during elk season while stalking 
due to the high volume of hunters, but while still hunting I will remove it.   
  
The enforcement of any mandate will be difficult at best and confusing as most hunters 
will be resistant to something that should be a personal choice.  Some will be cited due to 
being caught without, and whole lot of others never being cited. 
  
Thank you, Tim H 
 
 
Dwayne.Prose@cityofmedford.org 
I would rather it be my choice what color I wear.I think stupid people will shoot at an 
unknown no matter what color they wear.I would rather blend in and not be noticed by 
that type of person.I have hunted in states requiring you to wear red and felt like a neon 
sign all the time.As you can tell I will choose not to wear orange as long as I can choose. 
 
 

blair.sturgill.b734@statefarm.com 

I Support Proposed Option#1 NO ACTION 

 

Teeshot300@embarqmail.com 

Re: Proper Color for Hunters' Clothing. 
  
The current proposal that hunters should be required to wear the color ORANGE for 
reasons of safety needs to be reconsidered.  The safest color is YELLOW NOT 
ORANGE.  
  
Approximately 12% of the male population suffer from color blindness or are otherwise 
color impaired. I am one of them. Women seldom suffer from this disability. It is caused 
by a human gene passed down to males by their mothers. It has no known cure. 
  



I submit that there is a good reason that school buses are painted YELLOW. It's the 
easiest color to see for everyone. That is, all but big game animals who I have been led to 
understand are color blind. This does not apply to the bird population. 
  
As a long time hunter I can tell you authoritatively that colors RED, ORANGE, 
BROWN, GREEN, OR ANY COLOR OTHER THAN BRIGHT YELLOW CAN BE 
VERY DIFFICULT TO DISCERN IN THE WOODS.  
  
MY visual impairment has no-doubt led me to not recognize animals in the woods. 
Instead, I have had to rely   
more on the motion or movement of the animals. My inability to always see antlers or 
horns has no doubt caused me to overlook animals. I must add that I do not consider my 
disability as a safety issue as to other hunters. Responsible hunters do not shoot until they 
are certain about their target. 
  
I highly recommend that the ODFW Commission consult with opticians and 
opthomologists on the issue of the safest colors that should be used by hunters in the 
woods. 
  
Respectfully, 
  
Robert J. Morgan 
887 St. Andrews Way 
Eagle Point, OR 97524 
Phone 541-826-9849 
  
PS: I have refered to color blindness (better descibed as color impairment) as a disability. 
That's because there are a great many professions that were denied me because of my 
inability to pass a "color blind" test. 
  
cc: Bob Hunter, Editor 
      Medford Mail Tribune 
 
 
 
jbowler@frontiernet.net 
I'm a non-hunter who lives in the woods where hunting occurs (I'm on FC property in 
South West Oregon, I don't make any attempt to prevent hunting on my land when it is 
access cross-county).  Turkey and a small number of deer are hunted near my property.  
Bear and Cougar are periodically shot if they become a nuisance.  Several adjacent 
landowners have sufficient acreage (including myself) to obtain LOP tags if they care to. 
 
I strongly oppose hunters wearing high visibility clothing.  Hunters need to be aware that 
there may be other forest users who are *not* in high visibility clothing around where 
they are hunting.  High visibility clothing encourages complacency and might even lead 
to a hunter assuming, "if it ain't orange I can shoot it." 



 
The only safe way to hunt is to positively identify the target.  Since deer hunting rules 
already require the hunter to identify the target more accurately (e.g. sex) it is difficult to 
see how a responsible hunter can fire *at* something that isn't the prey. 
 
So far as missed shots hitting something beyond the target is concerned that applies even 
more to non-hunters in the locality.  It is quite conceivable that an irresponsible shot 
could hit my house, and I certainly don't want to have to paint it bright orange (not that I 
object to the color, but it would be a significant maintenance expense and would lower 
the value of my property.)  Hunters must shoot safely and ensure that missed shots cannot 
travel beyond the area where they can reliably identify anything that may be hit. 
 
John Bowler <jbowler@acm.org> 

 

thart@mind.net 

ODFW COMMISSION: 
 
I am a native Oregonian and have hunted here for more than 60 years. It is my most 
favorite thing I get to do. I have taught my son and my grandson how to hunt and how the 
ethics of hunting will help them get through their lives. Before they became proficient at 
hunting I made them wear a bright hat so I could see them if they were doing something 
stupid. This was MY choice and I would like it to stay that way. Please stay with the 
option of allowing the hunters to make the choice. 
 
Thank you 
Tyrrell P. Hart 

pioneer hunter  8-9889516 

 

electricsteele@comcast.net 

I am a responsible hunter in Oregon and have been hunting here since I was 16 years old.  
I currently use hunters orange when I feel it is necessary.  I Do Not want the state to 
regulate this issue.  I can make the right choice for me and my kids on what to wear while 
hunting.  If you want any more input feel free to contact me any time at the number 
below.  Thanks, Dan 

Steele Electric LLC 
Dan Steele 
Ph. 503-332-1280 



Fax 503-372-6448 
CCB 186140 
 
 
 
 
From: Nels Nelson <nelsnelson7@gmail.com> 
Date: Thu, May 13, 2010 at 9:59 PM 
Subject: Proposed Hunter Orange rule 
To: ODFW.Comments@state.org 
 

To Whom it May Concern (decision makers at ODFW): 
  
I would like to register my objection to this proposed rule. I hold a Pioneer Oregon 
Hunting and Fishing license and have managed for  over 60 years to avoid being shot or 
shot at, without wearing an orange vest.  More govt. regulations is not going to solve the 
problem of a few people getting shot or shot at now and then.  There are always going to 
be crazies out there with a gun in their hands that have no business being in the field.  
Some people (drunk or sober) will shoot at anything that moves.  I doubt of an orange 
vest is going to stop these people from occasionally shooting someone whose 
unfortuneate enough to be within range of them. 
  
With the price of tags (deer, elk, etc.) gone up so high, it begins to make me wonder if it 
is even worth going hunting anymore.  About the only thing left that interests me in the 
way of hunting is going predator calling.  I don't think you have to have a tag to hunt 
coyotes, but I may be mistaken.  I've tried calling in coyotes a number of times in the 
past, but they were so cagy they didn't get within range of my rifle.  I can just imagine 
what my chances would be if donned a bright orange vest (nil).  Mr. Coyote would take 
one look at the vest and hightail it out of the area as fast as he could.  
  
If you are bound and determined to pass such a law, please add hunters doing predator 
(Coyote) calling to the list of exempted classes of hunting (along with turkey and 
wildfowl hunting).  I also believe hunters doing Cougar hunting should not be required to 
wear a vest.  It's hard enough as it is (next to impossible) to get within gunshot range of a 
cougar (without using hound dogs).  A bright orange vest would make it much easier for 
the cougar to spot you if you were trying to make a stalk to get within range of a cougar 
you might have been lucky enough to spot with binoculars or a spotting scope and then 
try to sneak up on it.  Lord knows we need to reduce the number of Cougars in Oregon to 
give the Elk calves and Deer fawns a chance to survive to adulthood. Anything that can 
be done legally to reduce Cougar numbers needs to be done.  Wearing an orange vest 
wouldn't help this to happen.  If you could somehow persuade the bleeding heart voters 
(most of whom don't hunt) who outlawed the use of hounds to change their minds and 
allow hounds to be used again to hunt Cougars, I'd happily wear an Orange Vest while 
following the hounds.  Fat chance of this ever happening, as that would require the voters 
who got hunting with hounds outlawed, to think and vote rationally.  
  



You also should exempt licensed trappers (which I used to be back in the 70's) from this 
requirement, as they will sometime use a predator call to call up and make a clean head or 
neck shot on Bobcat, Lynxcat, Red and Gray Fox during trapping season when it is 
lawful to take fur bearing animals (it used to be lawful for a trapper to take animals by 
shooting, but that too may now be illegal).  When I was trapping (in the 70's) I called up 
and shot several Red Fox and Gray Fox and skinned and sold their furs.  I doubt if I'd 
have had as much luck fooling them if I was all decked out in bright orange and lit up 
like a Christmas tree.  
  
Just my considered opinion, 
  
Sincerely, 
  
Nels H. Nelson 
355 SE 70th Ave. 
Hillsboro, OR 97123 
 

 

jgreen@oawu.net 

Ref: Hunter Orange hearings 
 
As a native resident and active hunter for the past 33 of my 45 years, I have voluntarily 
wore hunter orange or red during coast blacktail rifle season but I have chosen to not 
wear orange or red during elk, upland bird, bear and cougar seasons.  
 
I wish to encourage the Commission to not change or impose rules that would require the 
wearing of hunter orange - Oregon hunters, as individuals, should retain the right to 
choose, or not wear hunter orange and for each hunter to continue to take responsibility 
for their own actions and choices. 
 
I do not support a mandate or requirement to wear hunter orange. 
 
Thank you,  
 
Jason Green 
PO Box 114 
38225 Brooten Rd. 
Cloverdale, OR 97112 
ODFW ID# 166914 
 

 
From: BRIAN GIMBY [mailto:elkhuntergimby@msn.com]  
Sent: Wednesday, June 02, 2010 4:26 PM 



To: richard.j.hargrave@state.or.us; chris.a.willard@state.or.us; BRIAN GIMBY 
Subject: hunter orange 

I think the first problem is your allowing the two different hunters to be mixed together 
and if you want to continue to get our money you must stop this. I pay lots to hunt in 
Oregon and will start to seek hunting in other states if you continue to mix the weapons 
and seasons.  
As for the Orange..........the above statement with keeping the hunters separate will solve 
that problem. I do not want to wear Orange over my camo to hunt in Oregon!!!!!! 
  
As for the problem with the cougars what are we going to do about them-they are taking 
over eating or game---- deer,elk and our pets after that humans will be next. 
i believe it has already happened to the professor from oregon that has never been 
found!!!!!!!  
if you continue to keep your study program in place we will no longer have animals to 
hunt because they are wiping them out!!!!!!!!  
I have talk to allot of people and they are getting feed up and they are not going to buy 
there tags for reasons stated above now with you wanting bow hunters to wear orange as 
well you better stop and look at your pay check and where it comes  from    -oregon 
hunters 
Brian gimby 
 
 
-----Original Message----- 
From: C N [mailto:cnyseth@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, June 02, 2010 2:01 PM 
To: Roy.elicker@state.or.us 
Subject: regulation change 
 
Hi Roy, I understand the fish and wildlife commission is considering a new requirement 
for Oregon hunters. Hunters would be required to wear blaze orange while they are in the 
field. I would like to make it known I'm opposed to requiring hunters to wear blaze 
orange. I feel people have the right to choose what color of clothes they wear and 
requiring hunters to wear blaze orange would take that right away from them. Would the 
law require all people enjoying the woods during hunting seasons to wear blaze orange 
regardless of whether they are hunting or not? I don't think the law would. Please do not 
single out Oregon hunters. Furthermore many people hunt to enjoy the freedom of being 
in the wild. Requiring hunters to wear a certain color of clothes would diminish the 
freedom of the wild. Please let Oregon hunters make their own decisions using their own 
judgment. Thank you for your time. 
 
Curtis Nyseth 
Oregon Hunter 
 

 
From: Chris Corder [mailto:chriscorder@hotmail.com]  
Sent: Thursday, June 03, 2010 5:34 AM 



To: ronald.e.anglin@state.or.us; curt.melcher@state.or.us; roy.elicker@state.or.us; 
odfw.commission@state.or.us 
Subject: Hunter Orange 
 
To whom it may concern: 
  
I would like to voice my opinion about the possiblility of adopting a new law to require 
Oregon hunters to wear hunter orange.  As a high paying (tags are very expensive 
suddenly)  supporter of fish and wildlife I would like to think it would be left up to the 
hunter to decide whether or not they want to wear hunter orange on thier outings.  This is 
very much a personal choice rather than a safety issue.  Maybe it would be of more value 
to put some funds towards continuing education of those in the field so that they can 
better understand what they are doing out their rather than make everyone light up like 
christmas tree across the country side.  Personally I would refuse to wear hunter orange.  
I feel more safe being unseen than to be seen. 
  
This is just the opinion of a lifelong Oregon hunter. 
  
Respectfully, 
  
Chris Corder 
Seaside, OR 
 
 
  
Cell: 503-440-1182 
Office:  503-738-8192 
chriscorder@hotmail.com 

 
 

From: Chris Strub [mailto:c.strub@comcast.net]  
Sent: Thursday, June 03, 2010 9:21 AM 
To: odfw.info@state.or.us 
Subject: No to Mandatory Hunter Orange 
 
ODFW, 
 
Please place your focus on managing wildlife and leave my personal choices to me. We 
the state’s financial crisis the last thing ODFW needs to do is create more infrastructure. 
Please respect the opinions of our states hunting public. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Chris Strub 
1107 S. Chehalem St. 
Newberg Or 97132 



 
 
garr4665@bellsouth.net 
I am not an Oregon hunter nor a resident but have over 45 years experience in GA and 
Al. 
Am an NRA member but do not go along with no  orange  law for deer hunting. 
I do believe that hunter orange requirements should be mandatory for big game hunting  
during rifle season.  AL labama law require min 144 sf hunter orange above the waist 
during big game deer  firearms season generally  but not  small game hunting, archery, 
waterfowl, etc.    Alabama law says that hunters can wear orange cap as part of that and 
when hunting, in tree  above 12 ft or or ground stand or around vehicle  can remove 
orange.    Georgia law requires considerable more area about the siz e of a vest.  I realize 
that terrain in Or is different than al or ga but our areas are heavily populated with deer 
and deer hunters during the gun seasons and there are  few small game hunters (squirrels,  
rabbits,etc.). Fatalities have been minimized with the blaze orange requirement.   
I meet ga requuirements usually with orange deer vest or Browning vest orange 
reversible to camo. Possibley the more dangerous ga hunting is now turkey hunting 
during spring, and some small game hunting near large concentrations of deer hunters.  
illegal tresspassers and night hunters are the most dangerous of all. enforc tresspass and 
night hunting except for predators. hope this helps.   GA hunter 
 
 
 
Warren_Hopson@co.washington.or.us 
I am a retired law enforcement officer and I have never seen a justification for hunter 
orange that was based on fact.  Most people pushing for hunter orange "think" it will save 
lives.  What saves lives is keeping your finger off the trigger until your are ready to 
shoot, know your target and what lays beyond your target.  I am against hunter orange as 
a requirement for hunting big game in Oregon.   The saying "Optics are our friend" goes 
along way for the old as well as the young when it comes to target identification. 
 
 
richardtov@aol.com 
I am opposed to mandatory hunter orange for several reasons. I believe that the safety of 
hunters and persons in the field starts with education and proper training. Hunting is an 
inherently risky activity. If there is going to be any kind of regulation there should be an 
age limit such as 18. Anyone 18 years of age or younger would be required to wear 
hunter orange; so that anyone in the area can see that a younger hunter is in the area. 
                                                                                        Thank you 
                                                                                                   Rich 
 
 
 
Slnate@comcast.net 
I think it should be manitory to wear orange or somekind of red at least for rifle hunts but 
not for bow hunts.  After an experience i had a few years ago.  this is my story I was 



hunting in the northside unit for elk and hadn't seen anybody all day then as i'm coming 
down a hill i get to the bottom and there's a guy in full camo.  He started off yelling at me 
cause i was hunting in " his area" and told me i need to watch for other hunters. When i 
had a bright orange vest on and again he was in full camo i coulndn't see him from the 
top of the hill so i didn't know anyone was even down there if i had seen someone there i 
would've went a different way.  Not because i thought he was right in that it was his area 
but out of courtesy to both of us i wouldn't want to hunt where somebody else was i 
could've went down the other side of the hill.  But when i mentioned that if he had orange 
on i would've gone another way he was so upset that he threatened me verbely by saying 
he could shoot me easier cause i had orange on.  I felt threatened when he said that and 
just went on my way while he was screming at me then he followed me for about an hr 
using predator calls and elk calls just to let me know he was still there.  He stopped when 
i called my uncle and cousin on the radio and told them what was going on.  But it all 
could've been avioded by everyone wearing orange.  I also think threre should be stricter 
laws for using atv's on closed roads like losing the atv, there vehicle, there guns and there 
hunting licences cause its going on everywhere... 
  
                                                                                                                                                
                     Thanks for reading  Nathan S. 
 
 
pajtswv@comcast.net 
It would be unwise to discount hunter orange clothing just because the present hunting 
population commits relatively few incidents.  It is a known fact that deer are color blind 
and most people are not.  Therefore, hunter orange would greatly reduce accidental 
shootings of hunters, provided hunters are cautious and not shoot at movements.  Hunters 
not taking precaution, wearing hunter orange, in the present day hunter flooded woods, is 
just plain stupid. 
 
 
 
larry@mybuildmaster.com 
Please keep with the status quo. 
 
Larry Ables 
 
 
 
 
gjessie@comcast.net 
I am opposed to a state mandate requiring the wearing of hunter orange while hunting in 
Oregon (or anywhere). This should be a choice of the individual hunter.  Citizens are 
tired of mandates and regulations that limit their choice in activities.   Most hunting, 
fishing and outdoor activities are over-regulated now.  Do not add to the burden of 
individual rights with another unneeded and unfunded mandate. 
  



George Jessie 
Springfield, OR 
 
 
 
NEATRAYS@aol.com 
I am all for people getting their hunting license band for live if they have shot some;and 
their guns plural taken away.But dont tell me what I should or sould'nt wear while I hunt. 
Im for hell no I wont glow! 
 
 
theharveys4@me.com 
Please do not implement mandatory hunter orange.  Simply put, hunters don't want it. 
 
David Harvey 
Albany, OR 
 
 
 
crabberchris@yahoo.com 
I have hunted in Oregon for 30+ years and never worn hunter  orange. I feel that this 
should be a personal choice not a mandate. This seems to be a perfect example of 
frivolous and unnecessary law making. Leave us a few personal choices, I don't need 
government to tell me how to dress. 
Sincerely Chris Groth. 
 
 
 
donaldsn@verizon.net 
The choice should be left up to the individual and I will tell you 'why': 
 
Not all hunting accidents are accidents. 
 
I was out hunting in my camouflag in the coast range when two locals stopped near my 
camp to relieve themselves. One person said to the other that they should hold me up 
except that they did not know where the other person was. There was no other person 
because I had two sets of chairs with coffee cups set out as if two people were there. 
Had I been required to have hunter orange on; they would easily have seen that no 
hunting partner was available to protect me from them and a crime most likely would 
have taken place, from the man's own words of his intentions to brake the existing rules 
which might include homocide when I was bear hunting at that time. Hunter orange 
would make it safer for the criminal who wouldn't use it for himself when he is in the 
stealth mode looking for me and my partner. Criminal minds want the law applied to the 
victims and they do not apply the same rules to themselves; they are not interrested in 
playing fair nor are they interrested in playing nice. 
 



I have been threatened before when two jeeps with 7 men came into a campground and 
hammered on the side of my camper at 3:00 AM before they fired off approximately 20 
rounds of 223 inside the campground which is within the safety zone. I was in a domicile 
camper and they were transient when they left at 5:15 AM while leaving an active fire 
and a messy campfire area from a party with loud music that one group had while the 
other group took their jeep out to probably commit some other crime if their behavior at 
that point would give an indication of their intentions being illegal. It was not a hunting 
season during this incident. We know that poaching goes on and now we know that drug 
cartels are out in the woods; these people are not going to follow the rules if they have 
already broken the existing rules and no authority is going to the expense of policing the 
woods 24/7. 
 
I had another hunter in the coast range again, swing his high powered rifle with scope on 
me three (3) times while I was wearing Hunter Orange. That should never have happened 
a second time because he knew that I was there the first time and he apparently didn't 
care to stop doing something that presented a danger to me. I have combat experience and 
I was thinking of how I was going to avoid his shot as I watched him with my binoculars 
after I saw him scope me out the first time. I would not be concerned if I were in my 
camouflage and was impossible to spot if I had remained still. He would have left the 
area if I had swung my rifle scope onto him like he did to me three (3) times. I did not 
feel safe in my Hunter Orange that day. 
 
A Hunter Orange requirement would likely present much of a danger than it is suppose to 
eliminate. Please vote "no". 
 
Thank You. 
 
 
grizzzz46@hotmail.com 
I used to wear orange or red but have sense went to camo.known people who have been 
shot at wearing orange or red,never while wearing camo.first off I understand you are 
proposing it due to a kid getting killed.sorry that happened,but that is his dads fault not 
color of clothing.his dad was stupid for shooting without not knowing what he was 
shooting at.I call those people sound shooters.should never be in the woods hunting,my 
opinion.I and I mean I should be the one to decide what to wear,not the state.when in the 
woods I can tell people wearing camo from an animal.it's sad that a child died but there 
have been people shot while wearing orange as well,or colors that stand out.I've read 
more of people wearing cloths that you can see over ones wearing camo.jack o'connor 
wrote an article about same thing.even he was shot at while wearing clothes you can 
see.problem not clothes just hunters not paying attention to what they are shooting 
at.hunters should take a extra minute to make sure of what they are shooting before 
pulling the trigger.be a lot less problems in the woods.main reason I went to wearing 
camo.I was scared I would get shot at more wearing orange then camo.gives certain 
people in the woods a better target to shoot at.to many people in the woods like to shoot 
then look at what they shot at.so quit blameing the clothes,blame the hunters for poor 
judgement. 



Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 
 
 
 
kkents@msn.com 
It appears the Hunter Orange Report (HOR) was developed using selective research and 
poor research methods to develop a conclusion that scientifically does not support the use 
of hunter orange devices in the field for hunting. 
Oregon is already one of the safest hunting states without the regulation.  If 15 to 25% of 
hunters already wear hunter orange and still account for 19% of the incidents, the 
conclusion that it improves safety is not valid. 
I hope better analysis methods are used to develop fishing and other guidelines. 
Please, no hunter orange regulations. 
Kenny Kent 
88543 Weiss Estates Ln 
Bandon, Oregon 
  
 
 
oregonjohn@oigp.net 
NO, NO, NO, NO,  and NO on Hunter Orange. 
  
I have hunted most of my life NO wearing hunter orange and have never had a problem. 
  
If I am forced to wear Hunter Orange in Oregon, I will simply cease to hunt Oregon and 
spend my money hunting in either Idaho or California, somewhere where game 
management administrators are sane. 
  
Thank You, 
  
John A. Hudick 
385 Dexter Way 
Grants Pass, OR 97527 
 
 
 
csbcshaver@gmail.com 
As a Hunter Safety Instructor for Oregon I know and teach what the "Government" wants 
me to on hunter orange.  As a hunter, I feel that hunter orange is being used to generate 
more revenue for our "government".  Primarily through siphoning of even more dollars 
out of the sportsman's pockets through more needed purchases or more red tape 
regulations that you need a collage degree and tons of time to go through and study so 
that you as a safe, responsible hunter can keep from breaking the rules.   
  
If this was not being shoved down our throats, hunter orange, it would also keep a little of 
the work load off of the law enforcement people so they could spend there time actually 



working on stopping poaching so that maybe some day I could get a tag.  Our law 
enforcement people are already stretched way to thin on a budget that they are trying to 
increase by raising other expenses to the Sportsmen.  Oregonians need to stop and say 
enough is enough.   
  
The statistics show that the hunter ed program here in Oregon has done very well.  
Shooting accidents continue to drop.  I, as a hunter, am much better off going out 
hunting where there are other people packing guns that I don't even know than to walk 
onto a football field to just play a little game of football.  We do not need to be looking at 
this issue under the premise of "well this state or that state has made it mandatory".  We 
need to stand on our own and quit being one of the sheep being lead to 
slaughter while thinking that we are just out for a sunny Sunday stroll. 
  
Hunting is one of the safest sports out there.  In my opinion, the Commission is just 
waving their own agenda banner here.  They should stop flapping in the breeze that is 
being created by those that are continually doing everything they can to squeeze one 
more penny out of the sportsmen so eventually the sportsmen will quit hunting because 
it has become so very expensive. 
  
Hunter Orange is not the answer to why our big game numbers are down in the eastern 
parts of the state, or why tag numbers continue to drop.  Lets spend all of the money 
being spent trying to push this on the sportsmen on better wildlife management.    
  
Oregon has suggested that one should wear Hunter Orange.  Great, it is a suggestion.  
The State has done its part to make sure that hunters are safe.  The Oregon 
Government of which the Commissioners are a part of, are coming accessed as thinking 
the American people are stupid.  For example, we are not smart enough to pump our own 
gas, in most states you have to pump your own.  There are several states that feel if you 
are not smart enough to wear a helmet while riding a motorcycle, you don't have to.  You 
can not regulate "stupid".  Stop trying to, all you are doing is ham stringing all of the rest 
of us. 
  
Continue the hunt WITHOUT Hunter Orange. 
Carl Shaver 
 
 
 
csbcshaver@gmail.com 
As a Jr. Hunter Ed instructor of Oregon I do not feel that this I some thing that should be 
made mandatory. Because Oregon is one of the lowest states for shooting accidents and 
yes we should encourage people wear Hunter Orange but that should be up to each 
person. We do not need some one to tell us if we can hunt safer with Hunter Orange 
because those that do not ID  what they are hunting from nose to tale and do not make 
sure of there back stop will still end up shoot some one. 
 



The only time I us Hunter Orange is when I go bird hunting and I still have been 
peppered by a shotgun. I do not like to be see when I am in the woods because if no one 
sees me that means that they will keep hunting and not disturb my hunting. 
 
Thank you and I hope can under stand why I DO NOT Like the idea of Hunter Orange as 
Mandatory.  
      
 
 
loadmaster67@yahoo.com 
I'm a avid hunter and I do not want to see this pass. For one the people that are doing the 
shooting in most of these incidents admit to not idenifing there target and shooting onto 
the brush well even if they thought it was an Elk shouldn't they be indenifing the sex? I 
fig that by the time they determine that they should be able to tell its a person. These 
people are idiots shooting at anything if they cant tell its a person they cant tell if it a 
deer, elk, etc little lone what sex. Besides if you word it like the rest of your laws no body 
will know whats going on anyway. Some of the stuff in the guide is so unclear, it says 
don't shhot from the road. But doesnt say how far away you should be? Then theres the 
whould wording about predator shooting during big game season I says during elk 
season I have to carry a 22 cal or smaller, and something about being in certain units, 
what about deer season etc? can I hunt then? Are you considering predator hunters not 
just turkey hunters? What about if I'm trapping or fishing during begame season? Do I 
have to wear hunter orange then? do I have to wear it in my car? What if i'm just out 
target shooting? I sincerly hope this does not pass Thanks Avid Oregon hunter that just 
mite have to give it up. Also please consider splitting the Elk points Cow/ bull like you 
have buck/doe you would make more money cause I'm not wasting my points for a cow 
tag. 
 
 
 
buckpoo@hotmail.com 
To whome it may concern: 
  
As a life long hunter, I belive the decision to wear or not to wear hunter orange should be 
left to the individual. I'm against the ever expanding governments list of mandates, most 
of us are capable of making those decisions ourselves. Oregons safety record for hunting 
is better than most states with such mandates. 
  
  Thank You  
  Robert Buckmeier 
  Garibaldi, Ore. 
 
 
 
richard.white@GlobalGeophysical.com 



Safety while hunting will not improve because you "have" to wear an orange vest it will 
only improve with education.Vote NO on wearing orange. 
 
 
 
KThiems@aol.com 
 I oppose any laws forcing hunters to wear hunter orange.  I feel it should be a personal 
choice.  
                  
                                           Kirk Thiems 
 
 
 
Steven.H.Hatfield@doc.state.or.us 

ODFW, 

I do not believe that the state of Oregon should dictate to any hunter the wearing of 
orange while in the field. We have gone through Hunter Safety course and know why we 
should wear some orange when hunting big game. However, don't you think it's about 
time Big Brother (State of Oregon and the federal government) quits hounding the 
citizen?  

We hunters fund just about all of the wildlife programs in this state through our licenses 
(which are ridiculously high in price) and we only hunt ten percent of the wildlife. Those 
facts are from your own biologists. We are controlled and overseen for our driving, 
motorcycling, boating, four wheeling, smoking, drinking, cell phone usage, camping, 
fishing and hunting by the state of Oregon. Leave us alone to wear our orange. We really 
don't need you to hold our hands. This is OREGON, not New Jersey or New York! 

Thank you for your time.  

Sincerely,  

Steven H. Hatfield  
Lakeview, Oregon  
Steven.H.Hatfield@doc.state.or.us     

 

wbarker@web.de 

To whom it may concern: 

 



Generally speaking, the public is growing weary with the continued intrusion and 
overt/covert hyperinvolvement of government into the lives of their citizens; more to the 
point, this proposed mandate is but one more example of Big Brother foisting himself 
unnecessarily onto his collective constituents, in this case, the hunting public. 
 
For example, a community recently banned low-riding pants; although I think the look is 
ridiculous and those wearing such styles aren't the best dressed people around, police 
have better things to do than looking for plumber's crack. However, another community 
banned thong-style swimwear on local beaches as an affront to the families with small 
children that would normally frequent said beaches, and have banned them from the 
beaches. 
 
We desperately need to turn the tide back on this extraordinarily intrusive nature that 
government has imbued itself with. To legislate every possibility action and activity of a 
normally decent public is to stifle and smother them with regulations up the .... Where no 
problem exists, let there be no solution. According to the report, there were 
1.56 incidents per 100,000 licenses; according to my math, that's an incident rate of 
0.00156%; it is not practicably possible to reduce that any futher and is so close to 0% as 
to not even be worth more effort to improve it. If there were only 2 accidents per 100,000 
miles of driving, ODOT would probably be celebrating highway safety, but ODFW wants 
to force hunters to wear orange? Get real! And get a clue! 
 
Let's use some common sense here: this is simply another state-sponsored attempt to 
bully the tax-paying hunting public (to differentiate them from the non-hunting public) 
into paying more and higher fees and allowing further governmental intrusion and 
regulation into our private life. My taxpayer dollar is worth far more than something like 
this. 
 

Ward Barker 

 

rogerleeclark@hotmail.com 

Good Day-- 
  
I would like to add the following comments regarding any proposed requirement to wear 
a orange garment during hunting season.  As a criminal defense attorney, both court-
appointed and privately retained, I see potential problems with target shooters who aren't 
wearing the orange garment being cited by law enforcement--possibly believing the mere 
possession of a rifle or pistol in the woods constitutes "hunting" for purposes of the 
mandatory orange rule.  Then, even if the violation of this rule only means the paying of 
a fine, there is still the problem that because of the "preponderance of evidence" standard 
a accused would virtually be required to prove his/her own innocence.  And, if criminal 
sanctions will be imposed, what will be the administrative and judicial cost of this rule's 



enforcement? 
I otherwise believe hunter and public safety is important to everybody during the hunting 
season and I hope these concerns can be addressed while still improving safety. 
  
Thank you for your consideration. 
  
                  Roger Lee Clark, Esq. 

 

 

johanna@upwardaccess.com 

I understand that Oregon is considering a mandate to wear hunter orange in most cases 
when hunting with a rifle. As an avid hunter I see two schools of thought on the theory of 
wearing it vs. not wearing it: Either you make yourself more visible so other hunters can 
spot you more easily or make it more difficult for them to see you to begin with. There 
are cases where some hunters with poor safety skills will use their scoped rifles to see 
what you are doing because they catch a glimpse of you from far away. Not to say that 
every hunter will do this because they could pick you out more easily but it does occur - I 
have had it happen. Most hunters I have encountered are safe with their firearms and 
ethical. The other issue I have with this is the fact that the state is stepping in to keep me 
safe from myself. It would be a bit more understandable if there were a law that was 
being considered to keep others safe from my acts (which is what most laws are designed 
to do) but the individual should be allowed to make their own decision. How about this... 
maybe ALL pedestrians should be mandated to wear bright orange at all times so that 
people operating motor vehicles can see them more easily? Clearly there are more 
pedestrians and motorists out there, every day of the year none the less, and a much 
higher rate of auto/pedestrian accidents out there. As a law enforcement officer 
in Oregon working for a county agency I work both rural and urban areas. I cant count 
the number of accidents involving pedestrians that I have investigated in the last 20 years 
but there has only been one "vision related" hunting accident that I know of in our county 
during that time and the victim was wearing hunter orange. Point being, the number of 
hunting accidents that this addresses are rather low to begin with and will the orange 
make a difference anyway? Maybe, maybe not. Yes, there are studies that show that most 
animals cant see the color of hunter orange but I truly believe from my observations that 
the animals can detect a color that just doesn't look right. Personally I find times when I 
find it beneficial to wear hunter orange and other times when it is not. Please let me and 
my fellow hunters make that decision. 

 

herbwilliams@gmail.com 

Hello, 



 
I just wanted to send an email stating my feelings about mandating that hunters must 
wear orange. I feel that it should be the choice of the hunter if they want to wear orange 
and should not be forced upon them. I also feel that the data from the Hunter Orange 
Report supports that their is not a need to mandate the wearing of orange. Oregon is 
already a safe state for hunters even when compared to states like Washington that have 
imposed a hunter orange mandate.  Washington has a rate of 4.65 incidents per 100,000 
license sales compared to Oregon's rate of 1.56. This is strong evidence suggesting that 
the state's hunters can be trusted to make the decision that best suits their personal 
circumstances. 
 
Thanks, 
Herb Williams 

 

darjoanb@hughes.net 

I am opposed to the proposal to make hunters wear orange.  I don't understand why you 
constantly have to fix things that aren't broke.  You can not make crossing the street 
absolutely safe, don't try. Why do you have to add more regulations to every aspect of 
hunting and to life in general every year?  I remember when my first hunting license had 
the laws printed on the back.  Now we have thick book that nobody reads, that describes 
every possible situation by gps coordinate and there is less game and fewer hunters, just 
more opportunity for the game warden to make a buck.  You keep raising the price every 
year and add more stupid regulations, why?  If the goal is to follow the plan of the PETA 
group and stop hunting than you are on the right track.  If you really believe that hunting 
is a good sport that allows people to get a little fresh air, avoid the meat counter at 
Safeway and is fun, then stop playing into the plans of the PETA idiots. 
  
Please, now more needless stupid regulations.  How about cutting out about 20 pages for 
a change. 
  
Darwin Brooks 
PO Box 274  
Ukiah, OR 97880 
541-421-3860 
 
 
 

wlemmon@mcgg.net 

PLEASE DO NOT OPEN THE DOOR FOR MORE GOVERNMENTR INTRUSION 
INTO OUR LIVES AND DO NOT MANDATE A HUNTER ORANGE 



REQUIREMENT IN THE WONDERFUL STATE OF OREGON WICN I HAVE BEEN 
A LIFE LONG RESIDENT!!  

 

rich-1960@msn.com 
As resident of Oregon and an avid sportsman, I am in favor of leaving the decision to 
wear or not to wear hunter orange up to the individual. 
Please STOP these Govnmt. mandates and let us make our own decisions.  This is a free 
country!! 
  
Sincerely, 
  
Richard Moulders 
 
 
 
cottonridge@msn.com 
DEAR ODFW, WE THE PEOPLE, DO NOT NEED ANY MORE GOVERNMENTAL 
INTERVENTION INTO OUR RIGHTS AND FREEDOM. IT WOULD BE NO 
DIFFERENT THEN WE THE PEOPLE MANDATING THAT YOU, OUR PUBLIC 
SERVANTS WEAR PINK UNDER WEAR. YOUR SLANTED STATISTICS HAVE 
NO REAL MERIT. THE PUBLIC OPINION OF MOST GOVERNMENT AGENCIES 
IS NOT REAL HIGH NOW ANYWAY, AND ANOTHER MOVE FOR MORE 
DICTORIAL ITEMS SUCH AS MANDATED ORANGE WILL ONLY INCREASE 
THOSE SENTIMENTS, AND NOT ACCOMPLISH ANYTHING POSITIVE. THANK 
YOU, PHIL NANCE 
 
 
 
 
granderhondekid@yahoo.com 
I am opposed to mandatory hunter orange requirements.  How would you like me to 
choose what you had to wear during your recreation time?  It's very imposing.  Please 
leave well enough alone and stick with the current law. 
  
Thank You. 
 
 
 
martinjk@comcast.net 
I am a search and rescue volunteer with nearly 30 years experience in wilderness Search 
and Rescue. There should be at least two additional requirements relating to hunting: 
 



1. "Hunter Orange" should be a requirement 2. No hunter shall carry a firearm when 
under the influence of drugs or alcohol. The maximim permissable blood alcohol content 
of a rifle (or bow?) hunter shall be .00 
 
Jerold Martin 
PO Box 21447 
Keizer, OR 97307 
 

paul.long@comcast.net 

I strongly APPOSE the mandate that hunters wear hunter orange.  It is not the States 
place to play Nanny. I think that if the State has valid information and statistic it is 
enough to provide this information and help educate people to make better decisions 
understanding the consequences. 

 
Paul Long 

Newberg, OR 

 
dklaja@charter.net 
To whom it may concern, 
From what I read, we are one of the safest hunting states and do not require wearing of 
orange. We have always worn orange bird hunting, but for big game, hunters should have 
time to identify a target before using a rifle. You can't protect us from the few bad apples 
who aren't safe. There is no need to require wearing of orange and the law should be left 
as it is.  
Luke and Debbe Klaja 

 

 

mschwebke@otecc.com 

We support option 1, which the wearing of orange would remain voluntary for all hunters 
in Oregon. 

 
Myles Schwebke 
Evan Schwebke 
 
 
egbarth@gmail.com 



Good Day, 
  
I believe that hunter orange should be left up to the individual to choose whether to wear 
or not to. 
  
I wear mine but believe this should be and individuals choice. 
  
Regards, 
  
Ed Barth 
PO Box 1450 
Cottage Grove, Or. 97424 
 
 
Subject: HUNTER ORANGE 
From:    ronsmith@ortelco.net 
Date:    Tue, May 25, 2010 8:55 am 
To:      odfw.comments@state.or.us 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
 
 NO. NO. NO. ENOUGH IS ENOUGH, THE STATE OF OREGON IS ONE OF THE 
SAFEST AND I THINK WE THE PEOPLE HAVE ENOUGH COMMON SENSE TO 
KNOW IF AND WHEN WE SHOULD WEAR ORANGE. 
 
  I THINK ODFW WOULD HAVE BETTER THINGS TO BE WORKING ON, SUCH 
AS WHAT HAS HAPPENED TO OUR ELK AND DEER HERDS. 
 
  WE D0 NOT NEED THE STATE TELLING US WHAT TO WEAR. I AM 65 YEARS 
OLD AND I HAVE BEEN DRESSING MYSELF FOR MOST OF THAT TIME, WITH 
HELP FROM THE STATE 
 
  RON SMITH 
 
 
 
gailr@centurytel.net 
I and my family is against mandatory requirement that hunters must wear Orange while 
in the field. Oregon has outstanding safety record in this area. 
Why fix something that is not broken. Is to make money on fines? Option 1 if they want 
to wear orange that is great if they want too. 
                       Raleigh Brunelle 
                       Lakeview, Or 97630 
 
 



 
 
ShhhMiAe@aol.com 
I don't see how making it the law to wear orange is going to make hunting safer. Many 
accidents happen even if a hunter or nonhunter is wearing the orange. This mandate is 
treating everyone like a five year old with no common sense. Many and most hunters go 
for years with incident and those who are not responsible are the ones who cause the rest 
of us who are law abiding to get restricted in many of freedoms passed down by our 
founding fathers.  
  
People who are not aware of their selves and don't take on responsibilities for themselves 
should be penalized. As they should be when they break the law or violate any law. 
Passing some law as requiring hunter orange will not protect the ignorant, lazy, careless, 
crazy, irresponsible and  foolish from themselves or others. 
  
If we passed a law for everything to protect us from harm, experiencing freedoms and the 
unknown. We won't be have the Constitution, the Bill of Rights, Declaration of 
Independence, pledge allegiance, the United States of America or any modern technology 
of today. 
 
 
 
Wes.Molsberry@honeywell.com 
No new useless regulations please. The facts and statistic prove that Oregon is a safe 
State for hunters. Safer yet than States which impose a dress code. 
 
  
Wes W. Molsberry 
Honeywell Video Systems 
Field Applications Engineer 
Western United States Region  
Phone - (541) 474-4947 
Tech Support - (800) 796-2288 
wes.molsberry@honeywell.com 
 
 
 
stealthdbv@aol.com 
Please leave this decision to the individual!  
 
 
 

Amber.D.TAYLOR@odot.state.or.us 

To the Oregon Fish and Wildlife Commission,  



I have been an avid hunter for over 20 years in Oregon and am strongly opposed to rules 
that would make wearing "hunter orange" mandatory while hunting for a number of 
reasons:  

• First, the cost benefit of rule-making and implementing such a law is ridiculous 
because it fails to address the real issue, and would be impossible to enforce. The 
very nature of hunting requires people to go out into the most remote areas of the 
State and quietly sneak around. Our State doesn't have the resources, nor has the 
means to pay for any such fee/tax hikes that would fund an enforcement team for 
this.  

• Second, the premise of your argument is seriously flawed. For example, your 
statistics indicate the number of  "incidents with hunting related firearms." First of 
all what does that mean? Does it mean the number of people who were shot while 
hunting? OR does it mean number of people shot with a "hunting related firearm" 
while not hunting. i.e. cleaning their gun, sitting in camp, over argument with 
someone, or other? If it's the later, wearing orange won't help them.  

         
        So, let's look at the statistics ODFW provides for "vision-related" incidents and 
assume all the people involved were hunting. Never mind hikers, fisherman, and 
equestrians in the woods at the same time, because they aren't "hunting." If one "hunter" 
shoots another human being in the woods, that "hunter" obviously is not an ethical hunter 
because ethical hunters wait for an animal to present a shot. Ethical hunters do not fire 
into the bushes or timber just because they heard something or saw something move. 
Ethical hunters are not your problem here. 

         
        If you mandate every hunter to wear orange you will be giving every armed, un-
ethical idiot in the woods an "out" if he "accidently" shoots someone. Some lawyer will 
argue that the person who died didn't follow the law and therefore was "accidently" shot 
and therefore, not his clients fault. Unfortunately, I can tell you from first hand 
experience that wearing hunter orange does not save you. 

        I, personally, have been shot at while wearing hunter orange twice in my hunting 
career. Once, an idiot tried shooting the orange hat off my head despite me wildly waving 
it back and forth to signal I was a person and the other was when two guys shot into the 
brush I was coming through as I tried to get back to my truck. I even witnessed a man 
shoot directly into the timber his nephew was walking through because he thought he 
would "scare some deer his way"! Wearing orange does not save you from armed idiots. 

• Lastly, the correlation between the number of incidents before and after 
implementing mandatory hunter orange provided by other states is horribly 
flawed because it's not a true sampling of hunters.   

I do believe Oregon has a problem with people shooting others while recreating in the 
woods. But we also have a problem with people shooting others in our city streets too.  



Please don't enforce us out of this sport and your revenue stream. Sure the ethical hunters 
will abide by any new rules ODFW implements, but don't be fooled into thinking this 
will create a safer hunting 

environment.  

The idiots will still be out there and the crazy man-hunters will be too. I've encountered 
both in the woods and wearing orange will just give up my position to the man-hunters 
quicker, and give the idiots 

a bright target.  

Sincerely,  

Amber Taylor  
503-986-3495  

 

coldgyn@hotmail.com 

As an Oregon hunter for over 30 years I want to strongly protest the mandatory wearing 
of hunter orange.  I do not believe it is the State's responsibility to mandate (nanny) 
Oregon citizens. 
  
Are all citizens walking, riding and hiking in the woods during a hunting season going to 
be mandated to wear hunter Orange?  Of course not (at least not yet). 
  
If everyone does not have to wear hunter orange during season then no one should. 
  
Will everyone carrying a fire arm or a bow during hunting season who has a valid tag for 
that year be mandated to wear orange?  What if I'm just sighting in or shooting for fun?  
  
Will people foolish enough to shoot at an unidentified object still be in the woods?  Yes. 
  
Like alot of studies' the MMWR OCT. finding are represented in a way that clouds the 
facts.  The report relates in the "editorial notes" seciton page 2, some scarry statistics.  
However, if you do the math yourself you see that out of 17,000,000 registered hunters in 
1995 there were only 107 hunting realted fatalities (all hunting fatalities - for any 
reason).  That is .00001% of the total number of registered hunters. 
  
I believe that  "vision" related really means "shot at something that sounded like it was a 
game animal", not misidentifying a human for an elk.  In other words; it was not visible 
but was shot at anyway, thus listed as a visibility issue.  This wording misidentifies the 
real issue of poor judgment. 
  



Is it possible that when the people in those studies were asked what caused the accident 
they might have suggested a visual misidentification issue rather than just saying I was 
"brush shooting" or just being irresponsible?  I'm quite certain, yes. 
  
Many more citizens drown swimming in the river than hunting accidents each year; are 
we then going to make it illegal to go to a swimming hole without "water wings" or a life 
jacket?   
  
Eating results in over 90% of choking deaths.  Should we make everyone eat through a 
strainer?  Of course not. 
  
Hunters are likely to get killed from falls, weather, getting lost, travel, knives and contact 
with animals.  Will all of those things need to be mandated for our safety?  No. 
  
These may seem like funny examples but the comparison is solid. 
  
If I drown because I don't wear a life jacket, choke because I don't chew enough or get 
shot because someone else being irresponsible then that should be my decision.   
  
I have been a bow hunter in Oregon for the past 20 years and I can tell you that no matter 
what those studies "suggest"; deer and elk recognize hunter orange as something not 
quite right and very quickly associate it with danger. 
  
When I was a gun hunter I was routinely "scoped" by other hunters.  I believe I would 
have been way less likely to be "scoped" if I had been in camo, thus less likely to be shot 
and I believe that is still a valid concern. 
  
We the Oregon citizens, have the ability to choose and make wise or unwise decisions 
without the assistance of the State of Oregon.  Oregon already has an excellent hunter 
education program. 
  
Please respect my right to think for myself.  Please do not join the "nanny state" 
mentality.  Personal responsibility is necessary to reduce the risk of death or injury for 
everything in life. 
  
Sincerely, 
Mitch Teal 
4080 Eagle Crest NW 
Salem, OR 97304 

 
 

aperkins@catalyst-itgroup.com 



This law will be BS if instituted. The statistics speak for themselves. Oregonians enjoy 
the freedom to think for ourselves and want to keep the government from mandating 
everything to us. Knock it off now! Let us decide what to wear. Go ahead and do all the 
education you want on the perceived benefits of wearing orange and even waste my 
money to do so…but DO NOT shove another law down my throat. 

Allen Perkins 

 

juliagustavus@yahoo.com 

Greetings! 
 
I am responding to the solicitation by ODFW to comment on the proposed use of 
mandatory blaze orange for big game hunters. 
 
A review of the available statistics both here in Oregon and in other states leads me to 
believe that mandatory blaze orange is not necessary for big game hunting in this state.  
The requirement of blaze orange for upland game hunting appears to be an excellent idea, 
as hunters are responding swiftly and with little time for evaluation of their target, and 
often hunt in groups.   
 
It appears that there is little reason to insist on blaze orange for big game hunters.  The 
regulation would change the experience of the hunt while having little real impact on 
safety, as injuries and deaths during big game hunting are quite few.  What injuries and 
deaths do occur would likely be better prevented by improved hunter education. 
 
As a federal employee, I speak from experience when I say that adding to the burden of 
rules and regulations already in force is onerous.  Simplifying and streamlining the rules 
and regulations already in effect would be a far better area in which the commission and 
the agency could spend their time. 
 
Sincerely, 
Julia Pinnix 
juliagustavus@yahoo.com 

503-302-6044 

 

 

 
 
tprang@yahoo.com 



Hello-- 
 
I am attaching my comments about the proposed use of mandatory blaze orange to this e-
mail.  In case the attachment proves to be a problem, the text has been copied into this e-
mail below. 
 
Thank you-- 
Tom Prang 
 
Thoughts and Comments Regarding Oregon Adopting Blaze Orange Hunting Rules 
 
Please take a few moments to consider the following thoughts as they pertain to the issue 
of adopting mandatory blaze orange rules for hunters in Oregon. 
 
My name is Tom Prang, and I would like to provide a brief introduction to myself to 
establish a foundation for the subsequent observations and comments. Please consider 
this a sincere attempt to provide an assessment of the subject, and of ODFW in general 
from someone who does not work for the department, but is familiar with state and 
federal agencies. 
 
I have participated in both general season and Master Hunter hunts in Oregon for several 
years, currently work as a federal park ranger, and have worked on a seasonal and 
contract basis for 2 other state Fish and Game/Wildlife Departments in the past. I have 
worked with staff from a range of state and federal agencies and try to keep some 
perspective on their goals, work environment, and mission. 
 
The following observations may be incorrect, or skewed, but are the basis for my 
opinions regarding changing the blaze orange rules for hunters in Oregon. 
 
1. After several web searches of various equivalent Fish and Wildlife Departments in 
surrounding Western states, I only found Washington that currently has mandatory blaze 
orange requirements for all modern firearm hunters. Other Western states and Canadian 
Provinces in our geographical region did not mandate blaze orange for hunters. 
 
2. While the ODFW-posted research regarding visual studies is helpful, it is only part of 
the picture. It was difficult to find comparable statistics between states on hunter injury 
and death with or without blaze orange. It was also difficult to find such data from 
national hunter safety web sites. Whatever position is finally adopted by Oregon, it would 
be good to supply accurate information on the surrounding states’ hunter accident rates 
by type of hunting, number of hunters, and blaze orange regulations. If the data supports 
a certain position, it can only help to clearly demonstrate that on the ODFW site. 
 
3. The information I did glean from various sources pointed to upland game hunting as 
being the most dangerous activity, and laws relating to mandatory blaze orange for 
upland game hunting have been in effect in various states for many years. There seems to 



be a varied history on big game hunting and blaze orange, and it seems to have a longer 
history in more populated Eastern states. 
 
4. According to the ODFW statistics, there are relatively few fatalities related to big game 
hunting given the number of hunters in the field. Based on the information I found on the 
ODFW web site, fatalities averaged out to about 1 a year with hundreds of thousands of 
hunter-days being accrued. In some ways, this would actually place hunting (perhaps 
excluding upland game) in a safer category than many daily activities with which Oregon 
residents are involved. 
 
5. While attempting to tease out the circumstances of individual cases of Oregon hunting 
accidents, I noticed a trend in hunters from a related party being the shooter and victim. 
While mistaking someone for game is a significant reason for the accidents, the REAL 
issue is that the shooter used poor judgment in pulling the trigger on an uncertain target, 
or without taking into regard whatever would be beyond the target. These are errors in 
judgment and experience, which can and should be remedied through a combination of 
hunter education, mentoring, and enforcement. 
 
Given this background information, it is probable that mandatory blaze orange would 
reduce hunting accidents. But the real issue is that anyone who is being deterred by a 
solid block of blaze orange has ultimately NOT ACTUALLY LEARNED TO 
NECESSARILY USE GOOD JUDGEMENT or hunt safely and ethically. The education 
and potential bad habits have not necessarily changed.  The excitement, inexperience, and 
poor judgment shown during hunting accidents have parallels in boating, fishing, motor 
vehicle use, etc.  An effort to introduce mandatory blaze orange in this case feels like a 
regulation applied where education would be a better choice.  For a state agency to take a 
more proactive role in the responsibility for educating new and existing hunters is the 
right thing to do, rather than generating a new rule. 
 
Mandating blaze orange actually appears to be a classic example of the tragedy of the 
commons, where the vast majority of the time activities take place without any incident, 
and the few accidents that do occur change the circumstances for every other user. It is 
understandable that we fall back on new regulations, which seem to address a problem, 
but often the root cause is left untouched, which in this case is poor judgment. Anecdotal 
evidence points to the fact that many hunters STRIVE to blend into their surroundings, 
via reduced scent, noise, and visual impact. This seems to in part be for hunter success, 
but also to enjoy the benefits of being in the flow and rhythm of the natural surroundings.  
The fact that only 15 to 25 percent of Oregon hunters choose to use blaze orange seems 
to point to the fact that it is misunderstood, unpopular, or hunters do not feel it is an issue. 
 
Ultimately, I do not support a new regulation requiring the use of blaze orange for big 
game hunters; but I do support the mandatory use of blaze orange during upland game 
hunting.  The statistics I have seen support this choice. 
 
The subject of the Commission and ODFW creating more regulations brings to mind 
another disturbing trend that I feel dovetails perfectly with this discussion. I have some 



grasp of the difficulty a state agency like ODFW faces in blending natural and cultural 
issues, working within a bureaucracy, and public service. There is the effort to maintain 
and attract new users, in part to justify funding, and to attract positive press and political 
support.   
 
The reality I notice with regards to the public image of ODFW has not been very 
positive, and seems to have several facets. A subject such as mandatory blaze orange 
highlights what I truly feel is a symptom of what may be happening in Salem. 
 
1. I have been in the Cherry Street complex on several occasions and have noticed 
entrenched negativity, a lack of communication between floors/departments, and a certain 
feeling of not being in touch with the public they serve. This observation does not apply 
to reception staff, who do the best they can; but to administrative staff.  This is based on 
my being exposed to different departments at ODFW, and comparing that experience to 
my exposure to other state Fish and Wildlife agencies. 
 
2. There has been wide-spread confusion and frustration expressed with the flaws and 
delays in programs such as mandatory reporting, or the way the hunting application 
permit process is undertaken.  These types of negative comments mainly stem from the 
confusing process of digesting all the rules and regulations found in the hunting and 
fishing booklets or websites. I know much of this should be driven by biological needs, 
but when an agency’s data flow and information is so cumbersome that it causes 
confusion and resentment with its constituents, there is a serious problem. The fact that I 
know both myself and friends have been in contact with various ODFW personnel in 
Salem with various questions and regularly could not get accurate information or 
received conflicting answers between staff point to some inner lack of communication 
and coordination regarding ODFW regulations, policies, resources, and activities. 
 
3. My fear is that people will feel compelled to give up on trying to wade through all the 
layers of regulations, dates, processes, and paperwork (not to mention the time and 
financial burden), and that much of the current system is one reason for the decline in 
user-groups. The confusion I have personally witnessed has been from people who work 
in other agencies, have advanced degrees, and have tried to navigate the process over 
time and in good faith. If you are losing persons of such caliber, you are REALLY going 
to have a problem with elements of the general public. 
 
This leads me to the conclusion that there is some issue with the management at ODFW. 
Even if it were public-interface and low-level staff management issues, that is still a 
symptom of poor vision or management from the top down. As for questions like blaze 
orange, it would seem like the public would be better served by focusing agency staff and 
resources upon putting more effort into public outreach and education, simplifying and 
streamlining public materials, and looking at the way the public uses the agency’s 
services. It would be ESPECIALLY valuable to be able to present data and research that 
supports any changes and increased restrictions on how people interact with the resource. 
 



In closing, please remember that this is meant to offer a perspective on not only the blaze 
orange topic, but how it fits into the larger rubric of how ODFW serves the public, and in 
turn the perception it may actually be projecting of an out-of-touch agency that is 
constantly generating new regulations and information on top of an already cumbersome 
and inefficient public interface system. This is not intended to come across as harsh or 
negative; instead it is one person’s assessment of the public perception I hear from other 
outdoors-people, and have experienced personally in my contact with ODFW staff. I am 
not talking about the reception staff, but am focused upon the desk-level administrators, 
primarily on Cherry Street. Again, these comparisons are based upon my experiences 
working with other state Fish and Game agencies, and as an outdoorsman in various 
states. There are elements that appear to work well, and I am just focusing upon a 
blending  of actions taking place at ODFW with the personal and public reactions I have 
experienced to date. 
 
Thanks for your time,  
 
Tom Prang 
503-302-6044 

tprang@yahoo.c 

 
d.vanrheen@comcast.net 
ODFW, 
 
Oregon has one of the best record on hunting safety and should not adopt a mandatory 
amount of orange to be worn by hunters over 18 years of age. There is no proof that we 
will have safer woods by adding orange to are wardrobe. Education is the key to safety    
  
David Van Rheen , (56 years of hunting in Oregon 
 
 
 
CGH_DLH_@msn.com 
I am opposed to the notion of a hunter orange mandate for Oregon hunters. 
We have the safest hunting record in the nation. Including our neighbor state  
Washington, which has in effect a hunter orange law. If it not working there, 
why try it here? 
                 Thank you: 
                              Charlie Hoyle 
 
 
 
 
ZPliska@columbia.com 
To Whom It May Concern: 



 
As a 34 year resident of Oregon and a seasoned hunter I’m against mandatory rules 
requiring hunter orange.   I wear an orange cap at all times while hunting but that’s by 
choice.  It’s my right, my privilege and my choice as an individual.  Just because 40 other 
states have this rule in place doesn’t mean it’s a good, necessary, or well thought out 
requirement.    
 
Many in my group choose to wear red vs. the orange due to tradition and for the simple 
fact that is what they already own.  Some, including my father bought their gear in 
orange.  But that was his choice.  Hunters shouldn’t be forced to buy additional 
equipment or be told what they are legally required to wear.  All hunters have spent 
countless hours finding what gear setup works the best for us on an individual basis and I 
for one don’t want to have to add weight or the annoyance of a legally required 
specifically colored garment.   We have enough rules to adhere to.   If there was to be any 
mandate requiring hunters to wear blaze orange, which there shouldn’t be,  it should be a 
minimum that a hat or a scarf would satisfy.   
 
Other states, such as Washington, require a minimum number of cubic inches of orange 
which translates into having to wear an orange vest which is ridiculous.  What happens 
when they don a backpack or if they put on a bulky coat in a snowstorm?  Does that vest 
have to be worn over all of that? I for one do not want to bother with another layer if it’s 
hot in deer season or as I said before, figure out how to fit it over other gear.    
 
What about color blind hunters?  No amount of orange will increase one’s visibility in 
that circumstance.  
 
Where do these rules stop?  Should every hunter carry a compass, knife, matches, etc?  
Yes, but is it the ODFW’s job to make it a legal requirement?  The answer is no.     
 
Sincerely,  
 
Zachary M. Pliska 
zpliska@columbia.com 
 
 
 
matstaley@bendbroadband.com 
option 1 or option 2.  the others are ridiculous.  leave my freedom alone! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
k.roberts.3@hotmail.com 



I am a bow hunter and a rifle hunter here in the state of Oregon. just as a comment for the 
Blaze Orange considerations, please do not enforce blaze orange. As much as I do not 
like seeng people wearing full camo during rifle season, I do not like to be forced to wear 
specifically blaze orange. I hunt with a group of people that have used a mixture of blaze 
orange and red. I prefer having the preference to wear what I feel is sfe for my situation. 
as well as hunting on a budget. Wearing clothes that I already have.  
  
Now I know that it has been many years since I passed hunter's safety but I feel that it is 
the responsibility of the hunters themselves to wear what they feel is the most safe and 
appropriate. But please do not regulate our clothes.  
  
Also, from the data given, it does not sound like these incidents are an epidemic here in 
oregon. of the incidents reported only 50% are vision related. granted this may be the 
highest cause but I don't believe it is enough to raise concern for what we wear as 
hunters. Especially when we are compared to a state like NY.  
  
Thank you for your time 
  
Kirk Roberts 
 
 
 

 
From: Nils Norling [mailto:hogrider@crestviewcable.com]  
Sent: Monday, May 24, 2010 7:07 PM 
To: odfw.comments@state.or.us 
Subject: hunter orange 
 
You've raised fees on everything imaginable- hunting licenses, fishing licenses, deer tags, 
elk tags, OHV permits, etc. to the point where thousands of people have simply given up 
hunting & fishing. I'm about to myself, it's hardly worth it any more. It cost me nearly 
$100 to buy a combination license & tags this year. Now you're considering forcing us to 
buy new cloths to hunt in. Are you people actively TRYING to kill your own jobs? If you 
are you're going about it very well. 
  
    PLEASE, NO MORE REGULATIONS PEOPLE!! 
  
    Nils Norling 
    Metolius 
 
 
 
 
 
crmotoman@aol.com 
To whom it may concern, 



I believe that the hunter orange mandate should NOT be put into effect.  
I hunt deer every year with my three boys and wife and we all wear an orange hat more to 
easily spot each other when we are fanned out. During elk hunting season there is no way 
I would wear orange, I might as well quit buying tags and hunting if that is what it comes 
too.  
But any responsible hunter should not make the shot until they are absolutely sure of 
what they are shooting at. I think this law will just give unresponsible hunters an excuse 
if they happen to misjudge their intended target. I can see it already in court, well the 
victim wasn't wearing his orange prisoner jumpsuit so he was fair game to shoot at and 
not be charged criminally for not making sure what his target was. 
Again I reiterate my and my entire family's disagreement with any change to the current 
law in effect. Oregon already has one of the best hunting accident records why change 
what works? 
  
Sincerely 
  
Of Voting age 
  
Rick Decknadel 
Kathy Boyer 
Adam Decknadel 
Alex Decknadel 
 
 
jim-jani@msn.com 
Please do not mandate hunter orange for adults, especially for upland bird and small 
game hunting. 
  
Jim Miller 
 
 
 
longshotcliff@aol.com 
The options I like best are option #3 and option #4. 
 I always wear an orange hat and a red plaid coat when elk and deer rifle hunting. 
Sometimes I add an orange vest in some situations. I would have no problem with option 
#3 and I can't understand why most hunters would. 
  
I personaly believe Option #4 would be the most safe. I have seen too many rifle 
hunters during deer and elk season in full camouflage. I would much rather be able to see 
these hunters easier. 
  
So, as a 1st choice I would like to see Option #4 put into law. 
If too many hunters disagree with that then I think Option #3 should be implemented. 
Nobody should have a problem with wearing an orange hat. 
  



Thank you,   
                    Clifford Kirk  
 
 
 
 
 
Jake@layerdental.com 
ODFW: 
 
Please reconsider a hunter orange mandate. I believe it is unnecessary and will be 
ineffective at making people safer. We don’t need another mandate by government. 
 
Jake Layer 
Medford, OR 
 
 
 
etaylor@triadmachinery.com 
I am a life long hunter in Oregon for over 53 years now and I strongly resist mandatory 
orange on any hunter over 18 years of age…….  
  
Edd Taylor 
Operations Manager 
503-943-6603 
 
 
I just spoke to Gladys Jones from Silverton and she strongly supports hunters wearing 
hunter orange in a vest or hat.  She said camouflage clothes blend in too well.   
 
1201 Pine St   
Silverton, OR 
97381-1324                
 
503.873.2519 
 
 
 
dennisgbbs@gmail.com 
I will not be able to come to the June 4th meeting about Hunter orange. I do want to state 
that I am 100% against wearing HO for BOW HUNTING.  
100% IN FAVOR of making the cow elk hunt in the Santiam and Mc Kenzie unit a draw 
only. 
 
 
 



1jjmccabe@gmail.com 
Greetings,  
I would just like to weigh in on the mandatory hunter orange issue. I am personally 
opposed to the ODFW imposing any more rules on the hunters of the state.If a guy/gal 
wants to take it upon themselves to wear orange it is up to them.I do not feel it is the job 
of ODFW to tell me what I have to wear. I pay my money, I follow the laws and I just 
want to be left alone to hunt (dressed as I see fit).The more restrictive the rules get the 
less people want to hassle with paying to have to jump through all the hoops.People pay a 
fair amount of money to be able to do these things, so I say lets not add more to the 
list. Thanks. 
  
                                                                                                                            Josh 
McCabe 
 
 

 
From: THOMAS Matthew A *ODOT [mailto:Mathew.THOMAS@odot.state.or.us]  
Sent: Thursday, June 03, 2010 9:48 AM 
To: COMMISSION ODFW 
Subject: Hot Topics 
Importance: High 
 
 

I don't know if my 2 cents worth will be heard in time for the meeting, but as a avid 
outdoorsman, and very active member of the Confederated Tribes of Grand Ronde 
Ceremonial Hunting Board, my thoughts are,  keep the blaze orange optional, but if the 
commission finds it absolutely unavoidable lets only mandate blaze orange, Red, or Pink 
during Rifle Only hunts,  in my opinion the general deer and general elk rifle seasons are 
when the biggest crowds are in the woods, but obviously accidents happen during late 
season rifle hunts as well. So rifle only hunts is my vote on wearing bright color. 

On the salmon fishing front, I have wondered for years now, why we mandate only 
keeping "hatchery" fin clipped fish, when many "native" non-fin clipped are being caught 
and released in to bad of shape to survive,  what would be the harm in for example, if the 
limit is 2 fin clipped Chinook or Coho or what ever species, make the regulation, 2 
Chinook, or Coho, steelhead etc. regardless of fin clipping?  I have personally witnessed 
other boaters on the Willamette catch 4 Chinook that ended up "floaters" because they 
couldn’t be kept by law, until they caught 2 fin-clipped to keep. Kill 4 to keep 2 doesn't 
make sense to me. That’s just a for instance and food for thought. 

Thanks for your time,  

Respectfully,  
Matt Thomas  



 

 
From: Diana & Denver Mason [mailto:dmason@gorge.net]  
Sent: Thursday, June 03, 2010 12:30 PM 
To: "Undisclosed-Recipient:;"@FwhqIMSVA.dfw.state.or.us 
Subject: ODWF HUnter Orange General Comments 
 
I believe hunters should have a choice on personal clothing.  We do not 
need this to be mandated.  Perhaps motor vehicles should all be mandated to 
have orange paint since they are much more dangerous than hunting.  If 
all sportsmen quit purchasing license and tags perhaps it would have a 
greater impact. 
Denver Mason 

 


